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Abstract
Significant growth of the wind energy industry over the last two decades has driven rapid
evolution of wind turbine technology leading to dramatic increases in wind turbine rotor size and
power ratings which continue to stretch the limits for materials and blade structural design.
Historically, wind turbines have been analyzed using cross-sectional analysis with large safety
factors. Modern approaches to blade design incorporate 2D layered-shell finite element modeling
for structural analysis but rely on simplifying assumptions to represent a turbine blade. More
recently, high-fidelity modeling including non-linear analysis, solid elements, and higher order
elements has been suggested in the literature, resulting in an extensive array of recommended
modeling practices without a clear consensus on the appropriate modeling fidelity to analyze a
blade or under what circumstances higher fidelity methods are warranted. Meanwhile, the current
certification standards allow a wide range of acceptable modeling methods, with minimal details
on what constitutes a suitable analysis approach.
The objective of this research is to critically assess modeling techniques for structural
analysis of wind turbine blades in order to identify the appropriate level of fidelity and
corresponding choice of safety factors for structural analysis of wind turbine blades. Additionally,
this work seeks to evaluate the variation in modeling accuracy for the range of component
thicknesses along the span of a typical blade in order to identify the conditions under which lower
fidelity methods are inadequate.
A review of recommended modeling approaches from literature in the wind industry has
led to the selection of eighteen modeling approaches considering layered-shell and various solid
element types, several element formulations and plate theories, smeared and discrete ply
representations, linear and nonlinear solutions, and through thickness discretization of the solid
models. The reference modeling method selected to evaluate these eighteen techniques is a highfidelity approach in which a 20-node quadratic hexahedral element is used for each individual
sublayer of laminate. The high-fidelity reference method is validated against a related problem in
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which an exact 3D elasticity solution is available. Each of the eighteen methods are then used to
analyze a simplified subcomponent representative of a typical wind turbine blade shell for stresses
in the blade skin and spar cap plies in the vicinity of internal substructure and the discrete material
transition to the adjacent core panels. Through-thickness strain distributions are compared against
the reference model at selected locations to assess the accuracy and limitations of lower fidelity
models.
Three trade studies are then performed in which the thickness of the main structural
components (spar cap, skins, and core) is varied corresponding to relative component thicknesses
of typical inboard, midboard, and outboard blade laminates. A fourth trade study is carried out in
which the overall cross-section height is varied for a fixed laminate thickness to assess the variation
in accuracy of each method for a range of relative laminate-to-airfoil thicknesses. Finally, the
midboard trade study is repeated to evaluate the sensitivity of each modeling approach to
misalignment in spar cap fiber orientation. The accuracy of the lower fidelity methods is assessed
by comparing the predicted load at which fiber failure and inter-fiber failure first occur for each
model against the reference approach. Outcomes of these trade studies are used to assess the
modeling error in each approach and provide recommendations for analysis of wind turbine blades
and appropriate safety factors.
For the shell element modeling approaches, three key limitations are identified and
discussed throughout this dissertation: linear through thickness variation of in-plane strains, load
application at the element midplane, and artificial stiffening due to geometric extension of the
webs for mesh compatibility. For fiber failure, shell element modeling errors in the abstracted
subcomponent are observed to be up to 15% for the ratios of total laminate thickness to crosssection height from a typical blade. However, the predicted impact on fiber failure for a typical
blade is expected to be within 5% when accounting for the number of webs in a typical blade
model. As such, the typical partial safety factor for accuracy of analysis of 1.0 is seen to be
nonconservative and increasing the safety factor to 1.05 would be advised to account for the
observed errors in shell models. For inter-fiber failure, modeling errors exceeding 60% are
observed for the inner skin and spar cap due to complex in-plane shear stress distributions in the
vicinity of mating structure. Therefore, shell element modeling is not recommended in the vicinity
of mating structure or material interfaces. Global shell element models should be supplemented
with solid models or subcomponent testing for these regions.
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Results from the solid modeling methods show several distinct advantages over shell
elements, such as a more accurate geometric representation and the ability to represent a nonlinear
through thickness variation of in-plane strains (by means of multiple linear elements through
thickness or a higher order shape function). However, disadvantages of solid elements are also
identified, including limitations in representing the out-of-plane stresses and the overall increase
in model complexity. For fiber failure, all solid modeling approaches considered in this work
match the reference solution within 0.5%, indicating the current partial safety factors for accuracy
of analysis are suitable for solid modeling. For inter-fiber failure, modeling errors for the critical
ply failure are within 10% of the reference model for all approaches, with errors decreasing as
model fidelity increases. Although these errors are within the typical 1.15 accuracy of analysis
partial safety factor for inter-fiber failure, modeling errors in non-critical plies are observed as high
as 40% when using three or fewer elements through the thickness. As such, at least five elements
are recommended through thickness when using solid elements. Furthermore, when using at least
five elements through thickness, modeling errors for inter-fiber failure remain within 10% for all
structural components, suggesting a possible reduction in the partial safety factors for accuracy of
analysis from 1.15 to 1.10 for solid models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Climate change, sustainability, and renewable energy are major public interests today. A
report from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [1]–[3] shows that total renewable
energy production and consumption are at record highs, in particular due to increases in wind and
solar energy. Wind energy generation in the U.S. has increased from 1.3%1 to 7.2%2 of the total
utility-scale energy generated in the U.S. from 2008 to 2019. Although still a small percentage of
the overall energy generation compared to fossil fuels, wind energy has experienced dramatic
growth over the last decade (Figures 1-2), with wind capacity increasing steadily each year and
significant growth on the horizon. The U.S. Department of Energy’s Wind Vision Report [4] from
2015 details feasible wind energy goals to supply 10% of the U.S. energy demand by 2020, 20%
by 2030, and 35% by 2050 and the steps necessary to reach those goals. The report presents a road
map outlining key themes in progressing towards this scenario. A key theme in the report is the
importance of reducing the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for wind—which is the ratio of total
costs to total energy produced over the turbine lifetime. Energy cost drivers outlined in the Wind
Vision report include annual energy production (AEP), capacity factor, operations and
maintenance (O&M), and reliability.
Over several decades, the push for increased AEP and reduced LCOE has resulted in
consistent growth in turbine size (Figure 2) with modern blades more than 350 feet (107-meters)
[5], [6], and with rotor diameters over twice the wingspan of most of large aircraft like the 747 and
A380. Along with larger rotor diameter comes increased energy production and reductions in cost
of energy, but this also increases the structural challenges for blade design. As such, blade
reliability remains a major interest for the wind industry.

1
2

55,363 thousand MWh from utility scale wind in 2008 out of 4,119,388 thousand MWh total in the U.S. [2]
300,071 thousand MWh from utility scale wind in 2019 out of 4,118,051 thousand MWh total in the U.S. [3]
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Figure 1: Installed Wind Capacity [7]
(source data: AWEA [8])

Figure 2: Levelized Cost of Energy and Turbine Size Trends [4]
(DOE Data source [4], Rotor Diameter to Hub Height source [9], offshore turbines in plot
include MHI Vestas V164-10MW3, GE Haliade-X4, and Siemens Gamesa SG 14MW-222 DD5)
Reliability data from Wind Vision shows that gearbox, electrical system, and generator
components were the largest historical drivers for turbine downtime and thus became a priority,
resulting in dramatic reliability improvements; however, downtime from rotor blades doubled
from 2007 to 2012. Average rotor replacement costs are estimated at $240,000 [4] and over the
course of 10 years’ worth of operational data, 2% of active turbines were found to require a blade
replacement each year [12]. To achieve the increased wind energy production goals outlined in
Wind Vision, the Department of Energy identifies the following action items related to turbine
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MHI Vestas V164-8MW 80m blades beginning serial product in 2015 with later rating increases to 10MW [10], [11]
GE Haliade-X 12MW 107m blade planned for serial production in 2021 [5]
5
SGRE SG-14MW-222 108m blade planned for serial production in 2024 [6]
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structures: increasing reliability and service life, improving and validating simulation/design tools,
and improving design certification standards [4]. In support of these action items, the focus of this
dissertation is to assess modeling and simulation techniques used in the structural analysis of wind
turbine blades, with a primary goal of understanding the appropriate modeling fidelity to
accurately model turbine blades. The findings from this work can inform necessary changes to
certification standards in order to ensure adequate analysis methods leading to increased design
reliability.
Currently, wind turbine rotor blades 6 do not exhibit the in-service reliability predicted
during the design stage. Blades, primarily constructed using fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP)
composites, are typically designed and certified for a service life ranging from 20 to 30 years, yet
many blades exhibit in-service failures prior to the design service life. Premature blade failures
have been attributed to controller issues (overspeed, fault detection, etc.), environmental events
(lightning, extreme wind speeds), manufacturing defects, and failure at extreme loading [13]. The
high costs associated with blade repair and replacement have made blade reliability a key issue for
the wind industry. The Blade Reliability Collaborative (BRC), formed in 2010, led by Sandia
National Labs, has produced a significant volume of literature on understanding and improving
turbine blade reliability. Ashwill, Ogilvie, and Paquette [14] present the primary tasks of the Blade
Reliability Collaborative in addition to a summary of works as of 2013. At the time of that report,
the primary objective included surveying the industry reliability data, validating inspection
techniques used in manufacturing, characterizing the effect of common defects on strength and
service life, and assessing the ability of design tools to predict blade failure modes. The theme of
this dissertation, to develop an improved understanding of the accuracy of proposed analysis
methods, directly relates the last of those objectives. The results of the modeling studies performed
herein can inform how analysis methods in turbine blades can affect strength and life of blades.
This will supplement the Blade Reliability Collaborative research, which has emphasized discrete
manufacturing defects in majority of its published work.
Historically, much of the technology development in composites originated in the
aerospace and defense industry. Likewise, many of the best practices, rules of thumb, and
assumptions used in composites have their origins in aerospace, and many of the lessons learned
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For the sake of brevity, in this dissertation the nomenclature “blade(s),” “turbine blade(s),” or “rotor blade(s)” always
imply “wind turbine rotor blade(s)” as opposed to common nomenclature for “gas turbine rotor blade(s)”.
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are detailed in MIL-HDKB-17-3F [15], and more recently by the CMH-17 group [16]. To remain
cost-competitive with fossil fuels and other renewables, the wind industry is driven to keep
acquisition costs low. The cost per pound of a wind turbine blade is an order of magnitude lower
than the aerospace industry and even two orders of magnitude lower than high-end military
applications [17]. Much of the cost savings in wind is achieved by targeting low-cost
manufacturing methods, and therefore manufacturing defects are a major concern, resulting in
numerous studies into the effect of defects in wind turbines [18]–[30]. However, in pursuit of lowcost manufacturing, the typical laminates used in the wind industry do not adhere to many of the
design guidelines in CHM-17-3G [16]. As such, wind turbine blades contain features not
necessarily present in conventional aerospace structures, and therefore it is hypothesized that the
conventional composite analyses methods validated in the aerospace industry may not be sufficient
for the analysis of wind turbine blades.
To better understand the how and why of wind turbine blade failures, many different
modeling methods have been considered for the wind industry (a detailed discussion of these
methods is presented in section 1.1.2). While the wind industry certification standards provide
some guidance, there is a wide range of modeling methods recommended in literature. This
dissertation seeks to thoroughly investigate the range of methods being suggested for analysis of
wind turbine blades to identify guidelines on the proper modeling fidelity and corresponding safety
factors as well as conditions in which high-fidelity modeling is necessary. While many previous
studies have been performed on composite modeling practices, especially in aerospace and
defense, emphasis of this work is placed on unique design features present in the wind industry.

1.1 Background and Literature Review
Laminated composite materials offer numerous advantages over conventional structural
materials including superior specific strength, specific stiffness, fatigue life that can lead to lighter
structures and potential cost savings. Directionally tailoring composite materials to the loading
environment is central to achieving those benefits. After selection of constituent materials, the
laminate is tailored to the loads by selecting the laminate family—that is, percentage of plies in
each direction. For a given laminate thickness and family, there are numerous ways to distribute
plies through the laminate thickness. The laminate stacking sequence has important effects on
many aspects of the structural behavior of composites. These effects include stiffness, buckling,
vibration, strength (damage, delamination, failure modes), environmental effects (dimensional
4

stability, warpage), and coupling (which produces in-plane stiffness reductions). Effects of
laminate stacking sequence have been studied extensively, and the CMH-17 group has compiled
recommendations and lessons learned for laminate design. A selection of recommendations that
are particularly relevant to the current work are shown below (Table 1).
Table 1: Summary of Laminate Stacking Sequence Design Rules from CMH-17-3 [16]
Recommendation

Rationale

Intersperse ply orientations throughout the laminate
stacking sequence (recommendation to keep thickness
of adjacent like-oriented plies to a maximum of
0.0366”)
Use 0°, ±45°, and 90° fiber reinforcement with a
minimum of 10% of the plies in each orientation.

Doing so creates a more homogeneous stacking
sequence, which improves strength and reduces
susceptibility to delamination, interlaminar stresses, and
matrix microcracking in service.
Fibers carry the load, while the matrix is comparatively
weak. Fibers in each direction prevents matrix
dominated failure modes.
Minimizes coupling and related effects on stiffness,
stresses, residual stresses, and warping after cure.

Maintain symmetric and balanced laminate stacking
sequences.

Composite materials used in aerospace generally adhere to these recommendations unless
there is a justifiable reason to do otherwise (a well-known example is the X-29, which intentionally
used coupling for aeroelastic tailoring of the forward swept wings). When conventional laminate
design practices are not used, additional analyses may be necessary to ensure a safe and reliable
structure. As an example, best practice suggests laminates to be symmetric and balanced.
Symmetric stacking sequences eliminate the [𝐵] matrix that couples in-plane and out-of-plane
responses (see Eq. 1). The presence of coupling terms add complexity to buckling solutions for
unsymmetrically laminated plates [31], [32], but since conventional laminates are designed with
symmetric stacking sequences, commercial finite element analysis programs [33] typically neglect
the effect of the [𝐵 ] matrix in linear elastic buckling solutions. Consequently, linear elastic
buckling solutions in commercial FEA software may not be suitable for analysis of
unsymmetrically laminated plates. As will be presented in further detail, the wind industry does
not strictly follow the recommendations listed in Table 1—wind turbine blades often include
unsymmetrical stacking sequences and high percentages of 0° fibers (>90%) grouped together.
𝐵 𝜀
𝐷 𝜅

𝑁
𝐴
=
𝑀
𝐵

1

The first section of this literature review presents the typical configuration of a modern
wind turbine blade, with the intent of identifying design features that may require alternate analysis
procedures. The next section will present the certification guidelines for analyzing wind turbines,
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typical methods used in industry, and the range of suggested modeling approaches presented in
literature.

1.1.1 Typical Wind Turbine Rotor Structural Configurations
Although blade designs and manufacturing processes vary from one company to the next,
the basic blade structural configurations tend to fall within a few categories that are similar across
the industry. Joncas [34] details the historical evolution of composite blade design concepts
starting with monocoque-monolithic skins in the late 1950s, the addition of unidirectional spar
caps and internal shear webs in the 1970s and 1980s, the addition of core material for sandwich
skins, and finally increases in the number of shear webs through the 1990s and 2000s. At same
time, Joncas shows the evolution of manufacturing process from hand-layup to VARTM and lowtemp prepreg materials and the transition from glass to carbon fiber.
Nijssen and Brøndsted [35] note that today most utility-scale wind turbine blades are
manufactured in two halves (referred to as pressure surface and suction surface shells) which are
adhesively bonded together with internal spar caps and shear webs serving as primary load
carrying members. The industry has arrived at two general approaches to internal structures. The
first includes a spar cap that is integral to the skins, typically embedded within the laminate with
the shear web(s) subsequently bonded to the structural skins in final assembly. In the second
approach, the spar caps and shear web(s) are an integral piece which is bonded to nonstructural
skins in final assembly [34]. In the latter approach, the integral structural member might be an Ibeam for a single shear web design such as the blade presented by Wetzel [36] or a box-girder for
a two shear web design like the one shown by Jensen and Branner [37]. An exception to these two
categories would be single infusion blades in which the entire blade is manufactured as one piece
from a dry preform, an example being the Siemens Integral Blade [38]. The blade shells are
generally a sandwich panel construction with inner and outer mold line (IML and OML) skins
composed of multiaxial fabrics, commonly E-glass double-bias (±45°) and triaxial (0/±45°) fabric
with typical shell thicknesses ranging from 0.1-0.2 inches (3-5 mm) for both the inner/outer skins7.
Foam core or end-grain balsa is typically utilized in the panels forward and aft of the spar cap [35]
with typical core thicknesses from 0.4-4.0 inches (10-100 mm). Additional unidirectional
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Typical thicknesses reported throughout this section are based on publicly available blade designs for 328-foot (100meter) glass and carbon blades from Griffith and Ashwill [17] and for a 201-foot (61.5-meter) carbon spar cap blade
from Resor [39]
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reinforcement is added at the trailing edge for edgewise flexural strength and stiffness or to prevent
trailing edge buckling and edgewise bending loads [40]. The spar caps are typically 0°
unidirectional fiber. Historically, E-glass has been the primary spar cap material, but carbon has
seen use since the early 2000s [38], with increased use as blades have increased in span. Glass spar
cap thicknesses can be up to 5.3-inch (135 mm) and carbon spar caps can be up to 3.4-inch (85mm). Shear webs are generally sandwich panel construction with double bias glass and foam or
balsa core. As blades have increased in span, the dual shear web design has become more common
than single web blades. A typical two web design uses 0.1-inch (3mm) biaxial face sheets on either
side of 3.2-inch (80-mm) core. Figure 3 shows several examples illustrating the various structural
concepts discussed here.
At the blade root, the shells form a cylindrical section where they attach to the rotor hub.
Unlike the sandwich panel construction used for the outboard section of the blade, the root consists
of a very thick buildup of layers of multidirectional skin plies (typically 0°/±45° triaxial E-glass),
as thick as 6 inches (150mm) at the blade root. The joint between the blade root and the rotor hub
is generally accomplished using T-bolts or embedded root studs. Between the root and max chord
is a complex transition section. Geometrically the cross-section transitions from a cylinder to an
airfoil. Meanwhile the thick triaxial root reinforcement tapers off rapidly as spar cap plies and core
are added. Throughout the first 10% of the overall blade span, the laminate transitions from a
constant thickness multiaxial laminate root cylinder to one of the structural configurations shown
in Figure 3. The nature of this transition varies by manufacturer and configuration. For blades with
embedded spar caps, some manufacturers infuse the shells in a single step, whereas others
prefabricate the spar caps before embedding them in the shells and infusing.
Unlike a conventional wing construction, blades are generally constructed without the use
of any ribs. Aside from the primary shear web(s), internal structure may include an additional
partial-span shear web aft of the spar caps or stiffeners near the trailing edge. So called “flatback”
airfoils (truncated trailing edges for improved structural performance) are also used for inboard
trailing edge support.

7

(a) - Embedded spar caps (single web)

(b) - Embedded spar caps (dual web)

Figure 3: Wind Turbine Blade Structure Examples
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(c) - Integral spar caps and shear web
secondarily bonded to shells (single web)

(d) - Integral spar caps and shear web
secondarily bonded to shells (dual web)

Figure 3: Wind Turbine Blade Structure Examples (continued)
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Rather than woven cloth, the fabric reinforcement used in the wind industry is typically
non-crimp fabric (NCF) reinforcement, also referred to as nonwoven or stitch-bonded fabric. NCF
is composed of unidirectional layers of tow stitched together to form a multi-directional ply. In the
wind industry, double-bias NCF (±45°) is commonly used in shear webs and triaxial NCF (±45°
and 0°) is often used in the aerodynamic shells.

Figure 4: Example of Stitched Non-Crimp Fabric Reinforcement
Stitched unidirectional fabrics or prepreg tapes are commonly used for spar caps. Because
of the large size of turbine blades, the laminates can be as thick as 3-5 inches in some span regions
with high ply counts. To keep production cycle times low and minimize ply count, the industry
generally uses multidirectional and unidirectional reinforcement with high areal weight.
Unidirectional glass used in spar caps can be between 18-35 oz/yd2 (600-1200 gsm) and
biaxial/triaxial fabrics are generally 35-53 oz/yd2 (1200-1800 gsm). Unidirectional carbon used in
spar caps can range from 15-27 oz/yd2 (500-900 gsm). By comparison, a typical aerospace carbon
tape is around 4 oz/yd2 (145 gsm) and a typical aerospace biaxial aerospace glass cloth is around
9 oz/yd2 (300 gsm)—thus using the high areal weight fabrics can reduce ply count by nearly 90%.
Common core materials include end-grain balsa and PVC foam core. To conform to complex
shapes the core used in wind is often single or doubly scored. Though polyester resin systems were
dominant in early wind turbine blades, the industry has primarily shifted to epoxies and vinyl esters
for modern blades, with epoxies most common [34], [38], [41]. Historically, open mold wet layup
was the most common manufacturing process. However, in the mid 1990’s through 2000’s, blade
manufacturers transitioned to vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) or pre-preg as
10

preferred methods, both of which are currently used today [41]. Furthermore, some manufacturers
combine prepreg and infusion—for example a pre-cured prepreg spar cap embedded and infused
together with the aerodynamic shells. Additionally, the use of pultruded profiles as a replacement
for pre-cured pre-preg spar caps is being considered by the wind industry [42]. A report from one
blade manufacturer, TPI composites, stated that aerospace automation methods such as automated
tape laying (ATL) and automated fiber placement (AFP) are too costly for the wind industry.
However, TPI does utilize some automation for nesting and kitting plies [43]. In general, the wind
industry relies on significant touch-labor and plies are commonly hand placed, though several
authors mention the growing use of laser-projection systems for accurate ply placement [43]–[45].
Some alternate techniques for automated placement of dry fabric are currently being explored [46]
but have yet to see widespread use in the wind industry.

1.1.2 Conventional Analysis Procedures Used in Wind Energy
Historically, the industry relied heavily upon analysis techniques that used 2D sectional
analysis such as NREL’s PreComp tool [47] to generate equivalent beam models of blades. While
equivalent beam models are still used frequently for load prediction and aeroelastic simulation,
most detailed structural analysis for wind turbine blades is now performed using commercial finite
element software packages with 2D shell elements [44]. To reduce the time required to generate
blade models, pre-processors have been developed such as the publicly available NuMAD tool
from Sandia National Labs [48], as well proprietary design tools developed in-house by blade
designers. These tools enable the rapid generation of geometry from top level design parameters
at spanwise stations (pitch axis, twist, airfoil, etc.), division of geometry into regions, and material
assignment which can be used to auto-generate a finite element model. The NuMAD tool generates
finite element models for ANSYS using 2D shell elements. The author is not aware of any publicly
available design tools that auto-generate finite element blade models with 3D solid elements, but
with the growing interest in solid element FEM in wind, it is presumed that propriety design tools
already exist with this capability. Loads are generally determined using an aeroelastic load
simulator that considers the interaction of the entire turbine system including structural dynamics,
aerodynamics, controls systems, and wind conditions for a given design load case. Commercial
and open source simulators like NREL’s FAST tool [49] are used, as well as proprietary in-house
design codes. Generally, aeroelastic simulators use equivalent beam models for blades due to
11

computational efficiency. Design loads are determined from the aeroelastic simulator and applied
to higher fidelity finite element blade models for detailed design.
Typically, the rotor blade laminate is modeled using 2D shell elements. Figure 5 illustrates
several modeling approaches for a typical turbine blade laminate. In most commercially available
FEA software, 2D shell implementations of composite materials use equivalent single layer (ESL)
theories to represent the composite, often using classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) or firstorder shear deformation theory (FSDT). These theories are mathematical models that use the
laminate stacking sequence and constituent properties to generate an equivalent anisotropic shell.
The shell is analyzed to evaluate deformations at a reference plane (generally the mid-plane), then
post-processed to obtain stress and strain through the thickness of the laminate. In the context of
this discussion, the modeling approaches in Figure 5 illustrate multiple ways an analyst can
represent the stacking sequence within the FEA software (internally, the element is analyzed using
an equivalent single layer). The method used can affect the stiffness of the equivalent shell
element, presence of coupling, the number of integration points through the laminate thickness,
and the locations at which stress/strain results are output to the user.
The simplest approach presented is the fully smeared representation, in which the laminate
stiffness is entirely based on family. This approach would generally be limited to preliminary
optimization routines to find target thicknesses and families for regions in a structure. This method
completely ignores the notion of stacking sequence and is too simplistic for accurate analysis
outside of preliminary optimization routines.
Wind turbine laminates are generally composed of distinct packs of the same materials
with the same orientation; therefore, the most common approach [50] is to simplify the laminate
by modeling ply packs as a single layer with equivalent thickness (Figure 5b). While this technique
does capture stacking sequence effects of the distinct packs (for example an unsymmetrical
laminate transition from root reinforcement to spar cap), it cannot fully represent laminate stacking
sequence when non-crimp fabric (NCF) reinforcement is used. NCF plies have a discrete stacking
sequence of their own, which is not necessarily symmetric. By smearing ply packs into a single
equivalent layer, the details of the sublayers in the NCF plies are neglected in the model. Smeared
ply representations are also insufficient for any sort of progressive damage modeling (e.g. second
ply failure), since individual plies are not modeled and thus cannot be degraded. Progressive failure
can be enabled by modeling individual plies (Figure 5c) which can be degraded, or by further
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adding the detail of individual sublayer orientation for NCF (Figure 5d), which enables the use of
separate fiber and matrix damage models and more accurately represents the laminate [𝐴]/[𝐵]/[𝐷]
matrices. While modeling the sublayer orientations of NCF is the most complete representation of
the stacking sequence, it also requires control of the z-direction orientation for NCF plies during
blade manufacturing (e.g. top and bottom surfaces of each ply) to be representative of the final
structure. While the above discussion pertains to conventional modeling with layered shells, the
concept and limitations of smeared ply representation apply to layered solid elements as well.

(b) –
(a) – fully smeared

material packs

(c) – individual layers

(d) – layers and sublayers

Figure 5: Representation of Laminate Modeling Approaches
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The stresses and strains output to the analyst from the FEA will depend on which of the
approaches in Figure 5 is used. As such, it is also important to consider the failure criteria used in
the wind industry and what is needed to evaluate ply failure. The international standards for wind
turbines are published by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) with a series of
standards (IEC 61400 series) governing various aspects of wind turbine design, analysis, and
certification. General turbine design requirements are presented in the -1 standards, blade testing
is covered in the -23 standards, but an IEC blade specific design, analysis, and certification
standard has only recently been published in summer of 2020. In lieu of an IEC standard, blades
have historically been certified using requirements from Det Norske Veritas, Germanischer Lloyd,
or more recently the combined standard DNVGL-ST-0376 after the two companies merged [51]–
[53].8 The DNVGL standard requires separate evaluation of fiber and matrix failure. For fiber
failure, the standard states that “a simple criterion based on strains or stresses is acceptable, applied
in each fibre direction.” For matrix failure (referred to as inter-fiber-failure or IFF in the DNVGL)
the standard lists two suitable failure criteria: Puck’s failure criteria [55]–[57] and NASA’s
LaRC03 failure criteria [58]. Both failure criteria are for unidirectional materials and compare
stresses in a unidirectional layer against stress allowables obtained from testing of unidirectional
materials. Calculating failure indices or margins of safety for the unidirectional material used in
the spar caps is then straightforward; however, this is not the case for the NCF materials commonly
used in aerodynamic shells and shear webs. Stress output for any of the smearing methods (Figure
5a-c) must be post-processed to obtain fiber/matrix direction stresses for each distinct orientation
within the multidirectional material. Furthermore, some commercial FEA packages only output
result quantities at the mid-thickness of each ply. This means output quantities for stress and strain
are most likely lower than the peak value unless the results are post-processed to determine
upper/lower ply surface results. While the difference between mid-thickness and upper/lower ply
stresses may be minor when individual plies are modeled (Figure 5c-d), significant differences
may exist when modeling ply-packs. In turn, while modeling ply packs offers simplicity in terms
of model setup, it requires more work to properly post-process than discrete plies.

8

The recently published IEC 61400-5: Wind energy generation systems - Part 5: Wind Turbine Rotor Blades [54], set
to become the primary certification standard for blades has very similar requirements and verbiage to the DNVGLST-0376 with respect to these requirements.
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In addition to evaluating appropriate stress values from FEA for NCF layers, there is further
complexity in determining appropriate material allowables. Testing of stitched NCF plies would
typically determine in-plane strength and stiffness of the stitched ply; however, these material
properties are not sufficient to evaluate failure using the methods required by the certification
standard. Instead, a set of equivalent unidirectional material allowables must be obtained that
agrees with the results of the multidirectional material characterization. There is a need for a clearly
defined process to relate strength and stiffness properties from testing of stitched multiaxial fabrics
to equivalent unidirectional properties that predict the same strength and stiffness as the test data.
In this dissertation, a process will be presented that aims to tune equivalent unidirectional
properties by performing progressive failures analyses to predict soft failures (matrix damage)
prior to fiber failure and overall failure of the stitched ply. This method is discussed further in
section 1.2 and presented in Appendix B.
In addition to the simplifications discussed above with regards to ply representation, the
conventional blade modeling approaches also involve geometric simplifications. Blades are
generally modeled with shell elements located on the outer mold line with the location of the
midplane offset by half of the laminate thickness inward [59]. Consequently, the shear webs are
artificially lengthened to reach the outer mold line surface and the flange material and adhesive
may be added as additional plies in the OML shell elements or omitted from the analysis altogether
as illustrated in Figure 6. Furthermore, the OML shell element modeling approach loses detail of
geometric transitions from ply drops moving along the span of the blade or differing thicknesses
of adjacent core and embedded spar caps—the former tend to be gradual given the long span of
the blade, but the latter may be more abrupt geometric transitions.
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Shell element laminate:
[3AX, UD, 3AX, ADHESIVE, DB]
instead of:
[3AX, UD, 3AX]

Figure 6: Comparison of Realistic Geometry and Simplifications
The above simplifications used in conventional blade modeling have led many researchers
to investigate the limitations of typical analysis practices and offer suggestions for alternate
approaches. Meanwhile, the primary certification standard for blades offers minimal guidance on
modeling practice. The DNVGL-ST-0376 states:
(7) If an FEA method is applied, it shall be demonstrated that the selected model
configuration is suitable (i.e. in terms of element types, mesh density, connecting elements,
solver settings, mesh convergence, etc.).
(8) The verifications for fibre failure and for inter-fibre failure strength can be provided in
the form of strain or stress analyses. In the case of strain or stress data not retrieved from
FEA calculations, it has to be demonstrated that the assumptions for the calculation model
are appropriate, and that the applied methods are capable of modelling all relevant effects
in the blade structure (e.g. including secondary effects like root ovalization and out-ofplane deformation) [52].

Reviewing literature in the wind industry, numerous studies have been performed to more
precisely define what constitutes a “suitable” modeling configuration. Early studies at Sandia
National Labs by Laird, Montoya, and Maclom [60] investigated torsion and flexure of a simple
cantilevered cylinder to compare OML shell, mid-plane shell, and solid finite element modeling
techniques. Although flexural response was adequately captured in all models, the torsional
response was shown to be inadequate for the OML shell modeling approach. Although the study
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was limited to simple geometry, the authors discuss modeling a full blade with layered solid
elements and the merits and challenges of doing so, making this one of the earliest papers
suggesting investigations into solid elements for the wind industry. Subsequent work at Sandia by
Paquette, Laird, Griffith, and Rip [61] continued this research by comparing a conventional OML
shell model and a layered solid element model of both a conventional blade and a twist-coupled
blade against experimental testing. The study compared the displaced shape, blade twist
distribution, and axial strain on the outer surface of the blade. Although both FEA approaches
predicted displacements acceptably, neither model could adequately predict the blade twist,
possibly as a result of load misalignment in the experimental test. Both models predicted strain
values consistent with each other and followed the trends observed experimentally but were
generally higher than the measured values. Around the same time, Jensen, Falzon, Ankersen, &
Stang [62] performed a destructive test of a 34-meter blade with particular focus on the effect of
cross-sectional deformation on overall failure. The study attempted to model the failure test using
a hybrid solid/shell model, where solid elements were used in the transition region where failure
occurred, and shell elements were used outboard. Additional corner stiffness tuning elements were
also added to attempt to adjust the model to test results. The most significant conclusion from this
work was a strong recommendation for the importance of geometric non-linearity, which is a
prominent recommendation in all subsequent literature. Both the test and numeric model showed
cross-sectional distortion as a main factor in the blade failure. Although the numeric model showed
some agreement with the experimental test below 60% of the failure, the result deviated at higher
loads. Post-failure inspection of the blade revealed geometric imperfections in the manufactured
blade that were not included in the numerical model. Wetzel [36] performed studies using nonlinear solutions and a full-solid blade model with multiple elements through the laminate thickness
and recommends the use of higher-order layered solid elements; however, the emphasis of the
work is a comparison of blade configurations (embedded spar caps vs secondarily bonded) rather
than a detailed comparison of solid vs. shell modeling. In a series of studies, Overgaard et al. used
shell elements to predict delamination and failure resulting from local buckling in the presence of
geometric imperfections; however, the use of hybrid solid/shell modeling was required to
adequately determine the ultimate strength of the blade [63]–[65]. In another multi-year research
effort Chen et al. [66]–[68], performed a destructive test of a 52-meter blade and compared the
results against a non-linear progressive damage modeling approach using 8-node linear reduced
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integration layered solid elements. In this work, a global blade model was generated using shell
elements and then a local submodel using layered-solid elements was generated to further
investigate the critical region of the blade. Rather than using cohesive elements to evaluate
delaminations between solid elements of individual plies, this approach used a single layered-solid
element through the laminate thickness with individual plies modeled as well as negligible
thickness interface layers. The solid element submodel was validated by comparing displacements
and axial strains against the global shell model, after which the solid model was used to predict
blade failure. The study was successful at identifying the general region and failure modes
observed experimentally, but the extent of the damage was highly sensitive to the degradation
model used. The primary conclusion of this work is that out-of-plane stress components have a
significant effect on blade failure and that local solid element submodels should be used in critical
regions to capture these stress components.
Several additional researchers have investigated hybrid solid/shell solutions to improve
upon the OML shell model. Haselbach [69] presented an approach to more accurately represent
the geometric stiffness of the blade trailing edge by introducing solid elements representative of
the adhesive and multi-point constraints (MPC) to tie this to a conventional shell model.
Meanwhile Branner, Berring, Berggreen, & Knudsen [70] compare OML shell, mid-plane shell,
and a hybrid solid/shell approach using solid elements for core and adhesive with shell elements
for the remaining laminate, with particular focus on deficiencies of conventional models to predict
torsional response as was previously discussed. This study only investigated global displacement
and rotation of the blade under load rather than comparing stress/strain results. Overall, the results
are consistent with the prior study from Sandia in which the OML model performs well in flexure,
but not in torsion. In the work by Branner et al., the hybrid model is seen to have improved ability
to model the torsional response of the blade.
Contrary to the prior works advocating for advanced modeling, Van Buren and
Atamturktur [71] focus on a method quantifying the predictive modeling capability by establishing
a predictive maturity index that was used to combine the model coverage, complexity, and
accuracy of various blade models after degrading the modeling fidelity. In this work the models
were degraded with simplifying assumptions for ply representation and material properties, down
to the simplest case in which laminate was smeared and replaced with isotropic properties. They
reported the simple isotropic equivalent blade model as the highest predictive maturity index,
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indicating error in the simplified model was small, while the modeling complexity was
substantially reduced. However, the study quantified modeling accuracy by looking at root stress
(a region that is much closer to a quasi-isotropic laminate than further outboard) and overall
displacement field (primarily governed by flexural stiffness from the spar cap) and did not consider
accuracy of transverse stresses and their effects on failure. More recently, Peeters et al. [59] also
argued that solid modeling offers insufficient benefit over conventional shell models to justify the
added complexity and computational effort of the modeling approach. The study compares an
experimental test of a 43-meter blade against numeric models using conventional OML shell
elements and second-order layered solid elements. In a comparison of linear and non-linear
modeling, the study confirms the importance of non-linear modeling reported in prior literature.
However, the study reports that the solid and shell numeric models produced comparable displaced
shapes, longitudinal strains, and transverse strains; although, both numerical models differed from
the experimental results in some cases (for instance transverse strains were under-predicted in both
simulations). An additional observation made from submodels of a spar section also led the
researchers to conclude that while the solid model has an added geometric stiffness resulting from
the corner/flange, the shell model still predicts similar stiffness because it compensates by
artificially extending the web to the outer mold line.
In summary, it is evident that numerous recommendations for a suitable modeling
configuration exist. Many of these are supported by comparison with testing of a full-scale blade.
However, the blade design, configuration, and features vary from one study to the next.
Additionally, the recommended approaches in the literature encompass a wide spectrum of
elements and techniques, e.g. first-order vs second-order, reduced vs full integration, single vs.
multiple elements through thickness, etc., but a single study comparing all methods has not been
presented. As such, there is a need for a comprehensive comparison of element types and modeling
approaches performed on the same blade configuration. Likewise, there is also an opportunity for
further understanding of how a particular blade configuration (or even a particular laminate
configuration along the span of a blade) affects the accuracy of each modeling approach and the
need for higher fidelity models, and thus this forms the motivation of the current work.
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1.2 Research Plan
The primary aim of this dissertation is to critically assess modeling techniques for structural
analysis of wind turbine blades in order to identify the appropriate level of fidelity and
corresponding choice of safety factors for structural analysis of wind turbine blades and to evaluate
the variation in modeling accuracy for the range of component thicknesses along the span of a
typical blade in order to identify the conditions under which lower fidelity methods are inadequate.
To accomplish this comparison, a selection of modeling methods will be used to analyze the same
representative blade geometry with complex laminate/geometric features typical of a modern
turbine blade. To quantify the difference between modeling methods, all results will be compared
against a validated high-fidelity reference approach. This is followed by a series of parametric
trade studies on the initial reference geometry to assess how variation in the thickness of the main
structural components (skin, spar cap, and core) as well as overall airfoil height affect the accuracy
of each method. A material characterization component is also included as part of this work to
provide additional data to compare unidirectional and smeared ply representations of stitched
multiaxial materials. To achieve this, the following objectives have been outlined, which are
discussed in further detail throughout the remainder of this section.
1. Assess literature and identify relevant modeling methods applicable to the comparative
assessment
2. Characterize typical unidirectional and multidirectional materials and tune failure criteria
to obtain equivalent unidirectional and smeared material properties for stitched NCF
materials
3. Compare modeling methods by analyzing a reference structural subcomponent and validate
the high-fidelity reference approach
4. Perform trade studies on various blade configurations to evaluate the ability of each
modeling method to accurately represent the structure as the thickness of the main
structural components (skin, spar cap, and core) and cross-section height are varied
5. Perform trade studies on the effects of misaligned plies to evaluate the ability of each
modeling method to represent manufacturing imperfections
6. Make recommendations for wind turbine structural analysis best practices and limitations
of current commercial software packages
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1.2.1 Selection of Modeling Approaches
In reviewing past works and recommendations there are several categories which factor
into the overall modeling fidelity: geometric representation and simplifications9 (2D/3D), element
shape function and formulation, plate and shell theory, laminate representation, and solution type
(linear/nonlinear).
For geometric consideration, the current work will consider conventional OML shell
models (quadrilateral elements) and 3D solid models (hexahedron elements). In the case of solid
elements, through-thickness discretization should also be considered, ranging from one element
through the thickness, one element through the thickness of a ply pack, multiple elements through
the thickness of ply packs, and finally the highest fidelity of one element through the thickness of
a layer (or sublayer in the case of stitched NCF materials).
Three element shape function options are considered: linear, quadratic, and assumed strain.
Conventional shell modeling is generally done using linear shape function four-node shells.
Increased modeling accuracy is commonly achieved by mesh refinement rather than higher order
elements. The current work will use the same approach here, as higher order elements still rely on
the same plate/shell theory for stress/strain variation through the thickness and would not improve
the ability of representing thickness transitions or through thickness stress/strain distribution since
thickness is uniform across an individual element. On the other hand, 8-node linear shape function
solid elements are prone to shear locking, as illustrated in Figure 7, which is especially problematic
for thin solid elements representing shell-like behavior. One remedy for this is the use of quadratic
shape functions and 20-node elements. The other option is a mixed-integration element, where a
reduced integration scheme is used instead of the full 2x2x2 Gaussian integration, but only for the
terms in the element stiffness matrix relating to shear deformation, and hence referred to as
selective reduced integration (SRI). The reduced integration introduces other problems such as
zero energy hourglass modes, which can be solved by adding bubble functions corresponding to
degrees of freedom on the interior of the element [72]–[74]. In addition to the linear shape function
reduced integration element, many FEA packages offer their own formulations. In the case of the
current work, MSC Nastran contains assumed strain shape functions which are “usually considered

9

In this context, geometric representation refers to whether solid-elements are used to model the real 3-dimensional
geometry or whether shell elements are used to represent an abstraction of the geometry
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to be proprietary and have been tuned to give more accurate results for a large class of engineering
problems” [75].

Figure 7: Illustration of Element Shear Locking
Comparing the linear shape function reduced integration solid elements against MSC’s
assumed strain formulation was initially considered, but the use of layered solids restricts this. The
use of a linear shape function PCOMPLS is only available as a fully integrated element (MSC
terminology: solid composite) and is widely known to suffer from shear locking and perform
poorly in bending and is generally discouraged for the type of problems addressed here. As such,
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all 8-node layered solids used in this work use the MSC Nastran assumed strain shape function
(MSC terminology: solid-shell composite). For the highest fidelity model considered here, in
which an individual layer has a single element through the thickness, the element itself is no longer
layered, so an anisotropic solid (MSC Nastran: PSOLID/MAT9) is used. One of the primary
drawbacks of this layer-wise 3D modeling of composites is that in order to maintain a reasonable
aspect ratio (a commonly recommended rule of thumb is to limit the in-plane discretization to
element thickness aspect ratio to 10:1), a single element through the thickness of an individual ply
forces an extremely fine discretization making full 3D composite models computationally
expensive. Börjesson [76] has performed a comparative study of various assumed strain
formulations for cross-ply laminates and curved plate and demonstrated that the assumed strain
solid shell formulation can achieve comparable results to the high-fidelity stacked solid element
approach at much lower computational cost.
For all layered shell formulations, there are several equivalent single layer lamination
theories from which to choose. The simplest option is classic laminated plate theory, which is
developed using the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, and consequently 𝜀 = 𝛾

=𝛾

= 0 . The

rationale for this assumption is that composite laminates are thin and therefore these strains are
small compared to the in-plane strains. When out-of-plane deformation is present, such as in thick
laminates, additional plate theories that account for shear deformation are considered. Shell
elements based on Mindlin-Reissner plate theory relax the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses such that
normal remains straight, but not necessarily perpendicular to the mid-surface. The theory is a firstorder shear deformation theory (FSDT) which allows for a constant transverse shear strain (and
hence a constant transverse shear stress) and is implemented in most commercial finite element
programs. FSDT theories are frequently modified with a transverse shear correction factor [77]
and post-processed to evaluate a parabolic transverse shear stress distribution that satisfies
equilibrium. In the current work, we will consider CLPT, FSDT, and FSDT with shear corrections.
The baseline approach is representative of typical modeling practices used in the wind
industry, where blades are modeled with 2D shell elements and packs of similar materials are
smeared together (Figure 5b). In the current work, MSC Nastran is used, which does not output
stress and strain results at the upper and lower ply surface, instead result quantities are output at
the middle of a ply. This is not problematic for a laminate with many thin plies, but when modeling
ply packs, this can neglect large curvature terms. Mid-plane strains and curvatures could be
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requested as an output and post-processed to obtain stress/strain in lamina coordinates at the upper
and lower surface of each ply; however, strain/curvature is not an output option in the Solution
400 sequence for layered shells. Instead, smeared ply models will model individual plies (as placed
during layup) but will use smeared properties for multiaxial layers. In doing so the element
stiffness is equivalent, but stress/strain is output at more locations to facilitate plotting the
distribution of stress/strain components through the laminate thickness. Finally, for every smeared
model, there is an equivalent model in which individual sublayers are modeled for the non-crimp
fabric.
The last modeling consideration to discuss is the selection of the solution type and
sequence. In this work, the primary modeling comparisons in Chapter 2 through Chapter 5 will be
performed using a linear static solution sequence; however, the cases presented in Chapter 3 will
be compared for both linear and nonlinear solutions. Because solid-shell element formulations are
used in the comparison, which are not available for MSC Nastran SOL 101, MSC Nastran SOL
400 will be used for all analyses as it can be run in both linear and nonlinear modes and supports
all element types used in this work.
Each of the selected modeling approaches will be used to evaluate the stress/strain
distributions, stiffness (by inspecting displacements), and strength (predicted load at failure) for
the same laminate feature presented subsequently in section 1.2.2. The component that will be
used for this comparative study will then be experimentally tested to validate the accuracy of each
modeling approach. The complete list of modeling methods being considered is shown in Table 2
and Table 3 for shell and solid models, respectively.
Table 2: Summary of Shell Modeling Methods
Ply Representation

Element Type

Nastran Element

Composite Shell

CQUAD4/PCOMPG

Smeared
Unidirectional Sublayers
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Plate Theory
CLPT
FSDT
FSDT
CLPT
FSDT
FSDT

Shear Correction
N/A
No
Yes
N/A
No
Yes

Table 3: Summary of Shell Modeling Methods

Ply
Representation

Smeared

Unidirectional
Sublayers

Smeared

Unidirectional
Sublayers

Element Type

Solid Shell
composite

Solid Shell
composite

Stacked Solid
Shells
Stacked
Quadratic
Solid
Stacked Solid
Shells

Number of
elements through
thickness

Nastran
Element

Element Formulation

CHEXA(8)/
PCOMPLS

Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration
Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration

1/1/1*
1/3/1*

CHEXA(20)/
PCOMPLS

Quadratic shape function

1/3/1*

CHEXA(8)/
PCOMPLS

Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration
Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration

1/1/1*
1/3/1*

Quadratic shape function

1/3/1*

Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration

1 per layer

CHEXA(20)/
PSOLID

Quadratic shape function,
reduced shear integration

1 per layer

CHEXA(8)/
PSOLID

Assumed strain, reduced
shear integration

1 per layer

CHEXA(20)/
PCOMPLS
CHEXA(8)/
PSOLID

1

1

Stacked
CHEXA(20)/
Quadratic shape function,
1 per layer
Quadratic
PSOLID
reduced shear integration
Solid
*
l/m/n indicates l elements through the thickness of the lower skin (triaxial face-sheet), m elements through the
spar cap and core, and n elements through the upper skin (triaxial face-sheet)

As an additional consideration, it is noted that one goal of this work is to assess resources
available in commercial FEA packages that are being used to design blades today. While there is
a substantial volume of literature on higher order shear deformation theories for ESL shells [77]
as well as layerwise zig-zag theories [78], [79], these are not readily implemented for use in the
FEA packages being used for this work. Therefore, until these methods are implemented in
commercial software, they will be inaccessible to engineers designing blades, and including
guidance on these methods in certification standards would not add value to the industry. Any
results presented in the current work that demonstrate the need to better capture nonlinear strain
distributions through the laminate thickness could also be considered as motivation to implement
these theories in commercial FEA packages.
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1.2.2 Blade Reference Geometry
A typical embedded spar cap with a single shear web is shown below in Figure 8. This
feature has several laminate characteristics that deviate from recommendations in CMH-17-3G
[16]. The embedded spar cap is exclusively unidirectional material with a 0° fiber orientation,10
which makes the laminate an extreme family with a highly heterogeneous stacking sequence.
Additionally, the inner mold line and outer mold line skins are constructed with stitched triaxial
glass, each of which is composed of a 0°, 45°, and -45° sublayer (in that order). This means that
the stacking sequence of the overall laminate is asymmetric as are the face-sheets on either side of
the core.11 This could also be the case in the shear web flanges, which are alternating 45° and -45°
plies and could be symmetric or anti-symmetric depending on whether plies are flipped before
placement. Along the span of the blade, spar cap plies are dropped, and core thicknesses vary. In
the illustration in Figure 8, the spar cap and core are the same thickness, but at some points the
core may be thinner/thicker and taper up or down to the spar cap, as illustrated in the second and
third configuration shown in Figure 9. Less commonly, core may also be placed on top of the spar
cap, which could be an additional source of asymmetry in blades. Lastly, wind turbine laminates
are generally thick and lack significant 90° fiber reinforcement—as an extreme example, consider
the 328-foot (100-meter) blade proposed by Griffith and Ashwill [80] which calls for 0.2-inch
(5mm) multiaxial face-sheets, 2.36-inch (60mm) thick foam core, and max thickness of 5.35-inch
(135mm) in the spar cap with 94% 0° fiber and 6% transverse backing strands. The corresponding
laminate family is [94/4/6]12, exceeding the common practice of a maximum 50-60% fiber in any
direction and minimum 10% of fibers in each of the four cardinal directions (0, ±45, and 90
degrees). Because of these deviations from typical laminate design practices, the embedded spar
cap features illustrated in Figure 9 are selected as the focus of the current work.

10

An exception to this would be the use of pseudo-unidirectional materials that are primarily 0° fibers but are stitched
to a small amount (~5%) of 90° fibers.
11
Rather than a generally asymmetric laminate, the laminate or skins could be made antisymmetric by flipping plies
on one side of the mid-plane. A symmetric laminate could be achieved by using symmetrically stitched packs of
material or a second triaxial fabric with a reversed stacking sequence. The latter would also require the z-direction of
a ply to be controlled during layup.
12
Laminate family is notated as [ % 0° plies / % ±45° plies / % 90° plies]
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Figure 8: Typical Embedded Spar Cap – Single Shear Web
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Figure 9: Representative Embedded Spar Cap to Core Transition
To further emphasize the importance of accurately analyzing the laminate features shown
in Figure 9, returning to the work of Chen et al. [66]–[68], their work also documented the failure
of the 52-meter blade in detail. Of note, the failed blade exhibited significant laminate failure and
damage along the aft edge of the spar cap adjacent to the sandwich core panel.
Because the focus of this work is the embedded spar cap feature shown in Figure 9, the
blade cross-section shown in Figure 3-b has been abstracted into simplified geometry to allow for
a detailed investigation of the stress/strain distribution in the embedded spar caps with simple
geometry generation. In doing so, curvature is neglected, and the upper and lower shells are
represented as flat plates composed of an E-glass embedded spar cap with balsa core on either
side, all of which is sandwiched between stitched triaxial fabric. Since the leading and trailing
edges of the blade are not being studied in this work, the fore and aft panels are truncated, and the
section is closed at the leading and trailing edge with rectangular tubes (using properties of typical
off-the-shelf pultruded fiberglass profiles). Similarly, the shear webs are not a focus of the current
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study and are therefore also replaced with rectangular tubes. A set of abstracted baseline geometry
is shown in Figure 10, which is used for model verification, convergence analyses, and the initial
comparative assessment (Chapter 2). The feature will be analyzed as a cantilevered section because
it is representative of the way a wind turbine is loaded. A target cross-section is identified at which
all models will be compared that is sufficiently far away from the point of load and cantilevered
end to allow the applied load to distribute and be sufficiently far from the cantilevered end to allow
boundary condition effects to dissipate.

Figure 10: Embedded Spar Cap Baseline Geometry for Modeling Comparison
(Dimensions in Inches)
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As part of Chapter 2, the highest fidelity modeling approach (stacked quadratic solids with
one element per material sublayer) will be compared to selected cases of reference data available
in literature for which an exact elasticity solution is available for the through thickness stress and
strain distribution. With the high-fidelity model validated; it will be used throughout this work as
a reference case to compare modeling approaches against the initial comparisons for the baseline
geometry as well as the subsequent trade studies.
To assess the performance of each modeling method, a finite element model of the
structural component presented in the previous section will be created using each of the methods
presented in section 1.2.1. The analysis code used for all finite element modeling work will be
MSC Nastran. Rather than using MSC Patran for model generation and result processing, custom
pre- and post-processing scripts have been written for model generation and comparison of results.
Although not necessary for the initial comparison of modeling methods, this will be essential for
efficiently performing the trade studies discussed in greater detail in section 1.2.4. The preprocessing scripts have been verified by importing the Nastran bulk data file into Patran and
manually inspecting the FE model geometry, discretization, material, properties, loads, boundary
conditions, and solution setup parameters. Using the imported Patran model, analysis results can
be imported, and stress and strain components can be compared with stress output of the postprocessing scripts.
The pre-processing script will take a set of top-level configuration inputs (e.g. face-sheet,
spar cap, and core thickness/width/layup, pultruded section dimensions, length, load, element size,
and other parameters as required). The script automatically generates geometry, discretizes the
geometry according to the prescribed mesh size and element type for the current method. The rapid
modeling enabled by this script readily enables convergence studies, such as those described later
in Chapter 2 as well as the trade studies in Chapters 4-5. The mesh information along with script
generated loads, boundary conditions, materials, element properties, and additional model inputs
as required are then written directly to a Nastran bulk data file. Jobs can then be submitted to
Nastran and then result files can be sent to the post-processing script.
Although the post-processing script was written in such a way that it is capable of
processing results across the entire model, the focus will be on the laminate regions including the
spar cap at regions of interest. Two primary regions of interest are considered, as listed below.
Models will be compared at the same span-wise location which is sufficiently far away from the
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cantilevered end to avoid boundary condition effects and also sufficiently far away from the loaded
end region to avoid local stresses induced by the load application.
1. In the region of the embedded spar cap at the interface between the core and
embedded spar cap where high stress concentrations are expected due to the
adjacent internal stiffener and abrupt chordwise material transition to core (which
was observed as a failure location in the blade test by Chen et. al [66]–[68])
2. In the region of the embedded spar cap, at the middle of the cap, away from the
local stress concentration in the previous region
At each of the above locations, the distribution through the laminate thickness of the six
stress and strain components will be investigated to identify the limitations of the lower fidelity
modeling approaches, such as the shell element methods and solid element methods with coarse
through thickness discretization (see Figure 11). Additionally, to understand the cumulative effect,
fiber and matrix failure indices using Puck’s failure criteria will be compared as well.

Figure 11: Spectrum of Modeling Fidelity
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1.2.3 Material Characterization
In order to meaningfully compare modeling methods with smeared material properties
against the approaches modeling unidirectional sublayers, it is necessary to have consistent
material properties for both methods. This requires obtaining equivalent unidirectional material
properties that predict the laminate behavior of the multiaxial materials used. This is accomplished
by using material properties for both unidirectional and multidirectional materials and tuning the
unidirectional results until agreement with the multiaxial results is obtained. In this work, tensile
and shear properties are mechanically characterized for a unidirectional stitched E-glass material
as well as tensile properties of a stitched E-glass triaxial material, both of which are representative
of typical materials used in the wind industry. The material testing to be performed is detailed in
Table 4, which will be performed in accordance with the relevant test standards [81], [82]. The
results of the material characterization will then be used to compare the in-plane strength
allowables of multiaxial non-crimp fabric to the predicted strength using unidirectional properties.
In doing so, unidirectional failure criteria (Puck/LaRC03) will be applied to a laminate consistent
with the stack sequence of the NCF material and a material property degradation model (MPDM)
such as those used in several related works [83]–[88] will be applied to determine the ultimate
laminate load. The equivalent unidirectional properties can then be tuned to achieve agreement
between multiaxial test data. Additionally, the results of the material property tuning exercise will
quantify the difference between the strength of a multiaxial ply and its sublayers (i.e. soft failures
of sublayers vs. total failure of the stitched ply pack). The material testing here will be limited to
tensile/shear properties of the unidirectional material and tensile properties of the triaxial material
to demonstrate the validity of the tuning process. The process will then be repeated with using
unidirectional and triaxial properties typically reported for wind turbine materials to evaluate
equivalent in-plane and out-of-plane stiffness terms and materials strength for tension,
compression, and shear. These properties will then be used for the analyses throughout this
dissertation.
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Table 4: Phase 1 Material Test Summary
Material

Test

Properties

Samples*

ASTM Test

Fiber:
3x3
D3039
0° Tension
𝐸 ,𝜈 ,𝑋
Stitched unidirectional E-glass
with polyester veil
VectorPly E-LR 1708
Matrix:
3x3
D3039
90° Tension
𝐸 ,𝑌
Epoxy, DPL 862 Resin,
EMI-24 curing agent
Process:
3x3
D351813
In-Plane Shear
𝐺 ,𝑆
Wet layup, Vacuum cure,
elevated temperature
Fiber:
Stitched triaxial E-glass
3x3 – A
50% 0°, 25% +45°, 25% -45°
𝐸 ,𝜈 ,𝑋
D3039
0° Tension
3x3 – B
Saertex Style No.
U32EY480-01170-T2565-459000
Matrix:
Epoxy, DPL 862 Resin,
EMI-24 curing agent
3x3 – A
𝐸 ,𝑌
90° Tension
D3039
Process:
3x3 – B
Wet-layup, Vacuum cure,
elevated temperature
*
MxN indicates M panels (cured separately) with N samples per panel, all from the same batch of fiber

In addition to the properties to be assessed in the testing, both failure criteria require
additional material inputs. Puck’s improved fiber failure criteria requires the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the fibers ( 𝐸
magnification factor (𝑚
𝑝

( )

,

,

and 𝜈

,

respectively) as well as a transverse stress

). For matrix failure, four inclination parameters, 𝑝

( )
∥ ,

𝑝

( )
∥ ,

𝑝

( )

,

.are used. Testing to characterize these parameters would add significant effort to the first

phase of this work and in some cases reliable test methods have not been established or are prone
to significant error [90]. Instead of attempting to characterize these parameters, rules of thumb and
typical values from published literature will be used to estimate starting points and bounds on these
parameters. Within the established bounds, these will be treated as tuning parameters to obtain
agreement between the multiaxial and equivalent unidirectional properties.
The certification standards in the wind industry specifically call out two failure criteria:
Puck and LaRC03, so these are the preferred criteria to use herein. LaRC03 could be viewed as
preferable since many of the additional parameters are physical quantities that are more readily
13

ASTM D3518 tests lamina shear by laying up a ±45° and testing under uniaxial tension (as per ASTM D3039). Limitations of
are discussed in CHM-17-1G [89], but of most pertinence here is that the test coupon is not in pure shear. Testing in accordance
with ASTM 7078 would be preferred, however, in the absence of appropriate test fixtures, ASTM D3518 will be suitable
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interpreted or tested. However, this advantage is lost when the parameter is tuned to an arbitrary
value that may not necessarily be representative of the actual physical quantity. On the other hand,
while Puck’s failure criterion is also phenomenological, the inclination parameters have no
physical meaning, they are curve-fitting coefficients that define the ellipsoid and paraboloid that
make up the master fracture body. In that regard, the inclination parameters are in fact tuning
parameters, so it makes sense to use these parameters as proposed here to tune the master fracture
body to agree with actual fracture behavior observed. As such, Puck’s criteria will be used in this
work rather than LaRC03 unless good agreement cannot be achieved using Puck’s failure criteria.
Additionally, any of the computational models investigated that take into consideration
out-of-plane stress components also require out-of-plane shear stiffness. Likewise, methods using
3D solid elements require all 9 elastic constants. Ideally, these would be characterized; however,
it is conventional to treat unidirectional materials as transversely isotropic, which allows a
reasonable assumption for 𝐸 , 𝐺 , and 𝜈 . An assumed value for 𝐺

or 𝜈

will be used based

on typical values in open literature, and the other paired property can be found by the isotropic
relation 𝐺

= 𝐸 ⁄ 2(1 + 𝜈 ) on the common assumption that this is matrix dominated. Using

methods described in Appendix 3 of [91], the laminate out-of-plane properties can be predicted
for the triaxial NCF material based on the tuned equivalent unidirectional properties.

1.2.4 Blade Configuration Trade Studies
Although the results of the modeling method comparison on the reference geometry
presented in section 1.2.2 will provide insight on the accuracy and limitations of each method, the
conclusions are limited to the laminate and geometric configuration shown previously in Figure
10. Laminate and stacking sequence vary from one blade design to another and along the span of
a given blade. As such, a major outcome of the current work is to perform the comparison of
modeling methods on the three configurations shown in Figure 9, but also to perform trade studies
on a wider range of laminates to identify where and when higher fidelity modeling is warranted.
There are two metrics by which this will be assessed. Firstly, as a qualitative metric the general
shape of the through thickness stress/strain profiles can be compared to the reference to identify if
any physical behaviors are not captured in the lower fidelity models. Secondly, to assess the impact
on failure prediction, the load at fiber- and inter-fiber failure will be compared against the reference
to quantify the accuracy of each approach. This prompts several questions: How the does the
accuracy of modeling approach change for the following conditions:
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•

As the thickness of the spar cap changes relative to the face-sheets

•

As the thickness of the core changes relative to the face-sheets

•

As the thickness of the spar cap changes relative to the thickness of the core

•

As the thickness of the laminate changes relative to the height of the overall section.

Reviewing academic blade configurations that are publicly available [39], [50], [80], some
insight can be taken by inspecting the inboard, midboard, and outboard regions of the blades. Most
modern utility scale blades have two shear webs aligned with the fore and aft edges of the constant
width spar cap. Further inboard, the airfoil chord is large with respect to the constant width of the
cap, resulting in large unsupported panels forward and aft of the main webs (recall, no ribs are
used in typical wind turbine blades). To prevent panel buckling, these regions generally have thick
sandwich core relative to the skins and spar caps. Moving further outboard, the airfoil chord
decreases as well as the airfoil 𝑡/𝑐 ratio. As such, the leading and trailing edge panels become
narrower with respect to the overall chord. Simultaneously, the overall height of the cross-section
is reduced and therefore so is the effectiveness of the caps. This region of the blade is commonly
characterized by thick unidirectional spar caps with respect to the core, and moderate to thick core
with respect to the skins. Finally, the inner and outer mold line skins are generally a constant
thickness along the full span of the blade. Towards the blade tip, as flexural loads become smaller,
the relative thickness of the spar cap and core becomes small with respect to the thickness of the
skins.
As a point of reference, the Sandia 328-foot (100-meter) all-glass blade is presented below
[80]. This blade was a design exercise to determine feasibility and future challenges with large
blades in 2011 and was much larger than any production blade manufactured at that time; however,
this is comparable to the largest modern blades today. Therefore, the relative thicknesses and crosssection heights will be used as a reference to set the bounds on the trade studies.
In the Figure 12 below, the relative thickness of each primary structural component is
plotted as well as the ratio of total laminate thickness to cross-section height. For illustration
purposes, the structural configuration in which each of these components is identified is shown in
Figure 13.
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Material Group Thicknesses for Sandia 100-Meter Glass Blade
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Figure 12: Sandia 100-meter All Glass Blade Layup Example (Source Data from [80])
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Over the full span of the blade, the relative thickness of the spar cap to core range from 1:5
all the way to 4:1. Towards the blade tip, the spar cap and core are comparable thickness tapering
such that the relative thickness of the cap and core to the face-sheets goes from 10:1 down to 1:1.
Inboard, the airfoil thickness to chord ratio (𝑡/𝑐) is large14 and the high geometric stiffness allows
for thinner laminates. Further outboard, lower 𝑡/𝑐 airfoils 15 are used for better aerodynamic
performance, thus leading to less structurally efficient sections with thick laminates. Looking at
the example blade it is seen that the laminate as a fraction of total section height ranges from 1.5%
towards the root transition, up to maximum of 8.5% at about 2/3 of the blade span. Using these
ratios as reference, four trade studies are selected as described below. The discrete and relative
thicknesses for each trade study are listed in Tables 5-6.


Trade study 1 is representative of an inboard section of the blade. The core is relatively
thick and remains constant throughout the trade study. IML and OML skins are also a
constant thickness. The spar cap thickness ranges from 20% of the core thickness up to
about equal thickness.



Trade study 2 is representative of the midboard region of the blade. The core is held
constant for this trade study but is half the thickness of the first trade study. The spar cap
ranges from twice the core thickness down to equal thickness of the core.



Trade study 3 is representative of the outboard region of the blade. IML and OML skins
are a constant thickness. The spar cap and core are identical thickness and taper from 10
times the thickness of the face-sheets down to equivalent thickness of the face-sheets.



Lastly, trade study 4 is intended to assess the thickness to height ratio. The core, spar cap,
and skins will remain a fixed thickness and the height of the webs will be adjusted such
that the laminate ranges from about 1%-10% of the overall section height.

14

In the Sandia blade, the inboard geometry transitions from a 100% relative thickness cylinder to a 40.5% relative
thickness airfoil
15
The Sandia blade uses 18% relative thickness outboard airfoils.
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Figure 13: Representative Cross-Section of Sandia 328-foot (100-meter) Blade

Table 5: Parametric Trade Study Material Thicknesses
Trade Study Description

𝒕𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒓

𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆

𝒕𝒔𝒌𝒊𝒏

Total Height

min

max

min

max

min

max

min

max

1. Inboard Laminate

0.20

1.00

0.07

0.07

1.00

1.00

3.0

3.0

2. Midboard Laminate

0.50

1.00

0.07

0.07

0.50

0.50

3.0

3.0

3. Outboard Laminate

0.05

0.65

0.07

0.07

0.05

0.65

3.0

3.0

4. Height Sensitivity

0.20

0.20

0.07

0.07

0.20

0.20

3.0

14.0

Table 6: Parametric Trade Study Relative Thickness Range
𝑡
𝑡

Trade Study Description
1. Inboard Laminate
2. Midboard Laminate
3. Outboard Laminate
4. Height Sensitivity

min
0.20
1.00
1.00
1.00

𝑡
𝑡
max
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

min
2.86
7.14
0.71
2.86

𝑡
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
max
14.29
14.29
9.29
2.86

min
0.11
0.21
0.06
0.02

max
0.38
0.38
0.26
0.11

While these trade studies do cover a wide spectrum of laminate configurations in a typical
blade, there are several limitations that should be mentioned. First, the massive buildup of
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multiaxial plies in the first 10% of the blade span has not been addressed. The root reinforcement
region is an added complexity (especially if laminated asymmetrically) that is not considered in
the present work. Further investigation into an embedded spar cap with root reinforcement is a
natural extension of the current study and is recommended for future work. Additionally, to limit
the amount of material needing to be characterized, carbon has not been considered in this study.
Because of the increased stiffness and strength of carbon with respect to glass, it is more commonly
found in larger blades. For the same reason, carbon spar caps tend to be thinner than glass spar
caps but have an even greater stiffness mismatch with the adjacent core and glass face-sheets.
Consequently, the major recommendations stemming from this work should not be directly applied
to a carbon blade without further verification. Finally, while blade designers may be able to use
thinner spar caps to meet displacement and strength requirements for blade design, the thinner caps
may then be sized by buckling requirements. Rather than adding more costly carbon to build up
thickness, one approach is to place core material on top of the caps (symmetrically or
unsymmetrically). This also is an added complexity that is recommended for further study in future
work.

1.3 Summary
The research effort being performed in this dissertation will compare numerous modeling
approaches for consideration in the wind industry. The investigation will compare various
geometric representations (e.g. 2d abstraction vs real 3d geometry), element shape functions and
formulations, plate and shell theories, laminate representation, and solution types, all of which are
described in detail in Chapter 2. By performing this study on a representative blade component,
the accuracy of each method will be assessed by comparing against a validated reference modeling
approach. A series of trade studies will be performed across the range of laminate configurations
in a typical blade by varying the relative thickness of the main structural members (and thereby
varying laminate family) and the cross-section height. The trade studies will be used to quantify
the impact on predicted load a fiber failure and inter-fiber failure, which in turn can inform on the
appropriate partial safety factors for accuracy of analysis depending on modeling approach. Each
of these aspects of the current work are addressed in individual chapters of this dissertation. The
review and selection of modeling approaches is presented in Chapter 2 as well as validation of the
reference model and convergence studies. In Chapter 3, a detailed comparison of stress and strain
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distribution is presented for all modeling approaches at selected locations within the abstracted
blade subcomponent, including comparison between linear and nonlinear solutions. The trade
studies for variation in relative component thickness and cross-section height are then presented
in Chapter 4, and then repeated in Chapter 5 to consider the effects of misalignment of spar caps
plies. Finally, the main outcomes of this work summarized in Chapter 6. The material
characterization and material tuning work that supports the properties used in analysis are
presented in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively with supplemental results from the trade
studies included in Appendix C.
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Chapter 2
Summary of Modeling Methods and Modeling Approach
Validation
2.1 Introduction
In this section, the modeling methods selected in Section 1.2.1 are presented in further
detail to demonstrate the specific approach taken to implement each method as well as to provide
relevant theoretical background. To ensure a meaningful comparison is being made for each
approach, a mesh convergence study for all methods is performed and presented as a part of this
section. Using the converged models, stress and strains through the thickness at selected regions
of interest are compared and presented in Chapter 4. The modeling results presented in this chapter
will all be performed on the structure presented previously in 1.2.2, replicated below in Figure 14
for convenience. In order to quantify the accuracy of each method, stress and strain are compared
against a validated reference approach—in this case, the reference approach is the highest fidelity
model selected, which uses multiple stacked solid elements through the laminate thickness. To
have confidence that the results obtained using this method are representative of real laminate
stresses, the reference approach is validated by modeling a reference laminate and comparing to
exact and layerwise solutions published in literature.
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Figure 14: Embedded Spar Cap Geometry for Modeling Comparison
(Dimensions in Inches)
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2.2 Shell-Element Modeling Methods
2.2.1 Discussion of Selected Plate Theories
The first shell-element modeling approach is based on classic laminated plate theory
(CLPT). Classic laminated plate theory has two primary assumptions: a line which is initially
straight and perpendicular to the mid-plane will: (1) remain straight and perpendicular to the midplane after deformation and (2) does not elongate after deformation. To satisfy this, the out-ofplane shear and normal strains are zero (𝛾

=𝛾

=𝜀

= 0) and the shell would be in a state of

plane-strain. The in-plane strain components can then be represented as follows:

𝜀
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Using these assumptions as a basis, the constitutive model for a laminate is developed as
shown below, for complete derivation see [92]:
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And
[𝑄] = 𝑓(𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝜈 , 𝐺 , 𝜃)
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As a result, the necessary material quantities for classic laminated plate theory are four
material constants per constituent material and stacking sequence—position and orientation of
each ply. One of the benefits of classic laminated plate theory is that it requires the minimum
amount of material characterization of all the methods considered in order to model a composite
laminate. Furthermore, the test methods to determine the in-plane material constants required are
widely documented and well understood.
Because the assumptions upon which the plate theory is based result in 𝛾

=𝛾

= 0, this

plate theory is insufficient to predict interlaminar shear stresses—meaning margins of safety for
interlaminar failures cannot be evaluated. Additionally, out-of-plane shear modulus is not taken
into consideration in the constitutive model, and therefore the shell element representation does
not capture the out-of-of-plane shear stiffness. In thin-walled box-beam structures, the portion of
overall stiffness resulting from the out-of-plane shear stiffness of the upper and lower skins is
small and this assumption is reasonable. As the skins become thick with respect to the overall
height, neglecting out-of-plane shear may have more significant effects. And lastly, the assumed
displacements result in a linear variation in strain through the laminate thickness. When rules of
best practice for laminate design are considered and homogenous stacking sequences (evenly
distributed ply orientation throughout the laminate thickness) are used, the assumed linear
variation in strain through the laminate thickness is reasonable. However, major variation in
stiffness through the thickness (e.g. sandwich core or thick embedded material packs, such as
shown in Figure 14) may result in more complex strain profiles as will be seen in the results
presented in Chapter 3, and thus likely require alternate modeling methods.
The next extension to CLPT is to add linear shear deformation to the theory. This is done
by relaxing the assumptions for the theory such that a line which is initially straight and
perpendicular to the mid-plane will remain straight but may rotate with respect to the mid-plane.
In doing so, the strain from Eq. 2 includes two additional terms as shown in Eq. 4.
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Figure 15: Definition of Shear Deformation Angles
When adding shear deformation, the constitutive model in Eq. 3 is now supplemented with
the out-of-plane shear terms, where the 𝐴 is calculated the same as above, but [𝑄] =
𝑓(𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝜈 , 𝐺 , , 𝐺 , 𝐺 , 𝜃) now becomes a 5x5 matrix, requiring the characterization of two
additional material stiffnesses as well as two additional material strengths to assess interlaminar
shear failure indices.
𝑄
𝑄

=

𝐴
𝐴

𝐴
𝐴

𝛾
𝛾

5

The above formulation now provides a means of incorporating shear stiffness and shear
deformation into the model; however, there are still limitations. Firstly, the through thickness strain
profile from Eq. 4 is still limited to a linear model. Secondly, the shear strains are constant
throughout the laminate thickness, which implies the shear stresses are also constant within a layer,
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but discontinuous between dissimilar plies. Physically this is not valid, as ply interfaces must
satisfy equilibrium and the upper and lower surface must be traction free, and therefore the shear
stress (and hence shear strain) must be zero at the upper and lower surface. To have zero shear at
the upper and lower surface and nonzero shear at some point in between means the out-of-plane
shear stresses must physically be of second-order or higher. This can be addressed in two ways:
higher order shear deformation theories or shear correction factors. In this work, the latter option
is used. Shear correction factors are determined by equating the strain energy due to out-of-plane
shear stresses using the shear correction factor with the strain energy predicted from equilibrium
equations (a detailed derivation and discussion of the Nastran implementation of shell shear
correction is presented in [93]). The out-of-plane shear terms in the 𝐴 matrix are then adjusted as
shown in Eq. 6.
𝑄
𝑄

=𝐾

𝐴
𝐴

𝐴
𝐴

𝛾
𝛾

6

The above process corrects stiffness, but still has the same non-physical behavior for
predicted stresses. While in-plane stresses can be determined from the constitutive model, shear
stresses can instead be computed by applying equilibrium equations at each ply with continuity at
the ply interfaces and a zero-shear condition at the upper and lower ply surface. In doing so, the
interlaminar shear stresses through the laminate thickness can be evaluated to be more
representative of physical phenomena. 16 In this way, the transverse shear stresses can vary
nonlinearly through the laminate thickness even though the shear deformation is only first-order.
In this work the following three approaches are compared:
1. Classic laminated plate theory, zero interlaminar shear
2. First-order shear plate theory, interlaminar shear stresses from the constitutive model
3. First-order shear plate theory with transverse shear correction and shear stresses evaluated
from equilibrium equations
The second area of difference between the various 2D shell models considered is the ply
representation. As can be seen in Eq. 3, the terms in the 𝐵 matrix which couple in-plane and outof-plane response are the summation of rotated ply stiffness (represented in [𝑄]) and the square of
16

Even though the CLPT model inherently assumes zero shear stress/strain, once the in-plane stress and strain
components are known, the equilibrium equations can still be applied with appropriate boundary conditions to
calculate interlaminar shear stresses.
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the ply position. If a laminate is symmetric, plies on opposite sides of the mid-plane will have the
same rotated stiffness, but the quantity (𝑧 − 𝑧

) is opposite in sign—implying all elements of

the 𝐵 matrix are equal to zero. As it pertains to this work, if stitched multiaxial materials are
represented using smeared material properties based on the percentage of fiber in each direction,
the smeared packs will not produce a 𝐵 matrix as long as they are located symmetrically about the
mid-plane. In the case where the discrete layer orientations that compose the stitched multiaxial
materials are represented as individual plies, the laminate will be asymmetric and a nonzero 𝐵
matrix will exist. To illustrate the magnitude of coupling terms, Figure 16 shows the relative
magnitude of terms in the 𝐵 matrix with the respect to the primary direction 𝐴 matrix term as the
thickness of an embedded spar cap or core varies for a fixed number of skin plies in a typical wind
laminate.17 As seen below, for the both embedded spar cap and core, the coupling terms decrease
as the relative thickness of the cap or core increase, with the relative magnitude of coupling terms
decreasing at a much faster rate for the spar cap. This is an indication that for the typical wind
turbine blade, the most likely regions in which asymmetry effects will be observed are in the
sandwich-core regions or laminates typical of the outboard region of the blade in which the
embedded spar caps are thinner. The typical thick embedded spar caps representative of the
inboard and mid-board blade are less likely to show asymmetry effects since the thick embedded
spar cap will dominate the overall laminate response.

17

The typical laminate considered here is an E-glass laminate with stacking sequence [(±45° 0)3 (0)n (±45° 0)3] or
[(±45° 0)3 core (±45° 0)3] where bold indicates triaxial sublayers with thickness of ±45° layers equal to that of the
thickness of 0°, e.g. skins composed of 50% ±45° fibers and 50% 0° fibers.
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Figure 16: Variation in B Matrix Terms for Typical Wind Glass/Epoxy Laminates
In this work, each of the three plate theories is repeated using a smeared ply representation
and a unidirectional sublayer representation. For the purpose of the finite element model, the only
difference between the two ply representations is in the element stiffness matrix—small changes
in the 𝐴 and 𝐷 matrix and the inclusion of a nonzero 𝐵 matrix. Outside of the finite element model,
there is also a difference between the smeared and sublayered approach in how failure indices are
post-processed. When modeling discrete unidirectional layers, more advanced unidirectional
failure criteria like Puck and LaRC03 can be applied, whereas for the smeared representation
multiaxial lamina allowables would be used with a max stress or strain failure criteria. For a more
detailed discussion of the difference between these two, see Appendix B.

2.2.2 Finite Element Modeling Approach
Aside from the three different plate theories implemented and two ply representations, all
2D shell finite element models are constructed using the same approach detailed here. In both the
shell and solid models, there are seven discrete bodies as part of the simulation: an upper and lower
plate (representative of upper and lower shells), four rectangular tube sections between the shells,
and a channel section to transmit load to the structure. For all shell models, the upper and lower
surfaces of the structure are discretized with rectangular elements at the outer mold line. This is
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done by separating the cross-section into nine regions (as illustrated below) at locations where a
material or geometric transition occurs or the beginning/end of a bond line with adjacent structure,
such that a node will exist at the boundary. Each of these regions is then discretized as part of the
pre-processing script based on user input nominal chordwise discretization.18

Figure 17: Upper Lower Shell Plate Discretization Regions
The rectangular sections19 separating the upper and lower plates are modeled by extending
them to the upper and lower plates to provide a load path between the plates. They are then
discretized with the same nominal element size as the plates by creating duplicate elements that
share nodes where horizontal sides of the tube section contact the plate. The cross-sectional mesh
is extruded to produce 2D shell elements using the Nastran CQUAD4 element topology. The initial
spacing is selected such that a 1:1 aspect ratio is maintained from the boundary condition up to the
target cross-section. Between the target cross-section and the load application region, a biased
mesh is used allowing for coarser discretization of elements away from the area of interest. Across
the load application region, a fixed spanwise element spacing of 0.5-inch is selected to maintain a
compatible mesh with a C-channel section 20 that shares nodes with the lower plate. The
discretization is then written to the Nastran input deck, with element node order selected to obtain

18

Nodal spacing reduced as necessary to obtain a whole number of nodes/elements
FRP pultruded tube profiles are specified as 1 inch wide with 0.125-inch wall thickness. Height of the profile is
determined to obtain the user specified overall section height. For all models in this chapter, that corresponds to 3
inches as shown in Figure 14 at the beginning of this chapter.
20
Channel dimension: 3-inch wide, 1.4-inch flanges, 5/16-inch thickness, overall length adjusted to accommodate 2inch overhang on either side of the structure, positioned as shown in Figure 14.
19
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a local element coordinate system for the plates in the same orientation of the global coordinate
system shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.

Figure 18: 2D-Element Cross-Sectional Discretization Example
Nominal element size Δx=Δy=0.33-inch (8.4mm)

Figure 19: Spanwise Mesh Discretization Example
Material cards and property sets are written to the Nastran bulk data file to define the
laminate in each of the regions shown in Figure 17. Material properties for unidirectional E-glass,
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smeared triaxial e-glass, equivalent unidirectional properties for triaxial sublayers, and balsa core
are pre-defined in the post-processing script. If the selected modeling method uses FSDT plate
theory, six properties are written to the 2D orthotropic MAT8 material card (𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝜈 , 𝐺 , 𝐺 ,
𝐺 ), whereas when CLPT methods are selected only the four in-plane properties are written. The
material inputs used in the 2D shell models are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7: 2D Shell Material Property Inputs

Property

Unidirectional
E-Glass
Spar Caps

Triaxial
E-Glass
Equivalent
Unidirectional
Sublayers

Triaxial
E-Glass
Smeared
Lamina

End-grain
Balsa

Generic
Pultruded
FRP Glass
Tube Profile

Generic
Steel
(isotropic)

𝐸

5.50 msi
(37.92 GPa)

5.40 msi
(37.23 GPa)

3.7 msi
(25.51 GPa)

20.1 ksi
(138.6 MPa)

2.50 msi
(17.23 GPa)

30 msi
(206.8 GPa)

𝐸

1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)

1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)

1.8 msi
(12.41 GPa)

20.1 ksi
(138.6 MPa)

0.90 msi
(6.21 GPa)

~

𝜈

0.260

0.260

0.480

0.450

0.350

0.33

𝐺

0.899 msi
(6.20 GPa)

0.600 msi
(4.14 GPa)

1.030 msi
(7.10 GPa)

6.90 ksi
(47.57 MPa)

0.420 msi
(2.90 GPa)

~

𝐺

0.899 msi
(6.20 GPa)

0.600 msi
(4.14 GPa)

0.567 msi
(3.91 GPa)

52.6 ksi
(362.7 MPa)

0.420 msi
(2.90 GPa)

~

𝐺

0.469 msi
(3.23 GPa)

0.467 msi
(3.22 GPa)

0.500 msi
(3.45 GPa)

52.6 ksi
(362.7 MPa)

0.317 msi
(2.19 GPa)

~

A minimum of two property sets are defined corresponding to constant thickness core and
spar caps (region 1, 2, 8, 9 and 4-6 respectively in Figure 17). For laminates in which the core and
spar cap are different thicknesses, a geometric transition region is present (region 3 and 6 in Figure
17), which can be modeled with several different approaches. The simplest method but also least
accurate approach would be to ignore the transition altogether and simply use the same property
set as the constant core region. This results in an abrupt change in thickness. When plate offsets
are used, this then produces an abrupt change in the neutral axis resulting in local bending. An
intermediate approach would be to use a single property set with an average thickness laminate
over the transition. The approach used in this work creates a unique property set for each element
in the transition with an average core thickness based on its location in the transition region in
order to better represent the geometric transition. Although more complex in terms of model setup,
creating individual property sets for each element more accurately represents the real rate at which
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the neutral axis changes and therefore better represents local bending from the geometric
transition. For modeling a full turbine blade, the simpler approach of a single transition property
or lack of transition altogether may be more common.
The element properties for the plates are defined using Nastran PCOMPG property sets in
which global ply ID, material, orientation, and thickness are defined. For the models documented
in this chapter, the laminates are defined as follows. For the smeared ply representation, the
laminate is input as two smeared triaxial plies with 0° orientation and the nominal ply thickness of
0.035 inch, followed by 17 0° plies with either unidirectional E-glass properties or balsa core
properties, then followed by two more triaxial glass plies. In the spar cap region, the embedded 0°
plies are all given nominal unidirectional ply thickness of 0.021 inch. In the sandwich-core region,
the core ply inputs are assigned a thickness equal to the total core thickness for the property’s
application region divided by 17. In defining the core laminate this way, while the overall thickness
varies along the chord, the number of locations at which stress and strain are output is consistent
at all points in the spar cap and core region. In the case of the unidirectional sublayer approach,
laminate definition is the same except each smeared triaxial ply is replaced with three sublayers
oriented 0°, 45°, and -45° (in that order) using the equivalent sublayer properties and thicknesses
corresponding to 50%, 25%, and 25% of the nominal triaxial ply thickness respectively. The
element properties for the rectangular tubes and C-channel are modeled with PSHELL property
sets. Since the elements are located at the outer mold line, the upper and lower plates are given
offsets equal to half their thickness inwards. The walls of the tube section are all offset inwards
(towards the centroid to the tube), with the vertical members being offset by half of their thickness
and the horizontal members are offset by half their thickness plus the total thickness of the adjacent
laminate (either constant thickness core or spar cap). The shell element thickness and offsets of
the discretized cross-section are shown below overlaid upon the actual cross-section in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Visualization of Element Thicknesses and Offsets

Figure 21: 3D view of Example Shell Model with Loads and BCs
Lastly, a cantilevered boundary condition is applied by fixing displacements in x, y, and z
for the first four inches of the structure, to represent a rigidly mounted structure (e.g., as if set in
concrete). A point load of 30 kip is applied to both sides of the C-channel centered on the portion
of the channel section that overhangs the structure. To avoid excessive local deformation due to
concentrated point loads, the load is distributed to adjacent nodes on the channel section with
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spring elements. A 3D view of the meshed structure with boundary conditions and loads is shown
in Figure 21.

2.3 Solid-Element Modeling Methods
2.3.1 Discussion of Selected Solid Modeling Approaches
Using solid elements to model the structure over shell elements offers several advantages.
Most obviously, solid elements are better able to represent the real geometry and do not require
the artificial extension of the webs to the outer mold line. Additionally, the actual geometry of the
core taper can be modeled and does not require the stepped approach to model thickness transition
seen in Figure 20. With sufficient refinement through the laminate thickness, a nonlinear strain
field can be represented and therefore have the potential to more accurately predict laminate
stresses and hence failure. However, there are also disadvantages associated with the use of solid
elements. The stiffness matrix required to represent an orthotropic material in three dimensions
(see Eq. 7) now requires the characterization of nine material constants, with the additional outof-plane properties being less commonly documented in literature. Out-of-plane tension properties
are known to be prone to high scatter, and due to general lack of need, standardized test methods
for out-of-plane compression have not been agreed upon or developed [89]. However, out-of-plane
properties for unidirectional material can be estimated using assumptions of transverse isotropy as
outlined in the thick-section composites section of CMH-17-3G [16]. From a modeling
perspective, the use of solid elements can dramatically increase the computational cost of the finite
element model to maintain reasonable element shapes. Because element dimensions in the
thickness direction must match the laminate thickness, it may be necessary to use very fine inplane mesh size in order to maintain acceptable in-plane to thickness element aspect ratio 21 .
Likewise, the use of multiple elements through the thickness can rapidly increase the size of the
model. Finally, solid elements are susceptible to various locking phenomena (see [76] for detailed
descriptions of these), and therefore selection of the appropriate solid element formulation is
necessary. Finally, in a design setting where a structure is being iteratively updated to achieve an
acceptable design, the use of solid elements is far less conducive to design iterations. A shell model
can be rapidly iterated by simply changing the laminate definition, whereas a solid model requires
geometric updates and re-meshing for each iteration.
21

The maximum in-plane to out-of-plane element aspect ratio is commonly recommended as 10:1 [94]
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Where: 𝐶 are functions of 𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝜈 , 𝜈 , 𝜈 , 𝐺 , 𝐺 , 𝐺 , and
expressions for each can be found in equation 1.3.54 of [77]
In this work, various layered and non-layered solid element formulations are considered to
identify the preferred modeling approach when using solid elements. In this work, four different
solid elements are considered: solid shell layered composites, higher order layered composites,
volumetric solids, and solid shell.
The majority of the proposed modeling approaches use some variation of the layered solid
shell composite. The layered solid shell is advantageous because similar to the shell models, the
laminate can be represented with a single or small number of elements through the laminate
thickness, thus keeping the computational cost of the method low. Traditional linear shape function
solid elements are prone to shear locking, which is typically addressed by reduced shear
integration. The MSC Nastran solid shell element uses an assumed strain shape function, which is
a proprietary shape function that has been tuned for improved bending. Although the specific
details of the assumed strain implementation in Nastran are not published in the theory manuals,
there are many published papers on different solid-shell element formulations. The typical
approach is described here. Rather than the conventional approach of using a shape function with
an assumed displacement field (e.g. linear, quadratic, etc.), the element is derived using the MSC
Nastran assumed strain field. A common implementation of the assumed strain solid shell
composites in other commercial codes typically combines the enhanced strain formulation from
Simo and Rifai [73] with the assumed strain method of Dvorkin and Bathe [95]. The method of
Simo and Rifai assumes the strain in the form of 𝜺 = 𝜺 (𝑢) + 𝜺(𝛼), where the 𝜀 represents the
compatible strain field as a function of displacements and 𝜀̅ represent enhancements to the strain
field to alleviate locking phenomena. The enhanced strain field does not satisfy compatibility and
is not a function of displacement, rather it is a function of additional internal degrees of freedom
(labeled as 𝛼 here). Several works demonstrate possible implementations of this approach, for
example, Quy and Matzenmiller discuss a method adding four or eight enhancement parameters
to include linear and bi-linear enhancement of the element [96]. Another approach by Vu-Quoc
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and Tan [97] uses nine enhancement parameters to include linear enhancement of axial strain, bilinear enhancement of in-plane shear, and tri-linear enhancement of transverse normal strain and
then supplements the element with the shape functions presented by Dvorkin and Bathe to improve
transverse shear strain. The approach presented by Dvorkin and Bathe [95] replaces the
conventional shape function for the transverse strains with an assumed interpolation function for
a four-node shell element in which transverse shear strains are interpolated between predetermined
locations which do not coincide with the corner nodes of a typical linear shape function element.
The assumed interpolation functions for transverse shear are shown below in Eq. 8 and 9, where
(𝜉, 𝜂, 𝜁) are element natural coordinates ranging from [-1, 1].
𝛾
𝛾

1
= (1 + 𝜂)𝛾
2
1
= (1 + 𝜉)𝛾
2

1
+ (1 − 𝜂)𝛾
2
1
+ (1 − 𝜉)𝛾
2

8
9

Figure 22: Four-Node Shell Notation for Dvorkin and Bathe Interpolation Scheme
For the purpose of computational efficiency, using a single element through the laminate
thickness is the preferred approach. With a single element through the laminate thickness, stresses
can be calculated directly from strains, or for a more realistic interlaminar stress distribution, the
approach described in 2.2.1 in which boundary conditions at the surface (traction free) and
equilibrium equations are used to compute transverse stresses. To further improve results, the mesh
discretization through the thickness can be refined as well. In this work, four variations of the solid
shell are considered:
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1. Single layered solid shell element through the laminate thickness, stresses computed
directly from strains
2. Three layered solid shell elements through thickness (one per ply pack, e.g. OML skin,
core/spar-cap, IML skin), stresses computed directly from strains
3. Five layered solid shell elements through thickness, one element for OML and IML skins
each, and three elements through the spar cap (selected such that each element is
approximately the same thickness), stresses computed directly from strains
In the two methods with refined through thickness discretization, the parabolic shear
correction is automatically disabled in Nastran because stacking elements through the thickness
means the top/bottom surface of the element are not necessarily traction free. Furthermore, it is
noted that the use of standard fully integrated linear shape-function layered solid elements is not
considered in this work due to known limitations and susceptibility to element locking phenomena.
While the use of solid shells is primarily used here to alleviate element locking, another
consideration is the use of higher order elements. In this case a fourth layered solid approach is
selected for comparison with the solid shell elements:
4. Same discretization as method 3, with the addition of mid-side nodes and use of a quadratic
shape function
For each of the four methods above, a smeared ply and unidirectional sublayered approach
will be considered, resulting in 8 overall layered solid shell representations. The same
considerations regarding the motivation to compare the two different ply representations as was
presented for shell elements applies here as well and is therefore not repeated. All layered
composites used herein (shell and solid elements) are based on lamination theories in which strain
is continuous in the z-direction. To satisfy local equilibrium, the transverse shear stresses at ply
interfaces must be equal, and therefore adjacent plies of dissimilar orientation cannot have a
continuous transverse shear strain field. This has led to the development of “zig-zag” plate and
shell theories with piecewise continuous transverse stresses and displacements (a historical
summary of these theories are covered in [79]). Alternately, stacking non-layered solids elements
with one element or more through the thickness of a laminate is a conventional practice to represent
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the same kinematics of the zig-zag approach.22 As a high-fidelity reference case, the stacked solid
approach is used in the current work with one element per layer and the following two element
types:
1. Non-layered solid shell, using the same assumed strain methods as discussed above to
avoid locking phenomena (one element per material layers)
2. Non-layered quadratic solid elements with reduced shear integration (one element per
material layer)
The layerwise stacked solid approach is not being presented here as a recommended way
to analyze a full wind turbine. While the reference geometry used in this work results in models
that are small in size and the analysis run-times are manageable, analyzing a full turbine blade with
stacked solid elements for each layer is not feasible or practical—at most, the stacked solid
approach might be recommended for local submodels for critical areas. Instead, the purpose here
is to serve as a reference case against which the layered shell and solid models can be compared
to in order to identify inaccuracies or limitations in each modeling approach. To have confidence
that the stacked solid approach being used is accurate, in section 2.6, it will be used to model
reference cases in literature to verify the implementation here is consistent with published results.
Although the sublayered quadratic stacked solid model will be referred to as the high-fidelity
reference model throughout this dissertation and will serve as the overall reference, the smeared
stacked quadratic solid model and smeared/sublayered stacked linear solid models are all highfidelity approaches as compared to the shell and layered solid models and will also be evaluated
for comparison.

2.3.2 Finite Element Modeling Approach
In generating the finite element models for the solid element approaches, the chordwise
discretization is the same as described for the shell models. For the upper and lower plates, the
same node locations at the outer mold line are translated inward (±z-direction) an appropriate
distance for the desired through thickness discretization (e.g. the thickness of the laminate, ply
pack, or individual ply) such that a temporary 2D mesh of the cross-section is obtained. The cross-

22

See a comparison of conventional stacked solid 3D FEA with 2D layerwise theories in [77], in general, the stacked
solid approach can be substantially more computationally expensive.
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sectional mesh is then extruded using the same spanwise discretization as the shell models to obtain
solid Nastran 8-node CHEXA elements. In cases where higher order 20-node CHEXA elements
are used the mid-side nodes are simply interpolated between the corner nodes. A full crosssectional discretization overlaid on the cross-section schematic is shown for the case with oneelement through the laminate thickness, with close-up views of the refined mesh shown as well.
In the pre-processing script, nodal ordering is selected such that the local element coordinate
system is in the same general orientation as the global coordinate system. In regions of constant
thickness, the global and local coordinate systems are aligned, but in regions of geometric
transition, coordinate systems are rotated slightly as can be seen in Figure 24.
Since the focus of the current work is the stress distribution in the upper and lower plates,
the function of the rectangular tube sections is simply to provide a load path between the upper
and lower plates and stresses in the tube sections are not being investigated. As such, the tube
sections are still modeled with shell elements. Because the thickness of the plates is discretely
modeled, the tube sections are not extended to the outer mold line and are instead modeled on the
exterior surface of the tubes. Otherwise, the tube sections are modeled with the same process as
described in the shell element section. The horizontal sides of the tube are coincident with the inner
mold line of the plates and share nodes to allow load transfer. Similarly, C-channel is also modeled
with shell elements the same as was described in the shell modeling section and shares nodes with
the outer mold line of the lower plate to allow load transfer.
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Figure 23: Example Cross-Sectional Discretization for Solid Element Models

Figure 24: Element Coordinate System in Transition Region
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For the material used with solid elements a 3D orthotropic MATORT material card is used.
The in-plane properties are the same as those used for the shell models, with three additional outof-plane properties added: 𝐸 , 𝜈 , 𝜈 , which are listed below in Table 8
Table 8: 3D Solid Material Property Inputs

Property

𝐸
𝐸
𝐸
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝐺
𝐺
𝐺

Unidirectional
E-Glass
Spar Caps

Triaxial
E-Glass
Equivalent
Unidirectional
Sublayers

Triaxial
E-Glass
Smeared
Lamina

End-grain
Balsa

5.50 msi
(37.92 GPa)
1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)
1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)
0.260
0.499
0.059
0.899 msi
(6.20 GPa)
0.899 msi
(6.20 GPa)
0.469 msi
(3.23 GPa)

5.40 msi
(37.23 GPa)
1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)
1.40 msi
(9.65 GPa)
0.260
0.499
0.067
0.600 msi
(4.14 GPa)
0.600 msi
(4.14 GPa)
0.467 msi
(3.22 GPa)

3.7 msi
(25.51 GPa)
1.8 msi
(12.41 GPa)
1.55 msi
(10.7 GPa)
0.480
0.406
0.092
1.030 msi
(7.10 GPa)
0.567 msi
(3.91 GPa)
0.500 msi
(3.45 GPa)

20.1 ksi
(138.6 MPa)
20.1 ksi
(138.6 MPa)
0.629 msi
(4.3 GPa)
0.450
0.014
0.438
6.90 ksi
(47.57 MPa)
52.6 ksi
(362.7 MPa)
52.6 ksi
(362.7 MPa)

Generic
Pultruded
FRP Glass
Tube Profile

Generic
Steel
(isotropic)

2.50 msi
(17.23 GPa)
0.90 msi
(6.21 GPa)
~

30 msi
(206.8 GPa)

0.350
~
~
0.420 msi
(2.90 GPa)
0.420 msi
(2.90 GPa)
0.317 msi
(2.19 GPa)

0.33
~
~

~
~

~
~
~

For the layered solid shell models, the ply thickness, material, and orientations defining the
laminate stacking sequence follow the same process as described for the shell elements except that
a PCOMPLS property set is used instead. The actual thickness of the laminate is determined from
the element thickness, from which the fractional percent of total thickness is determined internally
for each ply. Consequently, even though the total thickness is modeled, layered solid elements are
still limited in the representation of geometric transitions because as thickness changes on the
domain of an element, all plies change thickness proportional to the total change in thickness. As
such the same modeling options considered for shell elements are relevant here: ignore the
transition altogether and use the same property as the adjacent laminate—or create one or more
transition property sets along the transition. These options are illustrated for a simple three-layer
skin/core/skin laminate in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Layered Shell Laminate Thickness Transition Examples
In the current work additional property sets are added along the transition, as this provides
the closest representation of actual ply thicknesses along the transition and is consistent with the
approach taken for shell elements. However, this is not necessary in cases with multiple plies
through the laminate thickness, since the elements in which the thickness change occurs are
homogeneously composed of balsa core. But in the case of multiple elements through the
thickness, multiple property sets are created to correspond to the portion of the total laminate
represented by the element. In the two high-fidelity reference approaches, Nastran PSOLID
elements are used instead of layered elements. Coordinate systems rotated ±45° about the global
coordinate system z-axis are created, which are selected for the material orientation for the angleply layers in the stacked solid models.
Property sets used for rectangular tube sections and the C-channel are the same as described
in the shell modeling section, with the only difference here being that it is no longer necessary to
add the full thickness of the upper and lower plates to the offset for the horizontal sides of the
rectangular tubes, rather they are only offset by half the tube wall thickness. Additionally, the
application of loads and boundary conditions for the solid models follows the same process as the
shell element models. A representative example of a solid model is shown in Figure 26 with loads
and BCs applied
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Figure 26: 3D View of Example Solid Model with Loads and BCs

2.4 Modeling Method Identification and Summary
For convention throughout the remainder of this work, each of the 18 modeling approaches
is identified using notation in the form ELEMENT (N) / PLY. In this convention where ELEMENT
indicates the element type, (N) indicates the number of elements through the laminate thickness
(omitted for shell models), and PLY indicates whether smeared ply packs (SMR) or unidirectional
sublayers (USL) were used. Element type abbreviations are shown below and the tables
summarizing each method from Chapter 1 are reproduced below for convenience.
CLPT:

classic laminate plate theory (CLPT) layered 2D shell

FSDT:

first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) layered 2D shell

SSC:
SSCQ:
SS:

solid shell composite
solid shell composite, quadratic 20-node element
stacked solid element

SSQ:

stacked solid element, quadratic 20-node element

+SC:

transverse shear correction enabled
(for layered shells with shear deformation)
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Table 9: Summary of Shell Modeling Methods
Ply Representation

Element
Type

Nastran Element

Smeared
Unidirectional
Sublayers

Composite
Shell

CQUAD4/PCOMPG

Plate
Theory
CLPT
FSDT
FSDT
CLPT
FSDT
FSDT

Shear
Correction
N/A
No
Yes
N/A
No
Yes

Notation
CLPT/SMR
FSDT/SMR
FSDT/SMR+SC
CLPT/USL
FSDT/USL
FSDT/USL+SC

Table 10: Summary of Shell Modeling Methods

Ply
Representation

Smeared

Element
Type

Solid
Shell
composite

Nastran
Element

CHEXA(8)/
PCOMPLS

CHEXA(20)/
PCOMPLS

Unidirectional
Sublayers

Solid
Shell
composite

CHEXA(8)/
PCOMPLS

CHEXA(20)/
PCOMPLS

Smeared

Unidirectional
Sublayers

Stacked
Solid
Shells
Stacked
Quadratic
Solid
Stacked
Solid
Shells
Stacked
Quadratic
Solid

CHEXA(8)/
PSOLID
CHEXA(20)/
PSOLID
CHEXA(8)/
PSOLID
CHEXA(20)/
PSOLID

Element
Formulation

Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Quadratic shape
function
Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Quadratic shape
function
Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Quadratic shape
function, reduced
shear integration
Assumed strain,
reduced shear
integration
Quadratic shape
function, reduced
shear integration

*

Number of
elements
through
thickness

Notation

1

SSC(1)/SMR

1/1/1*

SSC(3)/SMR

1/3/1*

SSC(5)/SMR

1/3/1*

SSCQ(5)/SMR

1

SSC(1)/USL

1/1/1*

SSC(3)/USL

1/3/1*

SSC(5)/USL

1/3/1*

SSCQ(5) USL

1 per layer

SS(N)/SMR

1 per layer

SSQ(N)/SMR

1 per layer

SS(N)/USL

1 per layer

SSQ(N)/USL

l/m/n indicates l elements through the thickness of the lower skin (triaxial face-sheet), m elements through the
spar cap and core, and n elements through the upper skin (triaxial face-sheet)
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2.5 Model Convergence
To substantiate that an appropriate element size has been selected for the model comparison
and the trade studies in the subsequent chapters, a convergence study was performed for each of
the 18 modeling approaches. Five nominal discretizations were selected to assess convergence: 1inch, 0.5-inch, 0.33-inch, 0.25-inch, and 0.20-inch—used for both the nominal chordwise and
spanwise discretization. The 1-inch discretization was applied throughout, but for the remaining
four mesh sizes a biased spanwise discretization was used to transition from the nominal spanwise
discretization to a 0.75-inch nodal spacing toward the free end of the beam (see example shown
previously in Figure 20). Both stress and displacement convergence were considered, which can
be seen in Figure 27 and Figure 28 respectively. Displacement convergence is based on the peak
resultant displacement predicted by each model. Because overall ultimate failure is typically driven
by fiber failure in the spar cap, peak axial spar cap stresses are plotted here for the purpose of
demonstrating convergence.
For all 18 methods, the 0.33-inch discretization predicts stress and deflection within 0.5%
of the solution from the finest mesh. The largest deviation occurred in SSC(3)/SMR, for which the
0.33-inch element predicted a peak stress of 130.2 ksi which was 0.61% lower than the peak stress
of 131.0 ksi predicted by the 0.2-inch element model. As such, the nominal element size of 0.33inch is selected for the modeling comparisons in Chapters 3-5.
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Figure 27: Convergence Plots, Peak Fiber Direction Stress at Target Cross-Section
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Figure 28: Convergence Plots, Peak Displacement at Target Cross-Section
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2.6 High-Fidelity Model Verification
2.6.1 Simply Supported Sandwich Plate
As a validation check for the high-fidelity method used herein, the stacked solid shell
modeling approach will be used to replicate published results for a [0 90 core 90 0] laminate under
sinusoidal loading with simply supported boundary conditions. This laminate configuration has
been used as a test case in several recent papers using higher order layerwise theories including
works by Caliri, Ferreira, and Tita [78] as well as Pandit, Sheikh, and Singh [98]. Additionally, an
exact solution from 3D elasticity for this category of laminates has been developed by Pagano in
[99]. The basic geometry and coordinate system for the reference laminate is shown below in
Figure 29. In the current work, panel dimensions of 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 1 unit-length have been selected with
an overall laminate thickness of ℎ = 0.1 unit-length, to give a span to thickness ratio 𝑎⁄ℎ = 10,
where each ply is 5% of the total thickness and the core comprises the remaining 80%.

Figure 29: Reference Panel Geometry and Coordinate System
In choosing this laminate, results can be compared directly to data presented by Caliri et
al. and Pandit et al. in previous research. Pagano’s numerical result are only presented for a [0 core
0] panel; however, the form of the solution is valid for any cross-ply23 laminates with or without
sandwich core for the specified loading and BCs. Therefore, the exact solution is computed here
for the [0 90 core 90 0] using the same process as Pagano [99] and is presented as the analytical
reference data. The simply supported boundary conditions are applied at the perimeter of the panel
at all points through the laminate thickness according to Eq. 10.
𝜎 = 𝑣 = 𝑤 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 = 𝑎
𝜎 = 𝑢 = 𝑤 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦 = 𝑏

23

10

Cross-ply here means the laminate contains 0° and 90° plies but does not include angle plies. The solution is valid
for an arbitrary number of materials and arbitrary stacking sequence (e.g. symmetry not required) but does include
some restrictions on material properties; however, these are shown to generally be satisfied by physical materials.
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Pagano, Caliri et al., and Pandit et al. each use unidirectional ply and core material
properties with the same ratio of stiffness terms shown below in Eq. 11. For the results presented
in this section, the original values given by Pagano are selected for Poisson’s ratio, although Caliri
et al. list different 𝜈
Ply:

and 𝜈

and Pandit et al. do not report the out-of-plane Poisson’s ratios used.

𝐸 = 25𝐸, 𝐸 = 𝐸 = 𝐸, 𝐺
𝜈

Core:

=𝜈

𝐸 = 𝐸 = .04𝐸, 𝐸 = .5, 𝐺
𝜈

=𝜈

=𝐺

=𝜈

= 0.5𝐸, 𝐺

= 0.25

= 0.016𝐸, 𝐺
=𝜈

= 0.2𝐸

=𝐺

= 0.06𝐸

11

= 0.25

The loading on the plate is applied at the upper surface of the plate, with the pressure field
given in Eq. 12 where 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 1 unit-length and 𝑝 is chosen as 1 Pa and 𝑛 = 𝑚 = 1.
𝑛𝜋𝑥
𝑚𝜋𝑦
sin
𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑝 sin
12
𝑎
𝑏
While the complete details of the exact solution can be reviewed in [99], in order to
understand the form of the solution, some basic details are presented here. To satisfy the boundary
conditions identically, the displacement field of a given ply is assumed in the form of Eq 13. The
functions 𝑈(𝑧), 𝑉(𝑧), and 𝑊(𝑧) are shown to be summation of three functions with two unknown
constants each that can be in the form of 𝐴 cos 𝛼𝑧 + 𝐵 sin 𝛼𝑧 or 𝐴 cosh 𝛼𝑧 + 𝐵 sinh 𝛼𝑧
(depending on the roots of the characteristic polynomial). There are then six unknown constants
for each ply, which can be solved for by setting the surface traction at the lower surface (𝜏 ,𝜏 ,
and 𝜎 ) equal to zero and setting the upper surface traction equal to the applied load (𝜏
0 and 𝜎

=𝜏

=

= 𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦)). The remaining constants are solved for by applying interlaminar continuity

(e.g. 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝜏 , 𝜏 , and 𝜎 must be equal at ply interfaces).
𝑛𝜋𝑥
𝑚𝜋𝑦
sin
𝑎
𝑏
𝑛𝜋𝑥
𝑚𝜋𝑦
𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑉(𝑧) sin
cos
𝑏
𝑎
𝑛𝜋𝑥
𝑚𝜋𝑦
𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑊(𝑧) sin
sin
𝑎
𝑏
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑈(𝑧) cos

13

Consequently, the exact solution will have the following characteristics.
1. Displacements are continuous through the thickness and can vary nonlinearly
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2. In-plane strain components are continuous and can vary non-linearly through the
thickness
3. Out-of-plane stress components are continuous and can vary nonlinearly through
the thickness
4. Because of items 2 & 3 above, out-of-plane strain and in-plane stress components
will be discontinuous at ply interfaces between plies with dissimilar materials or
ply orientations
In developing the high-fidelity reference model, the sandwich plate is modeled using a
comparable discretization to what has been used in the remainder of the current work. Specifically,
six elements are selected through the thickness of the skins (3 per layer), and 18 elements through
the thickness of the core24. The in-plane discretization is selected such that the in-plane to thickness
aspect ratio of elements is about 10:1. Boundary conditions are applied consistent with the
boundary conditions in Pagano’s solution. At all points through the laminate thickness on edges
parallel to the 𝑥𝑧-plane (e.g. 𝑦=0 and 𝑦=𝑏), displacement in the 𝑥- and 𝑧-direction are constrained
to zero. Likewise, at all points through the laminate thickness on edges parallel to the 𝑦𝑧-plane
(e.g. 𝑥=0 and 𝑥=𝑎), displacement in the 𝑦- and 𝑧-direction are constrained to zero. A sinusoidal
pressure field is defined consistent with Eq 12, applied to the free faces of the top surface elements.
Four locations of highest interest are considered for comparison here which are selected
based on locations of max stresses in the panel. The location of maximum axial stress components
𝜎 , 𝜎 , and 𝜎 occur at the upper surface of the midpoint of the panel (𝑎⁄2 , 𝑏⁄2 . ℎ⁄2).25 The
transverse shear stresses are maximized mid-side of the panel edges at the mid-plane with 𝜏
(𝑎⁄2 , 0,0) and 𝜏

at (0, 𝑏⁄2 , 0). And lastly, the in-plane shear 𝜏

at

is maximized at the corner of

the panel (0,0, ℎ⁄2). As such, these are locations at which the current method will be compared to
the reference solutions throughout this section. A summary of stresses for each modeling approach
are presented below in Table 11, with normalized stresses defined as shown in Eq 14.

24

This is the same number of elements through the skins in the current work and one additional element through the
core, for the purpose of obtaining a discretization with nodes at the mid-plane.
25
The actual maximum in 𝜎 occurs at 𝑧⁄𝐻 = 0.45 corresponding to the upper surface of the 90° ply; however, all
published work present results at the upper and lower surface of the laminate instead, although it is not the absolute
maximum.
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𝜎

𝜎

=
𝑝

𝜏̅

=

𝜏
𝑝

𝑎
ℎ

, 𝜎

𝑎 , 𝜏̅
ℎ

𝜎

=

𝑎
ℎ

𝑝
=

𝜏
𝑝

𝑎 , 𝜏̅
ℎ

, 𝜎

=

𝜎
𝑝
14

𝜏

=
𝑝

𝑎
ℎ

Comparing the results using the high-fidelity reference approach applied throughout the
current work against Pagano’s exact solution, excellent agreement is seen for all six target stresses.
Similarly, the slightly lower fidelity method using stacked solid shells (linear elements) predicts
the maximum stress with comparable accuracy as when using quadratic elements, although the
actual stress distributions show signs of element locking for the linear elements. In comparing the
current solution to that of Pandit et al., the current approach can represent the exact solution as
well or better than advanced layerwise theories, although this comes at the cost of substantially
more degrees of freedom. It is also noted that the high-fidelity reference here has a large
discrepancy as compared to the finite element baseline from Caliri et al. In seeking to explain this
discrepancy, it was determined to be a combination of boundary condition effects as well as
sensitivity to discretization, which will be explored at the end of this section.
Table 11: Target Stress Comparison Summary

Exact Solution
(Pagano, [99])
Stacked Solid
Shell
Stacked 2nd
Order Solid
Caliri et al.
Finite Element
Baseline
Reference
(C3D20)
Pandit et al.
Layerwise
Formulation

|𝜎 |
𝑎 𝑏 ℎ
, ,
2 2 2

|𝜎 |
𝑎 𝑏 ℎ
, ,
2 2 2

|𝜎 |
𝑎 𝑏 ℎ
, ,
2 2 2

|𝜏̅ |
𝑎
, 0, 0
2

|𝜏̅ |
𝑏
0, , 0
2

|𝜏̅ |
ℎ
0, 0,
2

1.142

0.0632

1.000

0.1694

0.1839

0.0471

1.141

0.0634

1.003

0.1692

0.1837

0.0471

1.142

0.0632

1.000

0.1694

0.1839

0.0473

1.154

0.0615

0.940

0.155

0.165

0.0045

1.1380

0.0606

~

0.1817

0.1968

0.0471

Using the displacement field evaluated for the exact solution, normalized stress profiles
through the thickness are generated at the (𝑥, 𝑦) coordinates of the target locations. In modeling
the structure with 3D elements, axial stresses in the laminate x- and y-directions are predicted with
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excellent accuracy as compared to the exact solution (see Figure 30). Stress profiles from Caliri et
al. [78], which use a substantially coarser discretization of 10x10x8 elements (L/W/H) with
ABAQUS 20 node solid elements, are not included in the figure for clarity, as they are nearly
identical to stress profiles presented. This implies that the fine mesh used here was not necessary
and a coarser discretization would be sufficient to capture in-plane axial stresses.
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Figure 30: In-Plane Normal Stress Through Thickness Profiles
Through thickness normal stresses are presented for the exact solution, the high-fidelity
reference model, and Caliri et al in Figure 31. In plotting direct nodal stresses from the high-fidelity
reference method, excellent agreement is seen with the Pagano solution. On the other hand, for the
linear element, it is seen that the normal stresses oscillate in an element, which is evidence of
thickness locking. For a linear shape function, displacements vary linearly through the thickness
of the element, and hence the transverse normal strain is a constant. In out-of-plane bending, the
in-plane strains vary linearly through the thickness—resulting in a Poisson response that causes a
linear variation in transverse normal strain through the thickness which the element shape function
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cannot represent. The oscillating stresses observed here are a sign of thickness locking in the
element, indicating the MSC Nastran solid shell may have been tuned to address shear locking,
but not necessarily thickness locking. Therefore, although more computationally efficient, the
stacked solid shell would not be sufficient for use as the reference model. However, in taking the
average of the element transverse normal stresses, the model is sufficiently refined through the
thickness such that relatively good agreement with the exact solution is observed. Comparing to
the coarser higher order FE baseline from Caliri, it is seen that while the coarse discretization was
sufficient for in-plane stresses, the solution deviates from the elasticity solution indicating accurate
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prediction of out-of-plane stresses requires finer discretization than used in their study.

Figure 31: Out-of-Plane Normal Stress Through Thickness Profile
Lastly, shear stresses are presented in Figure 32. Similar to the in-plane normal stresses,
excellent agreement between the exact solution and the both the high-fidelity reference approach
is observed for in-plane and out-of-plane shear stress. For the linear stacked solid shell, good
agreement is seen for the in-plane shear stresses, but the out-of-plane shear stresses are limited by
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the element shape function. For linear elements, the element shape function can only support a
constant shear stress through the thickness of the element, resulting in the stair-step shape of the
result plots from the stacked solid shell model. Consequently, the element does not exactly
represent the zero-shear condition at the free surface of the plate; however, similar to the transverse
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normal stress, the average element stresses accurately predict the exact solution.

Figure 32: Shear Stress Through Thickness Profiles
When plotting transverse shear results alongside the Caliri et al. finite element baseline,
significant discrepancies were noted. The transverse shear stress profiles presented in their paper
were seen to be non-symmetric throughout the laminate thickness. The specific manner in which
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the simply supported boundary conditions were applied to obtain Caliri’s 3D FE baseline results
is not known, but it is likely that rather than constraining displacements at all nodes through the
laminate thickness, only the lower edges of the panel were constrained. This manner of constraint
drastically changes the through thickness stress profiles at the boundary—in particular transverse
shear. When the model is constrained at all nodes through the thickness, all nodes will have a
reaction force, which will result in a transverse shear throughout the laminate thickness. On the
other hand, when only the bottom edge is constrained, the only location at which a force exists is
the bottom edge. To satisfy equilibrium, the sides of the panel should have no transverse shear
stresses, except at the concentrated point where the force is applied. Several test models were
considered with this alternate boundary condition, and stresses were seen to diverge in response to
the concentrated reaction load. Accordingly, when modeling laminates with solid elements, extra
care must be taken to consider the effects of how boundary conditions are implemented and the
effects on stresses near the boundary—even in cases which would be otherwise simple for a shell
element. In the current work, this is not of high concern, as the target cross-section where stresses
will be compared has been intentionally selected away from boundary conditions.
However, when modeling identical boundary conditions in the finite-element solution and
the elasticity solution, the high-fidelity reference model produces nearly identical results to the
exact solution. Although the next-highest fidelity method, stacked solid shell linear elements,
predicts the overall peak stresses, the nodal solution deviates from the elasticity solution for outof-plane stresses due to limitations of the element shape function. However, average element
stresses are consistent with the elasticity solution at the centroid of the element.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, a review of the theory corresponding to each of the eighteen selected
modeling methods has been presented to show the capabilities of each method as well as the
limitations (i.e. physical phenomenon the shape functions cannot support). Additionally, the details
of how each method is implemented in the finite element solution are also discussed for each
method. A convergence study is performed to identify the appropriate element discretizations that
will be used for the remainder of this study. The results of this convergence study show that a 0.33inch element provides adequate results for all models. And lastly, the high-fidelity reference
method is validated against an exact elasticity solution for a sandwich core panel.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Method Comparison: Stress and Strain
Distributions
3.1 Introduction
The comparative assessment of modeling approaches is separated into two key
investigations. The later chapters in this work detail the results of trade studies varying laminate
family, thickness, and ply alignment. These trade studies consider over 700 individual finite
element models. As such, the level of comparison is limited to key parameters such as peak stress,
strain, and failure indices. When the comparisons are limited to high level parameters such as
these, the ability to understand and interpret the differences observed for different models can be
more challenging. By contrast, in the current chapter, the geometry and laminate are fixed to a
reference configuration allowing a more detailed comparison of each modeling approach. The
comparisons in this chapter will provide insight into the general nature of the structural response
and the ability (or lack thereof) of a given modeling approach to represent the structural response
and will help to explain the differences observed in key result parameters compared in the trade
studies. To compare the models in more detail, the stress and strain variation through the laminate
thickness are presented for each modeling approach.
To compare in-plane result quantities, strain components in laminate coordinates (𝜀 , 𝜀 ,
and 𝛾 ) will be presented. Comparing in-plane laminate coordinate strains is preferred for several
reasons. Firstly, laminate strains from the smeared and sublayered modeling approaches can be
compared directly, whereas lamina strains are dependent on ply orientation and lamina stresses are
dependent on layer stiffness—both of which will be different between each of the two ply
representations considered. Secondly, laminate strains will be continuous through the laminate
thickness and are therefore more intuitive to interpret in this format, avoiding the complexity of
discontinuities at ply boundaries. Finally, for all layered plate theories considered here, the in76

plane laminate strains are assumed to vary linearly through the thickness. The validity of this
assumption can be readily assessed by comparing the layered-shell model results with the higher
fidelity approaches capable of representing nonlinear variations through the thickness. Although
laminate coordinate strains are not directly used as inputs to failure criteria26, the same stiffness
properties and ply orientations are used for each layer and therefore discrepancies in laminate
strains will result in discrepancies in the 𝜀 , 𝜎 , and 𝜏

(and vice-versa).

On the other hand, out-of-plane results will be compared by plotting laminate coordinate
stresses. In order to satisfy equilibrium, out-of-plane laminate stresses will be continuous at ply
boundaries, and by the same logic as before, the results are more intuitive to interpret when
presented this way. In this chapter, out-of-plane stresses will only be presented for the sublayered
modeling methods. Puck’s failure criteria, which accounts for the effect of transverse shear, applies
only to unidirectional materials. Although results can be generated for transverse shear stress using
the smeared models, in the absence of a meaningful failure criteria for which the homogenized
out-of-plane stress can be assessed, these results are not further investigated herein. Results here
are normalized by peak stresses and strains for each respective stress/strain component at this
location as predicted using the sublayered ply representation with one quadratic element per ply,
where barred notation is used to indicate normalization as shown in Equation 15. Results are
presented separately for 2D and 3D approaches for each ply representation; however, the highfidelity reference approach is always included in the plots as a point of reference.
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All of the results presented in this chapter were performed for the same reference geometry
shown previously in Figure 10 and reproduced below for convenience. The through-thickness

Discussed in further detail in Chapter 4: 𝜀
failure.
26

is used to assess fiber failure; 𝜎 , and 𝜏
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are used to assess inter-fiber

stress and strain data plotted in this section correspond to results obtained at the spar/core interface.
This region was selected to highlight the added modeling complexity due to the dissimilar material
interfaces, thickness transition, and bond to an internal stiffener.

Location of
primary interest
for model
comparison

Figure 33: Embedded Spar Cap Baseline Geometry for Modeling Comparison
(Dimensions in Inches)

3.2 2D Shell Modeling Methods
The normalized in-plane strain components 𝜀̅ , 𝜀̅ , and 𝛾̅

in the skins and spar caps

predicted with the shell element models are presented for the smeared and sublayered approaches
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in Figure 34 and Figure 35, respectively. For all three components of the in-plane response,
significant discrepancies exist between each of the 2D approaches and the high-fidelity reference
model.

Figure 34: In-Plane Laminate Strains (2D Shell, Smeared Plies)

Figure 35: In-Plane Laminate Strains (2D Shell, Sublayered Plies)
Looking at the longitudinal strain, the 2D models significantly underpredict the reference
results throughout the entire laminate thickness. It is hypothesized that this can be attributed to the
modeling simplification required for a typical shell modeling approach used in the wind industry.
As noted in section 2.2.2, the approach used here places shell elements at the outer mold line with
plate offsets. In order to maintain a compatible mesh, the shear webs must be artificially extended
to the outer mold line geometry—in doing so, this artificially stiffens the cross-section. In the
geometry modeled here, the overall section height is selected as 75mm for a few different reasons.
Firstly, the current geometry is used to compare the results of linear and nonlinear modeling
approaches (see Section 3.5). In order to avoid non-convergence of the nonlinear models due to
buckling of the internal stiffeners, a lower section height is preferred. Secondly, the focus of the
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current work is the stress/strain in the upper and lower plates and adding height to the section
increases the overall model size without refining the component of interest. By keeping the section
short, a model with fewer degrees of freedom can be analyzed, reducing run times. However, in
the structure modeled here, the upper and lower plates are each 12.6mm thick; therefore, the
internal stiffeners are artificially extended by a distance approximately one-third of the total
section height, which has a non-negligible impact on the overall sectional stiffness and is the most
likely reason the shell models underpredict strains. The artificial stiffening observed here is
expected to be more severe than what would be typical in an actual blade. As noted in section
1.2.4, the thickness of the shell laminate for a typical turbine might be expected to reach a peak
value of 8%-10% of the airfoil max thickness at around 2/3 of the blade span—in other words, the
webs would be artificially extended 16%-20% of the overall section height at most. The fourth
trade study presented in Chapter 4 investigates the effect of relative thickness in further detail and
it is confirmed that as the section height increases relative to the plate thickness, this artificial
stiffening of the shell models is diminished. Additionally, the CLPT model is generally closer to
the high-fidelity reference solution than the FSDT solution. This is attributed to the fact that lack
of out-of-plane shear stiffness offsets the additional sectional stiffness from the extended webs.
Although there are discrepancies in the magnitude of 𝜀

predicted by the shell models,

the general nature of the results is otherwise consistent. The shell models and the high-fidelity
reference model both show the plate in net tension with a linear gradient through the thickness due
to flexure, consistent with the assumptions of the plate theories. On the other hand, the transverse
and shear response do not predict the same general behavior. The plate theories used as the basis
for the shell elements assume that the in-plane strain will vary linearly through the laminate
thickness as can be seen from the results of both models. On the other hand, the reference model
can exhibit a quadratic variation through each element that is 𝐶 continuous at the boundaries
between each element27 and shows a highly nonlinear variation in the transverse and shear strains
through the laminate thickness. The inability to accurately represent the transverse and shear
strains will in turn result in errors in the stress components used to predict inter-fiber failure.

27
Generally speaking, the model results directly evaluated using the element shape function will show 𝐶 continuity
between elements; however, most commercial FE software does not evaluate stress and strain results directly at the
nodes. Instead, model results are evaluated at the Gauss points and then linearly interpolated to the nodes. This is due
to the so-called “super-convergence” of the stress at the Gauss points (see [100]). Consequently, this means elements
with high gradients may not exhibit 𝐶 continuity due to the method in which the results are evaluated.
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Comparing the smeared model results against the sublayered models for the same plate
theory, the variation in 𝜀̅

and 𝛾̅

show less than 2% variation. The differences here can be

attributed to slight differences in the lamina stiffness of the unidirectional layers and the equivalent
smeared properties evaluated in Appendix B. Slightly larger differences are seen between the
smeared and sublayered results for 𝜀̅ , which are shown in more detail in Figure 36. Variations
in the FSDT models are on the order of 3%-4%, whereas the CLPT models show discrepancies
over 15%. The differences here are most likely a result of the discrepancy in the smeared ply
Poisson’s ratio and the predicted triaxial Poisson’s ratio with equivalent sublayers (see Appendix
B, Section B.1.2 for more details). Because the longitudinal response varies linearly with respect
to thickness, the Poisson’s effect also varies linearly and appears similar to transverse bending.
The lessened effect for the FSDT model would indicate that the presence of out-of-plane shear
stiffness resists the bending deformation.

Figure 36: Comparison of Smeared and Sublayered Transverse Strains
Results for the out-of-plane shear terms, 𝜏̅

and 𝜏̅ , are presented in Figure 37. It is

quickly noted that shell models predict interlaminar stress orders of lower magnitude than those of
the solid models. This is primarily due to the simplifications required for 2D modeling. The
internal stiffeners are not explicitly connected to the inner mold line ply, rather load is transferred
through the shell element nodes. As such, the shell model does not show the high shear at the inner
mold line (𝑧/𝐻 = 0.5) transitioning to zero shear at the free surface (𝑧⁄𝐻 = −0.5). To better show
the predicted interlaminar shear from the shell models, the model results are replotted without the
solid model results with re-scaled axes on the bottom row of Figure 37. While it is evident that the
shell modeling approach does not represent the actual load path from stiffeners to the upper and
lower plates; it is clear that the high-fidelity model is also insufficient to capture the physics of the
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problem, as the out-of-plane stresses should be continuous through the thickness in order to satisfy
equilibrium at ply interfaces (discussed in further detail in section 3.4).
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Figure 37: Out-of-Plane Laminate Stresses (2D Shell, Sublayered Plies)

3.3 3D Solid Model Stress and Strain Variation Through Thickness
The normalized in-plane strain components 𝜀̅ , 𝜀̅ , and 𝛾̅

in the skins and spar caps

predicted with the solid element models are presented for the smeared and sublayered approaches
in Figure 38 through Figure 41. For added clarity the solid models are separated into assumed
strain reduced integration elements and the remaining higher fidelity elements.
Looking first at the in-plane longitudinal strain, it is noted that all models, both smeared
and sublayered predict nearly identical responses; all of the lines are essentially coincident. Unlike
the 2D models, the solid elements are joined to the internal stiffeners at the physical location of
the bond line, and the artificial stiffness from extended the webs is not seen here.
For the 8-node solid shell composite element (see Figure 38 and Figure 40), the
deformation field can vary linearly within the domain of the element, and hence the through
thickness variation of in-plane strains is linear. While this is sufficient to represent the longitudinal
strains, the transverse and shear strains vary nonlinearly. When multiple solid shell composite
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elements are used through the thickness, in-plane strains will be 𝐶 continuous at the element
boundaries. This results in a piecewise linear representation of the nonlinear strains predicted in
the reference model. As the discretization is refined through the laminate thickness, the model
begins to approach the nonlinear shape from the reference model. Although the through thickness
strains are not matched exactly comparing SSC(5)/USL against the high-fidelity reference results,
transverse and shear strains are matched within 5%-10% (similar trends are noted comparing the
SSC(5)/SMR to the SSQ(21)/SMR model).
Looking first at the USL results for the remaining high-fidelity cases in Figure 41, it is seen
that when using layered composite elements with a quadratic shape function, discretizing with 5
elements through the thickness is sufficient to predict nearly the same response as the reference
model. On the other hand, using one first-order element per layer (29 in total) still shows some
discrepancies in the in-plane response. The same trends are noted when comparing the
SSQ(5)/SMR and SS(21)/SMR models against the highest fidelity smeared approach
(SSQ(21)/SMR, comparable to the reference approach, with the only difference being the smeared
ply representation). The smeared models are seen to approach the reference solution for in-plane
shear strain with increased modeling fidelity. However, the predicted transverse strains are seen to
approach slightly higher strain values than the sublayered results. This is consistent with behavior
observed in the shell element models: that the longitudinal and shear responses between the
smeared and sublayered approaches agreed well, but some discrepancies were seen in the
transverse response. As was noted for the shell models, the differences here are most likely a result
of the discrepancy in the smeared ply Poisson’s ratio and the predicted triaxial Poisson’s ratio with
equivalent sublayers.
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Figure 38: In-Plane Laminate Strains (3D Solid, Smeared Plies, 1 of 2)
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Figure 39: In-Plane Laminate Strains (3D Solid, Smeared Plies, 2 of 2)

Figure 40: In-Plane Laminate Strains (3D Solid, Sublayered Plies, 1 of 2)

Figure 41: In-Plane Laminate Strains (3D Solid, Sublayered Plies, 2 of 2)
Looking at the out-of-plane stress components for the 8-node solid shell composite
elements, the element shape can only predict a constant shear strain through the thickness.
Consequently, in the spar, the laminate shear stresses will be constant through each element. In the
skins, the constant shear strains will appear as discontinuities at ply interfaces due to changes in
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the relevant terms of 𝑄 as seen in Equation 38, and therefore the results for each SSC model do
not satisfy equilibrium.
𝜏
𝜏

=

𝑄
𝑄

𝑄
𝑄

𝛾
𝛾

16

The results shown in Figure 42 are consistent with this behavior. While the predicted
transverse shear stresses at the upper and lower faces of the element deviate from the reference
approach, the average shear stress across the element is generally close to the reference model, in
other words, the mid-plane of the SSC element is generally close to the reference model stresses
at the same z-coordinate. Similar to the in-plane stresses, this means when refining the through
thickness discretization, the SSC models begin to capture the trends from the reference approach.
However, because the shear strain is constant (rather than linear) through the element thickness,
even one 8-node solid element per-layer does not capture the same response—see SS(29)USL in
Figure 43. For the quadratic solid shell element, the second-order shape function allows strain to
vary linearly across the element. A single quadratic SSC element for each skin, the linear (and
therefore continuous) through thickness strain variation results in a discontinuous interlaminar
stress variation that does not satisfy equilibrium at ply boundaries. However, in the spar cap region,
which is a uniform material and ply orientation, 3 quadratic solid shell composite elements through
the spar thickness predicts interlaminar shear stresses relatively close to the reference model, with
slightly better agreement in 𝜏

than 𝜏 . As was noted in the previous section, even the high-

fidelity reference approach does not satisfy equilibrium, which is discussed further in the next
section.

Figure 42: Out-of-Plane Laminate Stresses (3D Solid, Sublayered Plies, 1 of 2)
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Figure 43: Out-of-Plane Laminate Stresses (3D Solid, Sublayered Plies, 2 of 2)

3.4 Transverse Stress Recovery
Nearly all modeling approaches presented in this chapter, despite the range of fidelity,
suffer from limitations that prevent accurate prediction of out-of-plane shear stresses. For the
FSDT shell elements and the SSC/SSCQ solid elements, the element formulation results in a
continuous interlaminar shear strain, which in turn results in a discontinuous interlaminar shear
stress that does not satisfy equilibrium. The SS and SSQ elements stress and strain results are
computed at the Gauss points and then extrapolated to the nodes. Due to high interlaminar shear
gradients, likely indicative of element locking, extrapolating from the Gauss points to the nodes
results in discontinuities. On the other hand, the FSDT+SC method does not evaluate interlaminar
shear directly from element interlaminar strains. Instead, the gradients of the in-plane stresses are
used along with the equilibrium equations to solve for the interlaminar shear stress distribution
which satisfies equilibrium. However, the shell element modeling approach assumes the load is
transferred uniformly to the element, rather than at the bond line on the inner mold line surface.
Using a similar approach, the in-plane response determined with the solid elements can be
post-processed to obtain interlaminar stress distribution which satisfies equilibrium at ply
interfaces. To accomplish this, a spline fit of the in-plane strains presented in Figure 40 and Figure
41 is used to interpolate strains at the upper/lower ply surfaces as well as a number of intermediate
points for each layer (in this work 10 points per ply are used: one point at each ply boundary and
eight internal points). For each ply, the in-plane stresses 𝜎 , 𝜎 , and 𝜏
are evaluated from the strains using equations 17 through 21.
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Although the results of equation 21 include the interlaminar stresses, these results do not
satisfy equilibrium and are therefore ignored. The next step in the process is to evaluate the
gradients of these in-plane stresses. Although the concept behind this stress recovery process is
relatively straightforward, accurate evaluation of stress gradients is generally regarded as a critical
challenge in obtaining meaningful results using this method [101], [102]. The superconvergent
patch recovery technique presented by Zienkiewicz and Zhu [103] is commonly used for this
purpose, which takes advantage of the superconvergent properties of stresses evaluated at the
element Gauss points (see [100] for more details on the superconvergent properties of element
Gauss points). Most commercial FEA codes evaluate stress and strain at the Gauss points and for
a homogenous shell or solid element provide an option to output these stresses directly or output
nodal stresses extrapolated from the Gauss points. For an 8-node hexahedral element with 2x2x2
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Gaussian integration, this means results are output at eight locations regardless of whether the
results are at the Gauss points or nodes. However, for a comparable layered element, this would
mean 2x2 integration points per layer, output at the top and bottom of each ply. For large models
with many layers, this can significantly increase the amount of output data and the time required
to write result files and post-process data. As such, most commercial FEA software allows for
layered element stresses to be output at the mid-plane of each layer only at the centroid of the
element (an 88% reduction in the amount of data to be written by reducing the result locations
from eight points per layer to one). Due to the lack of stress results at the layer Gauss points, the
less accurate approach used here evaluates stress gradients with finite differences from stresses at
neighboring elements as shown in Equation 22 to 47 and Figure 44. A central difference of 𝒪(ℎ )
is used to evaluate derivatives in the laminate x-direction. It is anticipated that the stress variation
across boundaries between dissimilar material regions will be less smooth than within the same
material region (refer to the illustration of material regions in Figure 17), and therefore a forward
difference of 𝒪(ℎ ) is used to evaluate stress gradients in the y-direction.
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Figure 44: Neighboring Elements for Finite Difference Evaluation of Stress Gradients
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With stress gradients evaluated, the equilibrium equations in Eq. 26 can be rearranged and
integrated to solve for the interlaminar shear stresses as shown in 49 and 50.
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𝜏 (𝑧) =

−

𝜕𝜎
𝜕𝜏
+
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥

𝑑𝑧
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However, because in-plane stresses are discontinuous between layers of different ply
orientation, Equations 27 and 28 can be integrated separately within each layer (𝑧 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝑧

)

where the constants 𝐹 and 𝐺 can be evaluated by applying the stress free condition at the bottom
of the laminate and interlaminar continuity between each ply.
𝜏 (𝑧 ) =

−

𝜕𝜏
𝜕𝜎
+
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

𝑑𝑧 + 𝐹
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𝜏 (𝑧 ) =

−

𝜕𝜏
𝜕𝜎
+
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥

𝑑𝑧 + 𝐺
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In the current work the discrete data for the stress gradients at each point throughout a ply
thickness is numerically integrated with Simpson’s 1/3 rule to determine the constants 𝐹 and
𝐺 .With all constants evaluated, the stresses are then evaluated at each intermediate location
through the thickness to determine interlaminate stress distributions satisfying equilibrium.
However, this is an overdetermined problem: for a laminate with 𝑁 -layers, there are 𝑁 + 1
conditions (stress conditions at the upper and lower surface as well as 𝑁 − 1 interface continuity
conditions) with only 𝑁 constants. Here, the stress-free outer surface condition is used in addition
to interlaminar continuity between each ply, with the non-zero stress condition at the inner surface
of the laminate28 never applied. This means the results presented using the current method will
satisfy zero shear stress at the outer surface and interlaminar continuity exactly but may not
necessarily satisfy equilibrium at the bond line with the internal stiffener. An alternate approach

28

The location at which stresses are being evaluated is identified in Figure 33. At this location, the internal stiffener
is bonded to the upper and lower plates, resulting in a non-zero surface traction at the inner mold line of the laminate.
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would be to apply a least squares solution to solve for the N constants to minimize the overall error
in satisfying the N+1 conditions (as is similar to approaches presented in [104]–[107]).

3.4.1 Simply Supported Plate Transverse Shear Recovery
First, as validation of the transverse shear recovery process, the case used to validate the
high-fidelity reference approach (see Section 2.6) is revisited. Although direct evaluation of
element transverse shear stresses was sufficient to predict the same results as the elasticity solution
using stacked 2nd order solids 29 , the transverse shear stresses can also be recovered by postprocessing the in-plane stresses as described here. While this does not add value for the stacked
quadratic solid model results (aside from validating the process), it can be used to improve the
stacked solid shell results. As seen previously, the stacked solid shell elements predicted the same
results as the exact solution at the mid-plane of the element, because the 8-node element can only
represent a constant shear strain, the resulting transverse shear stress distribution appears as a
“stair-step” type plot, which over- and under-predicts the transverse shear. Post-processing the inplane stresses offers the opportunity to accurately represent the through thickness shear using
lower fidelity modeling methods. The results of the transverse shear recovery process are presented
at the panel mid-sides (where the overall 𝜏

and 𝜏

are maximum) in Figure 45 as well as at the

panel quarter-point in Figure 46. It is seen here that the 1st order elements are unable to accurately
capture the stress gradients at the panel mid-side. As was shown in Section 2.6, the 1st order
elements were able to adequately represent the peak in-plane stresses at the panel center (away
from the simply supported boundary condition at the panel perimeter). Although both 1st and 2nd
order element models predict the same in-plane stresses one element away from the boundary, the
1st order element does not predict accurate stresses directly on the boundary. In particular, the 1st
order elements predict nonzero stresses normal to the edges of the panel (𝜎 at the 𝑥 = 0 and 𝜎
at 𝑦 = 0), which should be zero because of the boundary conditions. As a result, the 1st order
elements are insufficient to accurately evaluate stresses gradients

and

at the boundary. The

post-processed transverse shear recovery with 1st order solid elements significantly underpredicts
the transverse shear at the boundary and does not improve the solution over the direct element

29

Because direct element results were seen to be identical to the elasticity solution in Chapter 2 they have been omitted
from the plots in this chapter.
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results. On the other hand, accurate transverse shear stresses can be obtained using the proposed
transverse stress recovery process with the 2nd order elements.

Figure 45: Simply Supported Plate Transverse Shear Recovery at Panel Midside
However, at the quarter-point of the panel away from the boundary conditions, accurate
prediction of in-plane stresses leads to accurate stress gradients and the transverse shear recovery
is able to improve upon the direct element results, predicting nearly identical to the exact solution,
as seen in Figure 46. On the other hand, the second-order elements are sufficient to represent the
in-plane stresses both at the boundary and in the panel interior, resulting in transverse shear stresses
that match the exact solution. The differences between the 1st order and 2nd order element results
further emphasize the sensitivity of the current transverse shear recovery method to accuracy of
the in-plane stress gradients. The transverse shear recovery process presented here can be used to
obtain accurate out-of-plane stresses as long as the modeling method is able to evaluate the inplane response correctly with sufficient resolution to numerically evaluate the stress gradients.
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Figure 46: Simply Supported Plate Transverse Shear Recovery at Quarter Panel

3.4.2 Structural Subcomponent Transverse Shear Recovery
The findings from the simply supported plate validation exercise suggest that of the 18
modeling methods considered in this chapter, the most promising candidate for the transverse shear
recovery process is the SSCQ(5)/USL model. Unlike the 2D-shell models and SSC(N) models
which were insufficient to represent the nonlinear through thickness variation of the in-plane
response, the SSCQ(5) method predicted nearly the same response as the high-fidelity reference
method. However, the SSCQ(5) method is able to predict the same results with far fewer degrees
of freedom in the model. When comparing the SSCQ(5) model against the SSQ(29) model for
smaller model sizes that can fully fit in the workstation memory,30 the SSCQ(5) analyses can be
performed in ≈13% of the time required for the SSQ(29) model. For larger model sizes that require
read/write access of disk drives for scratch space, the SSCQ(5) methods can be performed in

30

Computational run times presented are based on analyses from a windows workstation with an Intel Xeon W-2145
8-core 3.7 GHz processor, 64GB RAM, and mechanical hard disks for scratch directory space.
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≈1.8% of the time required for the SSQ(29) method. The drawback of the SSCQ(5) method is the
inability to directly predict accurate out-of-plane shear stress/strain from the element, due to the
limitations of the element shape function as previously discussed. Since the method does result in
an accurate representation of the in-plane response, the ability to post-process accurate transverse
stresses would result in a modeling method that offers both the computational efficiency of the
lower fidelity modeling approaches and the higher fidelity results of the more expensive methods.
However, in the process of applying this method to the model results from section 3.3,
numerous challenges were identified that were not present in the simpler structure for which the
process was validated. These challenges include finite element models with dissimilar element
types, local stress concentrations, load transfer mating structures, and discretization requirements,
all of which lead to challenges evaluating the in-plane stress gradients.
With all of the modeling approaches considered here, 2D shell elements are used for the
walls of the internal stiffeners. As a consequence, in the FE model, there are eight lines of nodes
along the span of the upper and lower plates that comprise the load path between the plate and the
stiffener. Additionally, these elements have incompatible degrees of freedom, where the internal
stiffeners modeled with shell elements have 6 degrees of freedom at each node (3 translations, and
3 rotations) whereas the solid elements only have 3 degrees of freedom (3 translations). Altogether,
this results in a high local load at those nodes, resulting in local stress concentrations with high
gradients that are more difficult to evaluate with numerical differentiation. As a comparative
exercise, the internal stiffeners were replaced with solid elements that can better represent the load
path from the vertical walls of the stiffeners to the horizontal walls of the stiffener and a more
distributed load path along the entire bond line between the stiffeners and the plates. In Figure 47,
a comparison of the in-plane stress variation along the chord is plotted for the outermost
longitudinal and angle ply sublayers for the solid and shell internal stiffeners. Similarly, the same
comparison for the innermost longitudinal and angle ply sublayers of the lower plate is plotted in
Figure 48. The cross-sections have been shown above the results to illustrate the corresponding
chordwise and thickness position at which the results are being presented.
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Figure 47: Outer Mold Line Chordwise In-Plane Stress Variation
(Applied Load: P=60 kip)
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Figure 48: Inner Mold Line Chordwise In-Plane Stress Variation
(Applied Load: P=60 kip)
For the outer mold line face sheets, ply stresses are nearly the same between the two
models, with minor differences on the order of 1% attributed to slight differences in the stiffness
representation with solid and shell elements. This is to be expected, as there are several elements
between the outer mold line sheet the internal stiffener. For the inner mold line longitudinal plies,
the 𝜎

and 𝜎

results do not show the local stress concentration, but the effect is clearly observed

in 𝜏 . On the other hand, for the inner mold line angle plies, the local stress is observed in all
three in-plane stress components. A comparison of the post-processed transverse shear stresses at
the interface between the core and spar material (𝑦 = 3, highlighted with a red box in the figure
below) is presented in Figure 49. For 𝜏 , the results from the outer mold line (𝑧 = −𝐻/2) through
the spar predict relatively similar interlaminar shear response; however, within the angle plies in
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the inner mold line face sheet, the model with shell element stiffeners predicts an abrupt drop in
𝜏

. With the solid element stiffeners, this response is lessened due to the lower stress

concentration in 𝜎

in the angle plies, resulting in smaller stress gradients. For 𝜏 , the peak

magnitude predicted by the two models is significantly different. Although the stress gradients
evaluated for

are not significantly different, the

results are significantly different for the

two models. The largest differences occur at the inner mold line (as seen in Figure 48), but the
differences in 𝜏

are present well into the spar cap region as well, diminishing as the z-coordinate

becomes closer to the outer mold line. It should also be noted that at the inner mold line (𝑧 = 𝐻/2),
the out-of-plane shear is non-zero. This is expected, as the inner laminate is bonded to the internal
stiffener at this location and should not be traction-free. The primary shear load in the bond line is
along the span of the beam and thus the peak magnitude of 𝜏

is much larger than 𝜏 , as

expected.
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Figure 49: Post-Processed Transverse Shear Stresses, 2D vs 3D Internal Stiffeners
Although the local stress concentration in the shell model can be attributed to the modeling
simplification limiting load transfer to finite region smaller than the physical bond line, there are
also real features present that do result in local stress concentration. From left to right along the
cross-section there is a thickness transition that results in local bending with corner features at the
beginning and end of the chamfer, followed by an abrupt transition from a low stiffness core to a
higher stiffness spar cap. At that same location, there is a transition from a plate with free inner
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mold line surface to a bond line and then back to a free surface. Consequently, even when the
artificial stress concentration from shell modeling is removed, the variation in stresses along the
chord is complex, and accurate numerical differentiation of stress gradients is sensitive to
discretization. Although model convergence was discussed previously in Section 2.5, the
numerical evaluation of stress gradients is seen to be far more sensitive to discretization in regions
of complex thickness and material transition. A secondary study into the sensitivity to in-plane
discretization was performed, the results of which are presented in Figure 50 and Figure 51. Since
the model results from the SSCQ(5) method showed a complex through thickness variation
between the longitudinal and angle plies, the through thickness discretization was refined in the
skin laminates such that overall there is one element through each 0° skin sublayer and one element
through each ±45° pair. The discretization through the spar was not changed. In total this means
there are 4 elements through the thickness of the outer skin, 3 elements through the spar cap or
core, and 4 elements through the inner skin. With the through thickness discretization fixed, the
in-plane discretization is refined from 0.33 inch to 0.143 inch and the transverse stress recovery
process is repeated for each discretization. This is done both at the previous location of interest
(referred to as Location A) as well as center of the laminate, away from the complex transition
region and the internal stiffeners. For all cases, the internal stiffeners are modeled with 3D
elements.
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Location A Results

Location B Results

Figure 50: Post-Processed Transverse Shear Stress Model Convergence
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Figure 51: Convergence of Peak Interlaminar Shear Stresses
The convergence study here shows that near the internal stiffener and material transition,
convergence is not obtained, and in fact the interlaminar stresses show diverging behavior. This
can be attributed to the inability to accurately evaluate the stress gradients in this region from the
element centroid results output as part of the FE solution. On the other hand, applying this process
at the middle of the panel, away from the complex transition region, the results converge quickly
and satisfy the expected physical requirements (continuous and traction free at the surface).

3.5 Nonlinear Solution Sequences
The importance of nonlinear modeling has been emphasized for full-scale blade analysis
in numerous previous studies [36], [59], [62], [67]. Peeters notes that in general, the longitudinal
strains measured in full scale blade tests show linear behavior. However, nonlinear modeling is
still important for accurate representation of the transverse response in blades [59]. In particular,
the necessity for nonlinear modeling is attributed to influence of the brazier effect on overall blade
failure [62], [63], [108]–[110]. Brazier [111] showed that under flexural loading, the tension and
compression sides of a straight tube tend to flatten, ovalizing the cross-section and decreasing the
geometric stiffness. Ultimately, this leads to instability in which the tube will kink and then
collapse. This failure mode has been shown to have a significant influence in the ultimate failure
of several full-scale test blades ranging from 25-40m [62], [63], [109].
In the reference geometry presented at the beginning of this chapter (Figure 33), the curved
upper and lower blade shells are simplified as flat plates and the wide sandwich core panels are
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narrowed and supported with an internal stiffener at the leading and trailing edge. Consequently,
the configuration studied here has much more internal structure to support the cross-section;
therefore, the nonlinear effects of cross-sectional deformation will be minimized. The aim of this
chapter is not to investigate the importance of nonlinear solutions on blade failure, as this has been
well established and documented in existing literature. Rather, the goal is to identify any additional
differences between modeling methods when using a nonlinear solution—in particular, differences
in coupling effects, susceptibility to locking phenomenon, and changes in the overall stiffness
representation of the structure. To do so, the linear solutions for the reference geometry in Sections
3.2-3.3 are compared against nonlinear solutions at various load steps. It is noted that in the linear
solution, all modeling methods considered in this work were seen to be insufficient to represent
the out-of-plane shear and normal stresses at the interface with the internal stiffeners (see
additional discussion in section 3.4). These limitations are present in the nonlinear solution as well
and therefore the focus of the current section is limited to the in-plane strain components only.

3.5.1 Reference Model Comparison
The high-fidelity reference model is used as an initial comparison between the linear and
nonlinear solution. Several nonlinear solution options are available in Nastran, as listed below in
Table 12 (heat transfer solution sequences omitted). In the current work, SOL400 is used for all
cases. SOL106 and SOL129 are older solution sequences which are replaced with the more capable
SOL400. SOL600 executes MSC Marc nonlinear solver from within Nastran, whereas SOL400
maintains the full functionality of Nastran but incorporates Marc solution capabilities directly into
a Nastran solver. SOL400 is generally preferred, as it avoids any compatibility issues between
Nastran and Marc that may arise in SOL600. Furthermore, SOL400 can be used to run both linear
and nonlinear solutions. Therefore, the same bulk data input files can be used for the linear and
nonlinear analyses with only minor changes to define the nonlinear solution parameters. Lastly,
because nonlinear static analyses are being performed, the explicit nonlinear SOL700 is not used31.

31

The implicit nonlinear solution can achieve accurate solutions with larger time steps at the cost of more
computational time per load step (due to the iterative root solving step). On the other hand, the explicit solution
requires small time steps for an accurate solution but is useful for problems with a small timescale (i.e. impact
analyses) since the method is non-iterative and requires less computational time per step.
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Table 12: Nastran Nonlinear Solution Sequences
Solution
Sequence
106
129

Name

Description

NLSTATIC
NLTRAN

400

NONLIN

600

SESTATIC

700

NLTRAN

Nonlinear static
Nonlinear transient
Nonlinear static, implicit transient, and linear solution
for static, modal, frequency, and perturbation analyses
Execute MARC nonlinear analyses from within
Nastran
Explicit nonlinear transient analysis

For load application in the nonlinear solutions, an adaptive load-stepping algorithm is used
in which the load increment can range between 5% and 20% of the total load. The adaptive time
step algorithm is used to check for force residual32 convergence criteria at each load step and adjust
the load step by a factor of two to satisfy convergence with the fewest possible load steps. In other
words, if the convergence criteria are not satisfied, the load increment is halved. If the force,
displacement, and energy norms are well below the tolerance, the load step can be doubled. As a
comparison, an alternate case in which the adaptive time step algorithm can vary the load
increment from 0.5% to 2.5% of the total load is also evaluated. Except for the effect of element
locking on the longitudinal strain in 20-node hex elements (discussed subsequently), the refined
time step model predicts nearly identical results with the coarse time step for all models.
Regardless of the intermediate load step increments, full model results are output in the results file
in 20% increments of the total load. This is done to minimize the I/O time for writing results to the
hdf5 database. To compare the nonlinear solution with the linear solution at each load increment,
the linear finite element results can be scaled based on the ratio of the current load in the nonlinear
model to the total load applied in the linear model.
A comparison of high-fidelity reference solution for 𝜀 , 𝜀 , and 𝛾

are presented in

Figures 52-54 corresponding to the first load step, an intermediate load step, and the total load,
respectively. At the total load level, Figure 54 shows a comparison between the coarse and fine
load increments. For all results, the total applied load for the nonlinear solution is 20 kip.

32

Auto-switching is enabled to allow displacement or work based convergence criteria when the adaptive time-step
algorithm detects scenarios not well-suited for force convergence criteria.
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Figure 52: SSQ(29)/USL Linear and Nonlinear Result at 20% Load

Figure 53: SSQ(29)/USL Linear and Nonlinear Result at 60% Load

Figure 54: SSQ(29)/USL Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load
(Results for 𝛥𝑡
= 2.5% not shown for 𝜀 and 𝛾 ,
results are indistinguishable from 𝛥𝑡
= 20%)
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At the 20% load level, the linear and nonlinear solutions are seen to give similar results for
all in-plane strain components. At subsequent load steps, the linear and nonlinear models begin to
deviate from the linear solution. At the 60% load level, differences occur at the inner skin (𝑧/𝐻 =
0.5) for the longitudinal strain, although the transverse and shear strains are predicted similarly
between both models. In the inner skin plies (0.35 ≤ 𝑧⁄𝐻 ≤ 0.5) the longitudinal strain from the
nonlinear model is seen to be up to 4% lower than the linear model and slight discontinuities at
ply boundaries begin. At the full load level, the longitudinal strain from the nonlinear model is 8%
lower than the linear model and the discontinuities are accentuated. This effect is even greater in
the nonlinear solution with the refined load step, with the strain at the inner skin 11% below the
linear solution. Additionally, smaller differences also begin to show up in the transverse and shear
strains at peak loading. The discontinuities are non-physical, as compatibility is not satisfied at ply
interfaces. In general, quadratic elements are less prone to locking as the shape function can
represent more complex kinematics than linear elements. However, locking phenomenon can still
occur in quadratic elements. It is believed that the phenomenon observed here is evidence of
membrane locking—spurious membrane strains under bending deformation. Li, Liu, Zhang, and
Zhong discuss various element locking phenomenon present in shell-like solid elements and
observe that quadratic elements are susceptible to membrane locking, but only when the elements
are curved [112]. Furthermore, the effect is known to worsen as the element thickness decreases.
In the linear solution, the quadratic elements are flat and therefore membrane locking is not
observed. This also true for the first load step in the nonlinear analysis, and hence the locking
effects are not observed at the 20% load level. However, in subsequent load steps the deformed
structure is curved and therefore membrane locking begins to occur. Parasitic membrane strains
are seen to accumulate with each subsequent load step as the curvature in the deformed elements
increase. Because this effect is known to worsen as the element thickness is decreased, refining
the in-plane discretization to reduce the in-plane to out-of-plane aspect ratio may be sufficient to
minimize the effect. Alternately using the SSCQ method, which was seen to represent the in-plane
response close to the SSQ method in the linear solution may be a preferred approach as fewer (and
hence thicker) elements through thickness are needed. Results for the SSCQ method in Section
3.5.3 do not show the same locking effect as the SSQ method. Lastly, this locking phenomenon is
known to be most prevalent in quadratic elements, cubic or higher order elements may also be a
suitable solution. However, the development of commercially FEA software has generally focused
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on improvements to h-method elements (convergence through mesh discretization) as opposed to
p-method (convergence through polynomial order of the shape function). For example, MSC
Nastran allows for linear and quadratic hexahedral elements for all solution sequences with
numerous options to control element formulation. A Nastran p-method element with user specified
polynomial order for the shape function is available, but only for limited solution sequences (none
of which are nonlinear solutions).

3.5.2 Shell Model comparison
For the shell models, the in-plane strains for smeared and sublayered models are presented
in Figure 55 and Figure 56, respectively. The shell model results correspond to the 100% load step
in the nonlinear solution for the same loads used in the reference model results in the previous
section. For the longitudinal strain, the nonlinear model predicts slightly higher strain by about
1%. This can be attributed to the load orientation with respect to the deformed structure. Follower
loads, i.e. load orientation that follows the deformation of the structure, are not used for these
analyses. Therefore, the load remains perpendicular to the undeformed structure at each load step,
as illustrated in Figure 57. At a given cross-section, a portion of the load (𝑃 ∙ sin 𝜃) contributes to
axial stresses rather than flexure as the structure deforms. This gives slightly higher longitudinal
strains in the tension side skin as shown in Figures 55-56.

Figure 55: Smeared Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load
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Figure 56: Sublayered Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load

Figure 57: Load Orientation on Deformed Structure
For the transverse and shear response, more significant differences are noted—most
prominently in the transverse strains. The source of this difference is due to cross-sectional
deformation in the non-linear solution (even though the simplifications to the cross-section shape
minimize the effects of cross-sectional deformation). As an example, a comparison of the crosssectional deformation of the outer mold line surface from the linear and nonlinear solutions in the
CLPT/USL method are presented in Figure 58. Here, the cross-sectional deformation is
represented as the difference between the local nodal deformation, 𝛿
deformation of the outer mold line surface, 𝛿

, and the mean

. As will be seen in the subsequent section on

solid modeling approaches, this effect is unique to the shell models. In particular, the shell models
represent the thickness transition as a stepped transition with constant thickness elements. As such,
there is an abrupt change in neutral axis at the core/spar interface resulting in local bending, which
gives different results for the linear and nonlinear models.
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Figure 58: CLPT/USL Cross-Section Deformation of OML Surface

3.5.3 Solid Model Comparison
For the solid models, the in-plane strains for smeared models are presented in Figures 5960 and the sublayered models in Figures 61-62. The solid model results correspond to the 100%
load step in the nonlinear solution for the same loads used in the previous two sections. No
significant differences are noted between the smeared and sublayered models, indicating the effect
of coupling terms from the asymmetry in the skin plies does not have a significant effect. For the
SSQ(21)/SMR method, the effect of membrane locking in the longitudinal quadratic elements is
observed similar to the reference method, although reduction in strain in the outer skin is within
6% of the linear model (slightly closer than the 8% difference for the SSQ(29)/USL results). This
is consistent with the locking phenomenon worsening with thinner elements, as the smeared model
uses only one element per ply pack, whereas the sublayered model uses one element per sublayer.
For the remaining methods, the effect of load orientation on the deformed structure results in
similar effects as discussed for the shell elements. Additionally, the transverse and shear results
are nearly identical for the linear and non-linear solutions with the exception of the SSC(1) method
in which difference of ≈3% is noted towards the outer mold line.
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Figure 59: Smeared Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load (1 of 2)

Figure 60: Smeared Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load (2 of 2)

Figure 61: Sublayered Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load (1 of 2)
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Figure 62: Sublayered Shell Model Linear and Nonlinear Result at 100% Load (2 of 2)

3.5.4 Nonlinear Stability and Convergence
As a final comment on the nonlinear models, it should be noted that the longitudinal strain
level in the above models are well below the strain allowables for fiber failure. It is seen that
beyond the 20-kip loads used above, at higher load levels, the nonlinear solutions do not converge
(see Figure 63). Although the height of the structure was kept small to minimize buckling of the
web walls, the structure becomes unstable before strength allowables are reached. Upon further
review, it is seen that this is a result of buckling instability of the internal webs, as can be seen in
Figure 64. It is also seen that the load level at which buckling is observed varies for different
modeling approaches. Although the focus of the current work is on accuracy of model stress and
strain and the subsequent impact on fiber and inter-fiber failure, the differences in predicted
buckling load for various modeling approaches is recommended for further study
6
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Figure 63: Nonlinear Model Load/Displacement History
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(a) - FSDT/USL at 𝑃 =36 kip

(b) - FSDT/USL at 𝑃 =48 kip

Figure 64: Comparison on Cross-Section before/after Onset of Instability

3.6 Computational Cost Comparison
As a final note, although higher fidelity modeling approaches are investigated here due to
the potential for a more accurate representation of blade structures, it is important to consider the
added complexity of higher fidelity modeling methods. In this chapter, it has been shown that for
adequate results using solid modeling methods, refinement through the laminate thickness is
necessary. However; through thickness refinement and the use of higher order shape function is
seen to increase the overall computational time to perform the FE analysis. 33 While the SSC
models with one to five elements through thickness have runtime comparable to the shell models,
the switch to higher order shape function or refining with one element per ply are seen to increase
run-times substantially. For the relatively small structural component used in this study, run-times
increase from less than one-minute for the low fidelity models up to several hours for the highfidelity models. Using the high-fidelity reference approach for a full-scale blade would likely be
impractical. While the high-fidelity reference approach used here may be suitable for submodeling,
the use of SSCQ elements with a coarser through thickness discretization is seen to represent the
in-plane response very close to the high-fidelity reference method with a much lower
computational cost.

33

This considers analysis time alone, but it should also be noted that the higher fidelity modeling approaches come
with added challenges of obtaining high quality solid element meshes and various other time intensive pre-processing
steps for setting up a solid model.
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Figure 65: Computational Wall Time Comparison for all Modeling Methods
Additional run-time comparisons for linear and non-linear solutions are shown in Figure
66. Here the nonlinear results for Δ𝑡
the Δ𝑡

= 20% include result output at 20% increments, whereas

= 2.5% case only includes result output at the last load step. As such, for the shell and

lower fidelity solid approaches where the computational time is similar to the I/O time to write
result data, the wall time for both nonlinear solutions is comparable. However, for the higher
fidelity methods, the nonlinear solution adds a substantial amount of run time. For example, in the
reference modeling approach, SSQ(29)/USL, the nonlinear solution with the larger time step takes
approximately 12 times as long as the linear solution. For the smaller time step, the nonlinear
solution takes nearly 100 times as long as the linear solution.
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Figure 66: Computational Wall Time Comparison for Linear vs. Nonlinear Solutions
(all cases dx=0.33 inch, results are output at all 5 intervals for nonlinear 𝛥𝑡
= 2.5%)
results are only output at the final load step for 𝛥𝑡

= 20%,

3.7 Summary
In this chapter, each of the 18 modeling methods were compared against a reference model
approach in order to understand the level of accuracy that can be obtained with various modeling
techniques and to better understand the limitations of each method in order to explain the trends
observed in the trade studies presented in Chapters 4-5. Shell element modeling approaches were
seen to result in overly stiff elements, underpredicting peak strains by 10-25% percent. This effect
is primarily attributed to the artificial stiffness in the model from extending the internal stiffener
to the outer moldline. However, the relative thickness of the laminate to the overall section height
for the reference geometry used in this chapter was larger than in an actual turbine blade, and
therefore the effect in an actual blade would be expected to be less (see further details on this in
Chapter 4). In contrast, all the solid models predicted nearly the same longitudinal strain as the
reference model, indicating that high-fidelity methods are not necessary to predict the longitudinal
response. The longitudinal response is seen to vary linearly through the laminate thickness, which
all element types considered can adequately represent. However, the transverse and in-plane shear
responses are seen to be non-linear through the laminate thickness and therefore the shell element
models, which are based on plate theories assuming a linear variation through thickness, cannot
adequately represent the transverse and in-plane shear response. Similarly, the 8-node solid
elements can only represent linear variations through the element thickness and therefore the
simplest solid model with one-element through thickness is subject to the same limitations as the
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shell models. With refined through thickness discretization, the 8-node solid models begin to
represent a piecewise linear approximation of the reference model. By contrast, stacking 5 layered
quadratic solid elements through the laminate thickness matches the reference solution better than
29 stacked 8-node solid shell elements.
Comparing the smeared model results to the sublayered models, major differences that
would indicate a significant effect of the laminate asymmetry are not seen. Slight differences in
magnitudes between the sublayered and smeared results for the same element type and
discretization are seen and are attributed to differences in the smeared lamina properties and the
tuned sublayer properties.
Lastly, none of the eighteen modeling methods, including the high-fidelity reference
model, were able to represent the out-of-plane response properly. For the shell elements, load is
transferred between the internal stiffener elements and the upper/lower plates through nodal
connectivity at the shell element mid-plane, and therefore does not represent the non-zero surface
traction at the inner surface, even when shell shear correction is enabled. For all layered solid
elements, the element shape function by nature cannot satisfy equilibrium at ply boundaries, and
therefore cannot produce accurate results. Finally, even the highest fidelity models, which use one
element per individual layer (and sublayer) were seen to be prone to locking phenomenon, which
resulted in discontinuous out-of-plane strain at ply boundaries.
Attempts to post-process the in-plane response from the stacked layered quadratic model
in order to recover the transverse shear stresses that satisfy equilibrium were only able to achieve
partial success. Away from dissimilar material (i.e. spar/core interfaces) and mating structure,
converged interlaminar shear distributions were evaluated. However, near the internal stiffeners,
accurate results were not obtained due to the inability to accurately evaluate in-plane stress
gradients in this region. As such, the use of shear recovery methods can be used successfully to
improve the mid-fidelity models such as the SSCQ(5) methods in regions with uniform laminate;
although, these methods should not be trusted in regions with complex stress gradients (i.e. mating
structure and dissimilar materials) unless more robust methods for accurate evaluation of gradients
can be validated and implemented.
For many of the modeling methods considered in this work, comparing model results
between linear and nonlinear modeling approaches did not show significant differences. A slight
difference in the longitudinal strains due to the load orientation with respect to the deformed
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structure was the primary difference common to all methods, but the overall impact was less than
1%. The shell models showed a more significant difference in the transverse and shear response
which is attributed to differences in the cross-sectional deformation; however, this was not the case
for the solid models. For the current work, the nonlinear approach does not capture any major
differences from the linear solution (aside from buckling of the internal webs, which is not a focus
of the current study). Because the nonlinear approach adds a significant increase in the
computational time for each model, the linear approach will be used for the trade studies in the
subsequent chapters. Lastly, in the high-fidelity reference approach (and equivalent smeared
model) membrane locking which did not occur in the linear solution resulted in reduced strains in
the skin plies. This is a known limitation of quadratic solid-shell elements when the elements are
curved. Because the initial structure is flat, this does not occur in the linear model; however, the
deformed elements are curved and therefore the locking effect occurs in the subsequent load steps
on the nonlinear solution. For problems in which cross-sectional deformation plays a significant
role in the failure behavior, the use of nonlinear solutions sequences with stacked quadratic solids
should be studied in more detail to identify the element aspect ratio requirements necessary to
prevent locking behavior in curved elements.
Although the efficiency and ease of modeling and performing design iterations with shell
elements will likely still be a preferred modeling method for early design and rapid design iteration,
the stacked quadratic solid composite element shows significant promise for later design stages
and more detailed design. The SSCQ element was shown in this chapter to be capable of
representing complex nonlinear through thickness strain variation, with a relatively small increase
in computational cost (by comparison to some of the higher fidelity methods).
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Chapter 4
Blade Configuration Trade Studies
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, it was seen that lower fidelity modeling methods were insufficient
to represent the nonlinear variation of the in-plane strain through the laminate thickness. However,
this was only shown to be the case for a fixed geometry and laminate. In the current chapter, a
series of trade studies are documented to investigate if the limitations identified for the reference
geometry and laminate hold true for all laminates throughout a typical blade span, or if under
certain conditions the discrepancies between the low and high-fidelity models are lessened or
worsened. This can inform the recommendations as to whether the full blade span should be
modeled with a high-fidelity approach, or whether hybrid modeling methods or local submodeling
can be employed in targeted areas in which the higher fidelity modeling methods are seen to be
necessary.
To investigate the variation between the low and high-fidelity modeling methods along the
blade span, several key parameters are selected for a parametric trade study: spar cap thickness,
face sheet thickness, core thickness, and overall section height. By varying these laminate inputs
individually, trends can be identified as a function of the relative thickness of the key structural
components. The four trade studies that are presented in this chapter are each selected to investigate
relative component thicknesses seen in a typical blade, in this case, the 100-m all-glass blade
publicly designed and documented by Sandia National Labs in use [80]. The relative thicknesses
for the structural components are presented for this blade in Figure 67.
The first three trade studies investigate the sensitivity to relative component thicknesses
representative of typical inboard, midboard, and outboard laminates. In a typical wind turbine
blade, the spar caps are a constant width along the full span of the blade. This results in a narrow
spar cap with respect to the blade chord in the inboard region. Consequently, the wide panels are
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prone to buckling, leading to thick panel cores. For the first trade study the core thickness and skin
thickness are held constant as the spar cap thickness is varied from 50% to 100% of the core
thickness. In the midboard span region of the blade, thick spar caps are necessary to keep stress
and strains below design allowables and control tip deflection and prevent tower strikes.
Meanwhile, as the width of the panels decreases, thinner core is necessary for stability, resulting
in a typical laminate in which the spar cap is greater in thickness than the core. To represent this
region of the blade, in the second trade study, the core laminate is fixed while the spar laminate is
varied from 100% to 200% of the core thickness. For both prior cases, the skin plies are generally
at a minimum gauge thickness of 2-3 plies resulting in thin skins with respect to the spar and core
material. However, in the outboard region of the blade, thinner spar and core materials are
sufficient to satisfy design requirements. In these regions, the relative thickness of the skins is no
longer small with respect to the other structural components. To represent this last spanwise region,
the spar and core materials are varied from ≈9x the skin thickness to nearly equivalent thickness
with the skins. The specific component thicknesses selected for these trade studies are shown in
Table 13, and the range of relative thicknesses is summarized in Table 14.
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Material Group Thicknesses for Sandia 100-Meter Glass Blade
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Figure 67: Sandia 100-meter All Glass Blade Layup Example (Source Data from [80])
In each of the three trade studies discussed, the overall height of the section is kept constant
at 3 inches (refer to prior discussion in Section 3.2 for the motivation to keep the overall section
height small). However, this results in a subcomponent in which the relative thickness of the
laminate is large with respect to the overall height of the cross-section. To further investigate the
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sensitivity to relative laminate thickness, a fourth trade study is considered in which the laminate
and component thicknesses are fixed, and the height of the section is increased.
Table 13: Parametric Trade Study Material Thicknesses
Trade Study Description

𝒕𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒓

𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆

𝒕𝒔𝒌𝒊𝒏

Total Height

min

max

min

max

min

max

min

max

1. Inboard Laminate

0.20

1.00

0.07

0.07

1.00

1.00

3.0

3.0

2. Midboard Laminate

0.50

1.00

0.07

0.07

0.50

0.50

3.0

3.0

3. Outboard Laminate

0.05

0.65

0.07

0.07

0.05

0.65

3.0

3.0

4. Height Sensitivity

0.20

0.20

0.07

0.07

0.20

0.20

3.0

14.0

Table 14: Parametric Trade Study Relative Thickness Range

Trade Study Description
1. Inboard Laminate
2. Midboard Laminate
3. Outboard Laminate
4. Height Sensitivity

𝑡
𝑡

𝑡
𝑡
min
0.20
1.00
1.00
1.00

max
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

min
2.86
7.14
0.71
2.86

𝑡
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
max
14.29
14.29
9.29
2.86

min
0.11
0.21
0.06
0.02

max
0.38
0.38
0.26
0.11

Previous work by VanSkike and Hale [113] presents the variation in the stress components
for the inboard and midboard trade study. However, to quantify the overall impact on failure
prediction between modeling approaches, the two primary metrics for comparing the models will
be the stress exposure (𝑓 ) for fiber failure (FF) and inter-fiber failure (IFF), where the term stress
exposure is consistent with the definitions given in the development of Puck’s failure criteria [90].
𝑓 =

𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝜎
𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝜎

31

The term failure index, noted as 𝐹 (or 𝐹𝐼), is commonly used to mathematically define the
condition at which failure occurs, where 𝐹 < 1 indicates failure has not occurred, 𝐹 = 1 indicates
the exact condition at which failure occurs, and 𝐹 > 1 indicates the failure condition has been
exceeded. However, the failure index need not be linear and therefore it is only useful in evaluating
whether failure has or has not occurred, but not how close a given state is to failing. On the other
hand, stress exposure does provide a measure of how close a given state of stress is to failure.
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For standard max stress or max strain failure criteria, the failure condition is linear in terms
of the state of stress and therefore there is no difference between the failure index and stress
exposure. However, when using the more advanced IFF failure criteria, such as Puck’s criteria, the
failure index contains stress terms that are both linear and quadratic. Assessing failure in terms of
stress exposure provides a quantitative assessment of how close the current state of stress is to the
failure condition. Furthermore, because linear elastic modeling was used for these parametric trade
studies, comparing stress exposure from different modeling approaches allows for a direct
comparison of predicted loads at which failure occurs. For example, if 𝑓 = 1 is predicted by the
high-fidelity reference method and 𝑓 = 1.05 is predicted by a low fidelity model, this would
indicate that the low fidelity overestimates the state of stress by 5%, and hence would predict
failure at a lower load. If 𝑓 for the lower fidelity methods is greater the 𝑓 for the reference
methods, this indicates conservative error, i.e. the load predicted at failure is lower than the actual
load at failure (and vice-versa if 𝑓 for the lower fidelity methods is less the 𝑓 for the reference
methods).
Typical wind turbine certification standards allow for either max stress or max strain fiber
failure criteria [52]. Because the current work compares smeared and sublayered ply
representations, the use of stresses adds the complexity of comparing smeared stresses
homogenized over the ply pack against sublayers with different magnitudes, whereas strains allow
for a more direct comparison. Therefore, for both the smeared and sublayered models, fiber failure
is evaluated using a max strain failure condition34. For inter fiber failure, simple max stress or
strain failure criteria are not suitable to meet certification standards. Instead, the use of advanced
failure criteria such as Puck’s or LaRC03 is recommended [52]. In the current work, 𝑓

,

is

evaluated using Puck’s failure criterion for the unidirectional sublayered models. Stress exposure
is evaluated for the ply upper and lower surface as well as intermediate points through the ply
thickness. A set of typical material stress and strain allowables for unidirectional E-glass is used
for the sublayers and the spar cap material as shown below in Table 15, based on 35 reported
properties by Adams, Carlsson, and Pipes [114]. The Puck inclination factors used are those

34

Stress exposure is defined in terms of stresses; however, ply stresses are related to ply strains by the material
constitutive model, and therefore a uniform stretching of the stress vector corresponds to a uniform stretching of the
strain vector.
35
Fiber direction strain limits are estimated based on the reported strength and stiffness values
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recommended by Puck and Knops for E-glass materials [90], which are also suggested for use in
the wind certification standards [52], [53].
For IFF assessment in the smeared models, stress exposure is assessed in the same manner
as the USL models for the unidirectional layers in the spar cap. However, Puck’s failure criterion
is a phenomenological failure criterion for unidirectional materials that does not have physical
meaning for multiaxial materials. Therefore, for the triaxial skin plies, equivalent triaxial material
allowables are used to assess stress exposure. Full details on how the equivalent properties were
determined are presented in Appendix B. Stress exposure for IFF will be assessed using a max
stress failure criterion using stress allowables corresponding to first ply failure under longitudinal,
transverse, and shear loads as determined in Appendix B. Note that the max stress criterion does
not consider a combined state of stress or interaction of failure modes, therefore three individual
failure criteria are assessed and the most critical of the three is selected as the governing failure
mode. This approach does not meet current wind turbine certification requirements and is
considered here to assess if the more advanced UD failure criteria is necessary or if simpler
methods are adequate for blade design. It should also be noted that the longitudinal stress
allowables used to assess IFF correspond to stresses at the knee of the stress-strain curve, which
indicate first ply failure, at which the angle plies in the triaxial layer experience matrix failure.
These allowables are different than the longitudinal allowables used to assess 𝑓

which

,

correspond to last ply failure (LPF) of the triaxial material when failure of the longitudinal fibers
takes place, leading to total failure of the ply pack.
Table 15: Unidirectional Material
Allowables
Parameter
Material Allowable
24900 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
20200 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
5.5 ksi
𝑌
26.8 ksi
𝑌
6.94 ksi
𝑆
𝑝 ∥
0.30
𝑝 ∥
0.25

Table 16: Equivalent Triaxial Material
Allowables
Parameter
Material Allowable
24900 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
20200 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
25.6 ksi
𝑋
37.1 ksi
𝑋
10.2 ksi
𝑌
27.3 ksi
𝑌
𝑆

16.3 ksi

Lastly, for the sake of nomenclature in the body of this work, relative spar thickness is
taken to mean the ratio of the spar cap thickness to the other structural components,
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and

,

and relative laminate thickness refers to the ratio of the total laminate thickness in the spar cap
region (𝑡

+2×𝑡

) with respect to the height of the cross-section.

4.1.1 Wind Turbine Blade Partial Safety Factors
The primary outcome of this chapter is to quantify how the modeling error associated with
typical blade modeling as well as other higher fidelity methods compares against the expected
modeling error that is accounted for in the partial safety factors typically used in the wind industry.
For blade strength analysis, separate partial safety factors are outlined for fiber failure and interfiber failure. These are summarized in the tables below:
Table 17: Partial Safety Factors for Fiber Failure [52]
Category

Notation
𝛾

Criticality of Failure
Long-term material
degradation
Temperature effects

𝛾

Manufacturing effects

𝛾

𝛾

Value
1.08
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.0
1.1

Applies for all analyses
Epoxy resin system
Polyester, vinyl ester, polyurethane resin system
Applies for all analyses
Manufacturing effects quantified by testing
Manufacturing effects quantified by analyses
Manufacturing effects considered by
demonstrating appropriate tolerances
Applies for all analyses
If at least 12 sweep loading directions are
considered
If analysis is based on 4 primary load directions
(positive/negative, flap/edge)

1.3
Accuracy of Analyses

𝛾

Accuracy of load
assumption

𝛾

Total Partial Safety
Factor for Materials (FF)

𝛾

Conditions

1.0
1.0
1.2
1.43-2.41
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Table 18: Partial Safety Factors for Inter-Fiber Failure [52]
Category

Notation

Criticality of Failure
Long-term material
degradation
Temperature effects
Manufacturing effects
Accuracy of Analyses

Value

Conditions

𝛾

1.00

Applies for all analyses

𝛾

1.1

Epoxy resin system

𝛾
𝛾
𝛾

1.0
1.0
1.15

Applies for all analyses
Manufacturing effects quantified by testing
Applies for all analyses
If at least 12 sweep loading directions are
considered
If analysis is based on 4 primary load directions
(positive/negative, flap/edge)

1.0

Accuracy of load
assumption

𝛾

Total Partial Safety
Factor for Materials (IFF)

𝛾

1.1
1.27-1.40

Although the total partial safety factors can be large (as high as 2.4 for fiber failure and 1.4
for inter-fiber failure), the portion of that total safety factor that is intended to account for accuracy
of analyses is 1.0 and 1.15 for fiber and inter-fiber failure, respectively. Throughout the remainder
of this chapter, plots are presented which show the ratio of the stress exposure for a given modeling
approach to the reference model. The amount of error between the lower fidelity methods and the
high-fidelity reference can be compared against the industry standard partial safety factors for
accuracy of analyses. For example, if the ratio of stress exposure for inter-fiber failure satisfies
0.85 ≤ 𝑓

,

⁄𝑓

,

,

≤ 1.15 , this would indicate that the current partial safety factors are

sufficient for that modeling method. If the ratio of stress exposures exceeds that range, increases
to current safety factors should be considered. Conversely, if the stress exposure ratio falls within
a much narrower range, then a reduction of partial safety may be appropriate. Although the figures
presented throughout this chapter contain an immense amount of data (over 700 different FE
models), meaningful interpretation can be quickly assessed by measuring the variance in each
model against the current safety factors used for blade certification.

4.2 Fiber Failure
For each modeling method, the stress exposure for fiber failure is evaluated by rotating the
in-plane strains at the upper/lower ply boundaries and interior points within the ply into lamina
coordinates ( 𝜀 , 𝜀 , and 𝛾 ) and comparing against the fiber direction strain allowables
presented in Tables 15-16. For each data point in the trade studies (i.e. unique set of spar, core,
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and skin thickness and section height), the model loads36 are selected to correspond to 𝑓

,

=1

in the critical ply in the high-fidelity reference model in the location (span and chord position) and
structural component of interest (i.e. outer skin, spar cap, inner skin). The target span location for
all data presented is located approximately halfway between the cantilevered end and the loaded
end of the beam (previously shown in Chapter 3, Figure 33), and the chordwise location presented
in this chapter is identified as Location A in Figure 147. Results are also included in Appendix C
for the middle of the spar cap, away from influence of the internal stiffeners (identified as Location
B); however, the observations presented in this section are also seen to hold at the center of the
spar cap, unless otherwise noted.

Figure 68: Identification of Chordwise Positions

36

The parametric studies presented in this chapter all utilize linear elastic modeling and therefore the state of stress
and strain at a given load is determined from linear scaling from the actual applied load in the FE model.
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Figure 69: fE,FF/fE,FF,CR ratio at core panel / spar cap interface (Location A)
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Figure 70: fE,FF/fE,FF,CR ratio at middle of spar cap (Location B)
Lastly, to show the relative criticality of each structural component, the ratio of the peak
𝑓

,

in each component (outer skin, spar, inner skin) with respect to the overall governing 𝑓

,

at the specified location is shown for all four trade studies as predicted by the reference model at
the spar/core interface and center of the spar cap in Figure 69 and Figure 70 respectively. It is seen
that the outer skin is the overall critical component for all cases considered in the trade studies.
Fiber strains in the spar cap are slightly lower than the skins due to the distance to the neutral axis
and therefore predict slightly lower 𝑓

,

. The same is true in the inner skins at location B, and as

the relative thickness of the laminate to cross-section increases, the distance of the inner skin to
the neutral axis decreases resulting in lower longitudinal strain and therefore lower magnitude of
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𝑓

,

. However, at location A, a second failure mode occurs resulting in a kink in the trends shown

in Figure 69. More details on the change in failure mode are discussed later in this section.

4.2.1 Outer Skin Results
The variation in predicted 𝑓

,

in the outer skin plies for the inboard, midboard, and

outboard trade studies is presented in Figure 71 for the smeared modeling approaches and in Figure
72 for the sublayered approaches. In most result plots presented in this chapter, the 𝑥 -axis
corresponds to the relative thickness of the spar cap to the skin laminate for each configuration of
the three trade studies. The 𝑥-axis is selected because more distinct trends can be observed when
the data is plotted against the relative spar/skin thickness rather than the relative spar/core
thickness. However, the same set of data is included in Appendix C with 𝑡
𝑡

/𝑡

/𝑡

and

axes plotted side-by-side. It should also be noted that throughout this chapter, the same

y-axis range is not always used on all individual plots within a given figure, usually due to larger
differences in magnitude of the shell and solid model results.
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Figure 71: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies37

37

Because the number of plies changes as the spar thickness increases, the number of elements through the laminate
thickness changes for the SS(N)/SMR and SSQ(N)/SMR, where N is the number of elements, which is equal to the
number of plies
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Figure 72: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies38

38

Because the number of plies changes as the spar thickness increases, the number of elements through the laminate
thickness changes for the SS(N)/USL and SSQ(N)/USL, where N is the number of elements, which is equal to the
number of sublayers
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It is seen that the predicted 𝑓

,

for the skin laminate for all solid element modeling

approaches agrees closely with the high-fidelity result case. Regardless of the specific solid
modeling approach, smeared methods are within ≈1% of the reference approach and sublayered
methods are within ≈0.5% of the reference approach. In Chapter 3, the longitudinal strain predicted
by all models was shown to vary linearly through the laminate thickness with peak strains at the
outer surface, as expected for the applied loads. Therefore, the first expected fiber failure would
occur in the 0° ply closest to the outer surface, which is observed for all modeling methods at each
trade study point. Every element type considered in this work can represent a linear variation of
𝜀

through the laminate thickness, and therefore discrepancies in the predicted 𝑓

,

are a result

of differences in the ability of a given element formulation to represent the laminate stiffness or,
in the case of smeared vs. sublayered results, differences in the constituent properties. All solid
element modeling approaches are seen to adequately represent the laminate stiffness, and the slight
difference in results from the smeared methods can be attributed to minor differences in the lamina
stiffnesses of the unidirectional layers and the equivalent smeared properties. Such errors however
are well within normally accepted discretization convergence criteria for finite element techniques.
On the other hand, the shell modeling approaches show substantially more deviation from
the reference approach. The CLPT method is on average 10% low and the FSDT model as much
as 35% below the reference model results. These trends are primarily attributed to the geometric
simplifications required for shell modeling approaches. In general, outer mold line geometry is
generated in CAD software and then discretized with shell elements using FEA tools. While the
shell elements lay on the outer mold line geometry, plate offsets are used to shift the effective
location of the shell to the mid-plane of the laminate. However, in order to maintain a compatible
mesh, the shear webs must be artificially extended to the outer mold line geometry—in doing so,
this artificially stiffens the cross-section. In the abstracted geometry, the thickness of the of the
shell laminates is large relative to the total thickness of the cross-section. Additionally, the trade
studies were performed with a fixed cross-section height, skin thickness, and core thickness. So,
as the spar is thickened, the shell laminate becomes a larger percent of the total thickness and the
amount of artificial stiffening due to the web is increased (see Figure 73). For the inboard,
midboard, and outboard trade studies presented in Figure 71-72, the shell thickness ranges from
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6%-38% of the total section height. 39 While the lower end of that spectrum is not out of the
ordinary for a wind turbine blade, the upper end is uncommon in typical blades. As such, while
errors on the order of 10% observed for the shell element models at the lower relative spar
thicknesses may be realistic in the typical analyses used in blade design, the extreme errors on the
order of 35% include artificial stiffening from the webs to a much larger extent than would occur
in a real blade. Note, the last trade study, which considers a range of relative laminate thicknesses
less than 10%, is discussed in more detail later in this section.

Figure 73: Relative Laminate to Section Thickness at Trade Study Points
Replotting the shell model results from Figure 71-72 against 𝑡

⁄𝑡

in

Figure 74, the trends seen for the FSDT models are consistent with the effect of artificial stiffening
from the webs. Higher relative laminate thicknesses correspond to larger modeling errors as a
result of the web being artificially extended over a longer distance. This same trend is not seen for
the CLPT shell models, which give ≈10% for all relative laminate thicknesses considered. As the
shell thickness increases relative to the total section, the out-of-plane shear stiffness of the laminate
also increases. This is adequately represented in the FSDT models, but the CLPT models have zero
out-of-plane stiffness. Consequently, the artificial stiffness of the extended web is offset by the
reduced stiffness of the CLPT shell element (due to lack of transverse shear terms). Both sources
of error increase with respect to relative laminate thickness which causes the CLPT model to be
less sensitive to relative thickness.

39

The overall laminate thickness in the spar cap is not equal to the laminate thickness in the core region. For the plots
in this section, the total laminate thickness is based on the spar cap region
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Figure 74: Shell Model Results vs. Relative Laminate Thickness

4.2.2 Spar Cap Results
The variation in predicted 𝑓

,

in the spar plies for the inboard, midboard, and outboard

trade studies is presented in Figure 75 for the smeared modeling approaches and in Figure 76 for
the sublayered approaches. The trends for the spar plies are consistent with the previous discussion
for the skin plies. The only difference being that the longitudinal strain level in the spar plies is
slightly lower resulting in a slightly lower 𝑓

,

(and hence less a critical overall failure mode). In

the current work, an all glass blade was considered with the same longitudinal strain allowables in
the skin as the spar. However, a blade that uses carbon as the spar cap material would result in the
outermost spar ply as the critical ply for fiber failure, because the spar cap material would have
higher strength and stiffness than glass, but lower strain allowables. However, the relative
difference in 𝑓

,

for the spar cap between each modeling method and the reference method is

nearly the same as was for the skin plies. As long as the through thickness variation in longitudinal
strain remains linear, the modeling error from lower fidelity approaches is expected to be the same
order of magnitude as the errors shown here for glass blades.
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Figure 75: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Spar Plies
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Figure 76: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Spar Plies
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4.2.3 Inner Skin Results
Although for every trade study case in this section, the first fiber failure is seen to be in the
outer-most 0°ply in the outer skin, fiber failure in the angle plies could also occur as a result of
high in-plane shear. The sublayered models can represent this failure mode; however, without
rotating in-plane strains into ply coordinates and comparing strains in the individual sublayers
against fiber strain allowables, this would be missed in the smeared model. Referring back to the
observations in Chapter 3, although the longitudinal strain was seen to vary linearly through the
laminate thickness, the in-plane shear response was seen to vary non-linearly through thickness,
with peak magnitudes at the inner surface due to the shear path between the internal stiffeners and
spar caps. Results for 𝑓

,

for only the inner ply are shown in Figure 77 and Figure 78 for the

smeared and sublayered models respectively. In the high-fidelity reference model, for
and

< 0.5

< 8, the critical failure mode in the inner skin remains longitudinal 0° ply failure, the

same as the outer skin. However, for greater relative spar thicknesses, the angle plies in the inner
skin become more critical than the longitudinal inner skin layers as a result of increased in-plane
shear strain. The change in failure mode can be seen in the “kink” in the trend for 𝑓

,

. In Figure

77, it can be seen that the smeared models predict the failure of 0° plies with the same degrees of
accuracy as noted for the outer skin, but underpredict the 𝑓

,

by as much as 50% where the angle

plies are critical. In Figure 78, the models which can only represent a linear variation in 𝛾
(CLPT,FSDT, and SSC(1)) also fail to represent this failure mode. The SSC(3) /USL and
SSC(5)/USL, which represent the nonlinear variation through thickness in a piecewise linear form
show the change in failure mode, but still underpredict 𝑓

,

by up to 25% and 15% respectively.

The higher fidelity methods are best able to represent the nonlinear variation in 𝛾 , with the
SSCQ(5) predicting 𝑓

,

within 2% and the SS(N) approach within 10%. Overall, the stress

exposure for the inner skin is always lower than the stress exposure for the outer skin, indicating
the outer skin is still the overall governing failure for the laminate. However, under a combined
flexure torsion load, the inner skin could become the overall governing failure mode, which would
not be seen if using the lower fidelity modeling methods. It is also noted that when looking at
model results at the center of the spar cap away from the core interface and the internal stiffeners,
the increase in shear in the inner skin is not present and this failure mode does not occur. Rather,
the inner skin 𝑓

,

results are consistent with the outer skin and spar cap. This was the only general
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difference noted in the fiber failure trends when comparing the results presented in this chapter for
the spar/core interface with the results at the center of the spar.

Figure 77: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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Figure 78: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results —Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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4.2.4 Relative Laminate Thickness Results
The results of the last trade study, in which relative laminate thicknesses are varied
parametrically for the range seen in the Sandia 100m blade, are presented in Figures 79-80.
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Figure 79: Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results (Smeared)
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Figure 80: Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results (Sublayered)
The results of the last trade study confirm the hypothesis that as the shell thickness becomes
small compared to the total cross-section, the relative error decreases. Additionally, the FSDT
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model, which includes the additional out-of-plane shear stiffness from the laminate, approaches
the solid models at a faster rate. However, even for the lowest relative laminate thickness
considered in this trade study, which is 2% of the total section height, the shell models still predict
5% lower strains than the high-fidelity reference.

4.3 Inter-Fiber Failure
For each modeling method, the stress exposure for inter-fiber failure is evaluated by the
following process. First, the strains at the upper/lower ply boundaries and interior points within
the ply are rotated into lamina coordinates. The lamina stresses are then calculated from the strains
from the layer constitutive matrix (Eq. 32). It is important to note that even though the certification
guidelines for wind specify the inter-fiber failure calculation to be assessed based on in-plane
stresses 𝜎

and 𝜏 , the out-of-plane strain 𝜀

in the solid models is also relevant in the

calculation of these stress terms, due to the presence of 𝐶

terms in the element stiffness

formulation. Therefore, unlike the post-processing methods for fiber failure, which only
considered in-plane strains, the full strain tensor is retained for IFF post-processing of the solid
models.
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To better understand the relative criticality of fiber failure and inter-fiber failure modes
discussed, the ratio of 𝑓

and 𝑓

,

,

for the high-fidelity reference model is presented in Figure

81 and Figure 82 at locations A and B respectively. Here, the plotted data corresponds to the max
𝑓

,

in the skin or spar laminates at the specified location and the overall critical 𝑓

laminate (notated as 𝑓
𝑓

,

,

,

,

in the

). As expected, in the outer skin at location A and B, it is seen that

is substantially larger than 𝑓

,

. This is consistent with testing of the triaxial materials under

longitudinal loads, in which the angle plies experience matrix failure prior to laminate failure when
the longitudinal fibers begin to break. The longitudinal strain at the outer surface of the
subcomponent is uniform along the width of the component which results in similar transverse and
shear stresses in the outer skin angle plies, and results in 𝜎

and 𝜏

that remain relatively uniform

along the width of the section within the outer skin. As such, the IFF behavior at the spar/core
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interface and the middle of the section is similar, and therefore separate results for location B in
the outer skin are not included here. Since the critical fiber failure also occurs in the outer skin, the
stress exposure ratio is seen to remain relatively constant across all trade study points.
In contrast, for the spar cap, distinctly different responses are seen at the two locations. At
location A, the interface with the core material and the internal stiffener result in local transverse
and shear stresses that govern the IFF response. Although the IFF response is not seen to be a
critical failure mode for low relative spar thicknesses (i.e. 𝑓

⁄𝑓

,

< 1), as the spar thickness

,

is increased, the stress exposure for IFF increases and will occur in the spar material prior to fiber
failure. On the other hand, at location B, the magnitude of 𝑓

,

is sufficiently small that even

though modeling differences are identified when using the lower fidelity methods (see
supplemental results in Appendix C), IFF is not predicted at this location prior to laminate failure
regardless of modeling approach. As such, results for the spar cap at the Location B are not
explored in further detail.
Finally, looking at the inner skin, differing failure modes at location A and B are also noted.
Considering location B first, the failure behavior is the same as the outer skin. However, recall the
denominator in the stress exposure ratio corresponds to the critical 𝑓

,

, which occurs at the outer

skin. In the case where the laminate is thin with respect to the section height, there is a lower
gradient in the longitudinal response through the laminate thickness and therefore 𝑓

,

⁄𝑓

,

is

roughly the same magnitude for the inner and outer skin. As the relative laminate thickness
increases, the gradient in the longitudinal response increases with lower longitudinal strain in the
inner skin, leading to a lower magnitude of 𝑓

,

, as expected for the same failure mode as the

outer skin. Since the IFF response in the inner skin at location B is the same general failure mode
as the outer skin, it will not be presented separately. However, at location A, the same reduction
in 𝑓

,

is not observed. This is because local transverse and shear stresses in proximity of the

internal stiffener and core/spar interface play a significant role in IFF at location A. Here 𝑓

,

for

the inner and outer skin at location A are a similar order of magnitude, and as such more detailed
trade study results will be presented for both the inner and outer skin at this location.
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Figure 81: fE,IFF/fE,IFF,CR ratio at core panel / spar cap interface (Location A)
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Figure 82: fE,IFF/fE,IFF,CR ratio at middle of spar cap (Location B)
For the detailed trade study results presented throughout the remainder of this section, each
modeling method is compared against the reference model in the same manner as presented for
fiber failure. In this case, the model loads40 are selected to correspond to 𝑓

,

= 1 in the critical

ply in the high-fidelity reference model at the target cross-section and chordwise position of
interest.

4.3.1 Outer Skin Smeared Results
Results for the outer skin are presented for the smeared ply representation in Figure 83.

40

The parametric studies presented in this chapter all utilize linear elastic modeling and therefore the state of stress
and strain at a given load is determined from linear scaling from the actual applied load in the FE model.
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Figure 83: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
For the smeared ply representations, the governing failure mode is seen to be the
longitudinal strain exceeding the longitudinal first ply failure stress listed in Table 16. Because the
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governing failure mode for both fiber failure and inter-fiber failure in the outer skin is based on
the longitudinal response, the same general trends are observed for the smeared models as
previously discussed for fiber failure. For the shell models, the FSDT results show the same
sensitivity to relative laminate thickness from the artificial extension of the webs, whereas the
CLPT modeling error is offset by the lack of out-of-plane shear stiffness.
The solid models show relatively low sensitivity to 𝑡

⁄𝑡

and 𝑡

⁄𝑡

and predict

similar results regardless of modeling fidelity, also consistent with the fiber failure results. These
trends reflect the capabilities of the different FE approaches to predict the state of stress, i.e. the
numerator in the failure criteria. However, for all shell and solid smeared models, the results in
Figure 83 are shifted downward by ≈20% as compared with the fiber failure results in Figure 71,
which is not a consequence of modeling accuracy, but rather the methodology in which failure is
assessed. The first ply failure stresses used to assess 𝑓

,

are based on the material allowables

tuning presented in Appendix B, in which the triaxial material is represented with a sublayered
approach to identify the homogenized laminate stress at which first ply failure occurs under
longitudinal loading. Therefore, under a uniaxial loading, the smeared models will predict the
failure in the same way as the sublayered models. However, because the max stress failure criterion
is used for the smeared model, interaction of failure modes under a combined state of stress cannot
be represented. Puck’s uniaxial failure criteria is used to assess the reference model 𝑓

,

under

a combined state of stress, and therefore predicts failure at lower loads.
An example case of the SSCQ(5)/SMR model is shown in Figure 84 which presents the
variation in the homogenized in-plane stresses at the outer surface of the skin plies along the chord
of the cross-section. At the spar/core interface, although 𝜎 /𝑋
exposure, the 𝜎

and 𝜏

predicts the highest stress

stress components are also nonzero, which affect failure, but are not

represented in the failure criteria. As further validation that the source of the error in 𝑓

,

between

the smeared and sublayered models is a consequence of failure criteria, it is seen that at the middle
of the cross-section (𝑦 = 5 inch), the discrepancy between the sublayered and smeared models
reduces to ≈10% (see supplemental results in Appendix D). This is consistent with expectations,
as the in-plane shear stress goes to zero, but the transverse stress remains constant, therefore the
discrepancy between the two failure criteria is reduced, but not eliminated altogether.
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Figure 84: Variation in Transverse / Shear Stresses along Chord, SSCQ(5)/SMR
(Example case for, tspar = 0.357, tcore = 0.750, tskin = 0.070 under 60 kip applied load
dashed lines indicate spar/core interfaces)

4.3.2 Outer Skin Sublayered Results
Looking next to the sublayered results in the outer skin, shown in Figure 85, the same
failure criteria can be applied for each method; therefore, discrepancies in 𝑓

,

among different

modeling methods is isolated to the modeling capability. As such, the sublayered shell models
exhibit the same trends as were described for fiber failure because failure in the angle plies is a
consequence of the longitudinal response. While the trends for sublayered shell element FF and
IFF are the same, the shell models give approximately 3%-5% better agreement with the reference
model for IFF as compared to FF. This can be attributed the influence of in-plane shear on matrix
failure. While the same modeling discrepancies in 𝜀
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affect FF and IFF the same, in the outer

skin, the shear strain (and hence shear stress) is matched closely for the shell models (see Figure
86 at 𝑧 = −𝐻/2).

Figure 85: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
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Figure 86: In-Plane Laminate Strains (2D Shell, Sublayered Plies)
(Figure 35 from Chapter 3, repeated for convenience)
Across all trade studies, the level of accuracy for FF and IFF is on the same order of
magnitude for the sublayered shell models. This is not the case for the layered solid models, which
were accurate within 1% for FF, but show variations up to 10% for IFF in the outer skin. The
sublayered SSC(1), SSC(3), and SSC(5) models show discrepancies of up to 10%, 7%, and 5%
respectively. These three models also show a sensitivity to the relative spar thickness, most
prominently in the SSC(1) and SSC(3) models, and to a lesser extent in the SSC(5) model. The
last layered solid model, SSCQ(5), overpredicts 𝑓

,

by about 5% as well but does not show a

sensitivity to relative spar thickness. To understand the source of these discrepancies, first consider
the comparison of in-plane strains presented in Chapter 3. In particular, the SSCQ(5) model
predicted nearly identical in-plane strains as the reference model. Both models use materials
sharing the same constitutive model. This leads to the question, why is there a discrepancy in the
predicted IFF for the same in-plane strains? The source of the discrepancy can be explained based
on the limitations of the layered solid element formulations. For a 20-node solid element, the
element shape function will give a quadratic variation in displacement and hence a linear and
continuous variation in 𝜀

through the element thickness. For stress compatibility at ply

interfaces, the real through thickness normal strain must be discontinuous at ply interfaces. This is
not satisfied for the SSC or SSCQ elements. Therefore, even though 𝜀 , 𝜀 , and 𝛾
accurately predicted, the error in 𝜀

influences the ply 𝜎

by way of the 𝐶

are

term in the stress-

strain relation (Eq. 32). The same is true in the SSC(1), SSC(3), and SSC(5) models, although in
this case 𝜀

is constant through the element thickness. Therefore the total discrepancy in the 8-

node layered solid elements is a combination of discrepancies in the in-plane transverse and shear
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stresses as a result of the modeling limitations discussed in Chapter 3 as well as error from 𝜀 .
Together, the cumulative effect of these errors is sensitive to relative spar thickness. Although the
SSC(5) approach shows 1%-2% better agreement with the reference model than the higher fidelity
SSCQ(5) approach, the SSC(5) model appears to have nearly linear trend with respect to
⁄𝑡

𝑡
𝑓

,

. For the range of relative spar thickness considered in these trade studies, the predicted

is always greater for the SSC(5) model than the reference model, but it is possible that at

higher relative spar thicknesses, this may not be true, resulting in an nonconservative failure
prediction. In this regard, the SSCQ(5) approach may still be preferred because the modeling error
is consistent as well as conservative.
For the last modeling approach, SS(N), the effect of 𝜀

is lessened because each material

layer is a unique element, allowing for continuous displacements with discontinuous strain at ply
interfaces. There will still be some effect of 𝜀
constant 𝜀

because the 8-node elements will be limited to a

within the element, which will correspond to the average 𝜀

that occurs at the

element midplane; however, the accuracy will be an improvement over the layered solids.
Secondly, as seen in Figure 87, the SS(N) approach predicts slightly lower in-plane shear than the
reference model, resulting in 𝑓

,

values within 3% of the reference model. These modeling

errors are mostly isolated to cases where the core thickness is greater than the spar cap, for the
remaining cases, the SS(N) approach is within 1% of the reference model. However, the modeling
accuracy comes at a significant increase in computation cost of modeling as discussed in Section
3.5.

Figure 87 In-Plane Laminate Strains (3D Solid, Sublayered Plies)
(Figure 41 from Chapter 3, repeated for convenience)
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Finally, it should be noted that IFF in the outer skin is predicted to occur prior to IFF in the
other structural components and prior to FF. As such, when designing to first ply failure, the
modeling limitations noted above would be representative of modeling errors influencing the
overall governing failure mode.

4.3.3 Spar Cap Smeared/Sublayered Results
Results for the spar cap material are presented in Figure 88 and Figure 89 for the smeared
and sublayered models respectively. When comparing smeared vs. sublayered results, because the
spar cap material is a unidirectional material, Puck’s failure criteria can be used for both ply
representations, and therefore the errors resulting from limitations of the max stress criteria are not
applicable here. However, two potential sources of difference between the sublayered models and
the smeared models exist. First, small mismatches in the equivalent sublayer properties in the skins
will affect the overall stiffness and can impact the stresses in the spar cap. Secondly, the smeared
ply representation will not include any coupling effects resulting from the asymmetry of the skins,
which could induce additional stresses not capable of being represented in the smeared model. Yet,
comparing the results in Figure 88 and Figure 89, no significant differences are noted between the
smeared and sublayered results for the same element and discretization type. This indicates the
effects of coupling terms and errors in material property tuning do not have a significant impact
on IFF in the spar cap.
Comparing the individual modeling methods, the modeling methods fall into two distinct
categories. First, the shell models, SSC(1), and SSC(3) both show high amounts of modeling error
for large relative spar thickness. It is noted that each of these models is limited to a linear variation
in strain through the thickness of the spar cap. On the other hand, the SSC(5), SSCQ(5), and SS(N)
approaches each give much better agreement, within 10% of the reference model, slightly larger
errors than observed in the critical ply in the outer skin, yet still much better accuracy than the
shell, SSC(1), and SSC(3) models.
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Figure 88: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Spar Plies
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Figure 89: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Spar Plies
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Figure 90: Through Thickness Variation in σ22 and τ12 within Spar Cap
(Selected cases from the inboard trade study for range of relative spar thickness)
To understand the reason for these differences, the through-thickness distribution of 𝜎
and 𝜏

within the spar cap is plotted for a low, medium, and high relative spar thickness for

selected modeling approaches in Figure 90. High levels of error on the order of 60% are noted in
the shell models. Here, it can clearly be seen that the transverse stresses in the spar cap 𝜎

are

small as compared to the material strengths, and the transverse failure is almost entirely governed
by shear stresses at the interface between the spar cap and inner skin. These high shear stresses are
a local feature, resulting from the proximity to the internal stiffeners. This is consistent with the
relative 𝑓

,

/𝑓

,

ratio shown previously in Figure 81 and Figure 82, which showed high IFF

near the internal stiffener, but relatively low IFF in the center of the panel. First, the shell models
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are seen to significantly underpredict the peak shear stress in the reference model in part because
of the linear through thickness limitation, but also because the difference in the way load is
transmitted to the element. In the solid models, load transfer between the outer plate and the
internal stiffeners occurs at the inner surface, whereas in the shell models, load is transferred
uniformly to all plies at element midplane. The lower fidelity solid models, such as the SSC(3)
method shown, also underpredict the peak shear strain due to the linear through thickness strain
distribution; however, because the method in which load is transmitted to the element is more
representative of the reference model, the result at the inner surface of the spar cap is closer to the
reference model. Although within the interior of the element modeling error clearly exists for the
SSC(5), at the nodes the predicted shear stress matches the reference model much better than the
lower fidelity method, with errors in 𝑓

,

less than 10%. Finally, the SSCQ(5) method matches

the shear stress much better than any of the 8-node linear elements throughout the interior of the
element as well as the nodes, resulting in slightly better agreement, matching the referent model
𝑓

,

within 8%. For the last modeling approach, the SS(N) model requires substantially higher

computational time and does not lead to any improvement in shear stress representation in the spar
cap, with slightly worse accuracy than the SSC(5) and SSCQ(5) methods.

4.3.4 Inner Skin Smeared Results
Lastly, moving to the inner skin, smeared ply results are shown in Figure 91 and sublayered
results are shown in Figure 92. For the smeared models, the same limitations discussed for the
outer skin apply to the inner skin as well. The main difference seen here is that the 𝜎 ⁄𝑋
𝜏 ⁄𝑆

and

are of a comparable order of magnitude, whereas the overall effect of shear was much

smaller in the outer skin. As such, the error introduced by using a max stress criterion which does
not consider interaction of failure modes is much more significant for the inner skin. Furthermore,
while the error introduced using the max stress criterion remained constant for all relative spar
thicknesses at ≈20% in the outer skin, the inner skin is seen to be much more sensitive. As relative
spar thickness increases, the ratio 𝜏 ⁄𝑆

increases, which results in significantly higher

modeling error in the inner skin, in some cases exceeding 60% error with respect to the reference
model.
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Figure 91: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
The higher fidelity smeared ply models (SSC(5), SSCQ(5), SS(N), and SSQ(N)) have
sufficient refinement to capture the nonlinear through thickness variation in 𝜏 . As such, at higher
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relative spar thicknesses it can be seen that 𝜎 ⁄𝑋

< 𝜏 ⁄𝑆

, resulting in a change of failure

mode. In Figure 91, this change in failure mode is seen as a kink in the trend for 𝑓

,

. Although

the change in failure mode is observed, because interaction of failure modes is still not considered,
the overall modeling error remains large.

4.3.5 Inner Skin Sublayered Results
Next, for the sublayered inner skin results in Figure 92, the general trends for the inner skin
are similar to the outer skin results at low relative spar thickness. However, as relative spar
thickness increases the shear stresses in the inner skin increase. Although failure is evaluated for
all sublayered models using Puck’s criteria, which includes the interaction of transverse and shear
stresses, the lower fidelity models which are limited to linear through thickness variation of 𝛾
do not adequately represent the in-plane shear stresses. As a result, for large relative spar thickness,
the lower fidelity models show errors as high as 40%-60% (where the additional error in the shell
model can be attributed to the overly stiff representation as previously discussed).
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Figure 92: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results — Inter-Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
For the higher fidelity methods which are able to represent the in-plane shear behavior
more accurately, the modeling error is generally seen to reduce with increase in modeling fidelity.
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An exception to this is seen in the SSCQ(5) method. Although this method was seen to represent
the in-plane response much better than the SSC(5) approach, modeling error in the SSCQ(5)
approach is seen to increase with relative spar thickness, with a maximum error of 11% observed,
whereas the lower fidelity SSC(5) approach shows errors less than 5% for the range of laminates
considered. This trend is similar to the sublayered results for the outer skin, and is attributed to
cumulative error in in-plane strain as well as the effect of 𝜀

on the in-plane stresses. For further

explanation, refer to the discussion of the outer skin results on pages 147-148.

4.3.6 Relative Laminate Thickness
Lastly, the trade study results for relative laminate thickness are shown in Figures 93-94
(note, due to significant difference in magnitude, the y-axis scale for the smeared models is
different than the sublayered models). It should be noted here that the values of 𝑓

,

correspondond to the peak values throughout the laminate thickness, rather than a particular
material group (i.e.outer/inner skin, spar, etc.). However, in all cases, the critical IFF is seen to
occur in the angle plies of the outer skin.
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Figure 93: Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results (Smeared)
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Figure 94: Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results (Sublayered)
For the smeared ply models, large errors resulting from the limitations of the max stress
criteria are seen to remain for relative laminate thicknesses. For the solid models these errors are
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seen to range from 15%-25% and show a trend that the errors resulting from the simpler failure
criteria decrease with relative laminate thickness. The CLPT sheared model shows a similar trend,
although the overall magnitude of error is higher, ranging from 20%-25% because of the additional
error in the longitudinal response from the artificial stiffness from extending the webs. Lastly the
FSDT model shows increasing error with relative laminate thickness. This is consistent with the
errors attributed to the overly stiff cross-section as was previously discussed for fiber failure.
For the sublayered models, the CLPT model is seen to give relatively good agreement
within the range of relative laminate thicknesses considered here, despite being the lowest fidelity
element. This is seen to be a cumulative effect of underprediction of the longitudinal response due
to the extension of the webs and overprediction of the shear response in the outer skin (refer to
Figure 86). It should be cautioned that although the CLPT model does show good agreement at
the outer skin, which contains the most critical IFF ply, much higher errors are seen in the spar cap
and inner skin, as previously shown. Furthermore, relying on two modeling errors to have equal
and opposite effects for all cases is not recommended. For the FSDT sublayered model, the effect
of relative laminate thickness is consistent with the magnitude and trends of error in the
longitudinal response as discussed previously.
The magnitude of error in the layered solid models, SSC and SSCQ, is consistent with the
inboard, midboard, and outboard trade studies discussed previously. However, for the relative
laminate thickness study in which the ratio of 𝑡

/𝑡

remains constant, the modeling errors

are also seen to be constant. This indicates that the variation in modeling error in the previous
studies is a result of relative spar thickness, and not relative laminate thickness. Finally, for the
SS(N) method errors in the peak 𝑓

,

are seen to remain within 3%.

4.4 Modeling Error Impacts to Blade Structural Analysis
The magnitude of the modeling error in the shell models observed here is not insignificant.
The typical material41 safety factors for fiber failure are: 1.08 for criticality, 1.2-1.3 for long-term
degradation of epoxy, 1.1 for thermal effects, 1.0-1.3 for manufacturing effects, 1.0 for accuracy
of analyses, and 1.0-1.2 for accuracy of load assumptions, with the combined safety factor ranging
from 1.42-2.41 [52]. Although the potential 15% overestimation in stiffness might seem tolerable

41

The materials safety factor is applied in addition to a loads safety factor of 1.35 for laminate ultimate strength
analyses [115]
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in comparison to an overall safety factor of 2.4, this would consume portions of the overall safety
factor allocated for other effects, given that the partial safety factor for accuracy of analyses is 1.0.
This would indicate a high level of risk in the typical analysis methods for blade design. However,
deflection testing and stiffness validation can be used to justify a lower partial safety factor for
critical deflection analysis [52], [115], [116]. Lower safety factors lead to lighter blades, so this is
a common part of blade testing. Although some blade-to-blade variation can be expected, if
deviations in deflection testing on the order of 10%-15% were observed, this would become a
concern for both manufacturers and the certification agencies and require corrective action.
Variations of this magnitude are not typical in actual blade testing, which poses the question, if the
abstracted geometry used in this study shows shell modeling methods can overestimate stiffness
by 10%-15%, why do full-scale blade models show better agreement with testing? Firstly, in the
current model the both the horizontal and vertical walls of the internal stiffeners were included in
the model; however, in blade modeling, it is not uncommon t to omit the flanges. Previous work
by Peeters, et al. has suggested that the additional stiffness from artificially extending the webs is
offset by the missing stiffness if the web flanges (Figure 95) are omitted from the model [59].
Although this could be the case for some blade analyses, it is not necessarily standard practice to
omit the web flanges from the blade finite element models, and it is also a risk to rely on two
modeling simplifications always counteracting each other.
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Figure 95: Identification of Web Flanges42
Another important consideration is the number of shear webs in a typical blade. In the
simplified subcomponent analyzed here, the leading and trailing edge are replaced with box
stiffeners, resulting in four internal stiffeners with 8 webs included in the model. A typical wind
turbine blade would contain 1-2 full-span webs with the possibility of a half-web in the wide
inboard panels. The error observed here is attributed to the additional stiffness from extending the
web, and therefore it is reasonable to assume the modeling error is proportional to the number of
webs. If the results of the trade studies are scaled based on the ratio of webs, the expected error in
a typical blade is predicted as shown in Figure 96, with the typical single/dual web blades showing
errors ranging from 1%-4%.

42

Example blade cross-section is manufactured by TPI composites in collaboration with Oak Ridge National Labs as
part of the Big-Asset Additive Manufacturing project. This photograph was taken while the blade section was on
display at the 2016 Sandia Blade Workshop
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Figure 96: Estimated Shell Element Strain Modeling Error for Typical Blades
(trade study results based on FSDT/USL model vs. SSQ(N) model)
Referring to the Sandia 100-m all glass blade that was used as a point of reference for the
relative thickness of the laminate to cross-section height in Figure 67, a sample scenario is
evaluated to understand the cumulative effect of the expected modeling error in a single and dual
web blade. The deflected shape of the blade is calculated using the flapwise stiffness distribution
reported for the Sandia blade and a typical flapwise load distribution corresponding to the peak
root moment for extreme coherent gust with direction change (ECD) load case [80]. Deflection is
evaluated by simple numeric integration of the differential equation of beam flexure
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To estimate the magnitude of discrepancy between 2D shell blade models and blade test
results, the flapwise stiffness term is increased for each span location by the modeling error shown
in Figure 96 corresponding to the laminate and cross-sectional thickness at that location along the
blade span. The deflected shape is compared in Figure 97 for the nominal, single web, and dual
web configuration.
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Figure 97: Example Case —Estimated Tip Deflection Error
(upper left: assumed flapwise bending internal loads with 62.6 MN-m root bending moment for DLC 1.4,
upper right: flapwise bending stiffness, lower left: calculated deflected shape, lower right: deformation in
last 5-meters of the blade span)
The overall error in tip deflection for this test case is seen to be 1.27% for the single web
blade and 2.51% for the dual web. Errors on this order of magnitude fall within the expected
accuracy of testing and normal blade-to-blade variation. It is noted that even though some crosssections along the blade span correspond to relative laminate thicknesses exceeding 10% with local
errors up to 5% error in stiffness (and hence strains), the overall deflection error is at most 2.5%.
This can be explained by the fact that the blade sections with the highest relative laminate thickness
are midspan and outboard. On the other hand, the inboard sections, which have a larger cumulative
impact on deflection (a small fixed rotation inboard leads to a large displacement 100+m away),
have low relative laminate thickness resulting in less modeling error.
In multidisciplinary blade design, the relative thickness of the airfoil is a tradeoff between
aerodynamic performance (driving towards lower t/c) and structural efficiency (driving toward
higher t/c). In a blade design weighted more heavily towards aerodynamic performance, low
relative thickness airfoils sacrifice structural building height and would necessitate thicker
laminates. In turn, the modeling error could be greater in these cases.
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Although the scenario used as an example here only considers an all-glass blade, further
study is recommended to quantify the modeling error in shell element blade models for a range of
typical blades to include glass and carbon blades as well as blade length and internal structure
configurations. Although the higher stiffness of carbon would lead to thinner spar cap laminates,
Griffith and Johanns show that buckling of the spar cap region can become a design driver and
that narrower/thicker spar caps are a mass efficient buckling solution [117]. As such, carbon blades
may be more sensitive or to the modeling errors seen here for shell elements. The results of the
current study show that any of the solid modeling approaches considered are adequate to predict
peak longitudinal strain to assess 𝑓

,

. Therefore, modeling the full blade with the high-fidelity

reference method would not be necessary to perform this follow-on study. A single 20-node
layered solid element through thickness would be recommended for future studies to assess the
repeatability of the fiber failure results presented in this chapter, as the single element through
thickness would be preferred for ease of discretization, but the use of the second-order layered
solids would alleviate concerns about element locking (note: a single element through thickness
for further study of IFF is not advised).
Differences in max flexural strain as well as overall deflection under flapwise loads should
be compared to identify an appropriate safety factor to be applied to shell models to account for
accuracy of analyses, which is currently 1.0 in the certification standard. The outcome of this study
could then be implemented in certification standards in the same manner as the modeling safety
factors for buckling, which allow for a reduced safety factor when using higher fidelity analysis
methods [52].
For all cases, the critical inter-fiber failure ply is seen to be the angle plies in the outer skin
as a consequence of the laminate longitudinal response, which results in transverse and shear
stresses when rotated into ±45° ply orientations. Consequently, the above discussion regarding
the accuracy of shell models for single, dual, and three-web blade concepts applies to the IFF such
that the modeling errors in the outer skin may be reduced according to the number of webs and
cross-section height in the actual blade structure. However, the sources of modeling error for IFF
were seen to be a combination of inaccuracy in the longitudinal response due to artificial stiffening
of the cross-section as well as inaccuracy in the shear response due to the linear through-thickness
variation in shear strains. Although the 10-15% seen in the longitudinal response for the abstracted
geometry may only be 5% for a full-scale blade (within the accuracy of analysis partial safety
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factor of 1.15 for IFF), the source of error in the shear stresses remains, which cumulatively may
exceed 15% for a full blade shell element model. The contribution of the shear stresses was smaller
in the critical outer skin ply but was seen to play a more significant role for IFF in the spar cap and
inner skin. Although test blades may pass static testing at ultimate loads, in combination with
manufacturing defects this could lead to premature blade failure because the portion of the analysis
errors exceeding 15% begins to consume the partial safety factors allocated for manufacturing
quality. Although the discussion here has been in the context of static loads, the same could also
apply for fatigue failure, because the same shell modeling approaches are used to evaluate ply
stresses used in fatigue life evaluation.
One mitigation strategy for the shell modeling limitations in critical regions is the use of
intermediate level subcomponent testing. The certification standards describe a “building-block”
test approach as illustrated in Figure 98 [52].

Figure 98: Building Block Test Approach
Here, the certification standards recommend the use of subcomponent testing for the
purpose of determining design allowables for structural verification as well as a partial substitute
for full-scale tests. This is called out for critical highly loaded joints and structural connections,
such as the spar/core interface as well as the adhesive bond with the internal stiffeners. As such,
while the lower fidelity modeling approaches show high errors, a safe design can be ensured
through subcomponent testing rather than shell element FE models. As such, the higher fidelity
modeling approaches which offer an improved representation of the local stresses in complex
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features offer the benefits of reducing the scope of subcomponent testing by replacing intermediate
level tests with high-fidelity analysis. High-fidelity models should be validated against existing
intermediate level test results in order to determine appropriate partial safety factors for the
selected modeling method. Based on the results in this work, the use of stacked layered solid
elements to keep model sizes manageable, such as SSC(5) and SSCQ(5) approach, would be
expected to require a partial safety factor for accuracy of analysis around 1.05-1.1 based on
comparison with the high-fidelity reference method.43
Lastly, the differences in IFF for the smeared and sublayered ply representations showed
significant discrepancies resulting from the lack of failure mode interaction in the max stress
criteria used with the smeared ply models. The smeared ply approach is commonly used in the
wind industry, and errors as significant as those seen here would not be expected to go unnoticed.
As noted in Chapter 1, a common approach is to model multiaxial materials as smeared plies for
FE analysis and post-process the strains for the smeared plies to evaluate equivalent stresses in
each of the sublayer orientations so that the more advanced unidirectional failure criteria such as
Puck’s criteria or LaRC03 can be applied. As an example, smeared model strains for the
FSDT/SMR and SSCQ(5)/SMR methods at the spar/core interface are post-processed to evaluate
sublayer stresses as described above. Results presented in Figure 99 show the ratio of 𝑓
predicted using the smeared model to 𝑓

,

,

predicted using the sublayered model. For the max

stress cases, direct model stresses are evaluated against material allowables. For the Puck results,
smeared strains are post-processed into sublayer stresses as described above. It is seen that by postprocessing the smeared models into sublayer stresses, discrepancies with respect to the sublayered
models are within 10%, a significant improvement of the 20%-30% variation seen with the max
stress criteria. After post-processing sublayer stresses from the smeared models, remaining
differences in the predicted 𝑓

,

can be attributed to different stiffness representations (due to

differences in the smeared and equivalent sublayered material properties) or due to the absence of
coupling response in the smeared model.

43

The lower end of the safety factor range here corresponds to the modeling error seen in the overall governing ply
for IFF. The upper end of this range corresponds to the larger modeling errors observed in spar cap and inner skin. If
it can be demonstrated for a full-scale blade that the outermost ply is always critical, the 1.05 factor of safety may be
appropriate. However, if the more complex loading state results in critical inner skin plies, the larger factor of safety
of 1.1 may be more appropriate.
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Figure 99: Comparison of Smeared Max Stress and Puck fE,IFF for Selected Cases

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the same modeling approaches which were investigated in detail for a fixed
geometry and laminate in Chapter 3 were used to perform a series of trade studies to identify
variation in modeling error for fiber failure and inter-fiber failure with respect to various laminate
and geometric parameters. The first three studies considered a fixed cross-section height in which
the relative thickness of spar, skin, and core was varied corresponding to typical values seen in the
inboard, midboard, and outboard blade regions of a representative 100-m blade. The fourth trade
study considered a fixed laminate in which the cross-sectional height was varied corresponding to
the upper and lower range of typical relative laminate thicknesses observed within the same blade.
Several key observations determined from this study are summarized below:
•

For all modeling methods, critical plies for fiber failure were seen to be the outermost
longitudinal ply in the outer skin. It should be noted that in this work the same
constituent material was used in the multiaxial skin and unidirectional spar cap. This
will likely not apply for alternate configurations in which the spar material has the
lowest strain allowables.
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•

For all modeling methods, critical plies for inter-fiber failure were seen to be the
outermost angle ply in the outer skin. However, the current study was limited to
longitudinal loading, and different behavior may be noted for load cases including
chordwise and torsional loads.

•

The typical outer moldline shell element modeling approach used in the wind
industry relies on extending the webs to the outer moldline for element connectivity
which artificially stiffens the cross-section. Some cases in the current work showed
shell modeling errors as high as 35%; however, accounting for the relative laminate
thickness and number of webs more typical of in-service wind turbines, the modeling
error from extending the webs is expected to be within 5% of the reference model.
Because the overall critical IFF failure mode corresponds to the longitudinal
response rotated into the angle ply coordinates, the magnitude of error observed is
consistent for both fiber failure and IFF.

•

For the prediction of fiber failure, all solid modeling approaches including smeared
and sublayered ply representation, predicted the critical ply failure within 1% of the
reference modeling approach. However, in the inner skin, fiber failure of the angle
plies due to high local in-plane shear is not captured by any of the smeared models
or the lower fidelity sublayered solid models (SSC(1), SSC(3), and SSC( 5))

•

Although all solid model showed good agreement with the reference model for fiber
failure, higher modeling error was observed evaluating IFF. For the critical IFF in
the outer skin, all solid models predicted 𝑓

,

within ≈10% of the reference model

and the solid models with 5 or more elements through the thickness were within 5%.
However, significantly higher errors were observed for the spar cap and inner skin.
In general, model accuracy was seen to improve with increased modeling fidelity.
Lower fidelity solid models such as SSC(1) and SSC(3) which cannot adequately
capture the nonlinear variation in 𝛾

(and hence 𝜏 ), result in discrepancies as high

as 40% from the reference model, with modeling error increasing with respect to
relative spar thickness. However, the higher fidelity solid model such as SSC(5),
SSCQ(5), and SS(N) showed improved accuracy, with maximum errors for the spar
cap and inner skin ranging from 5%-10%. These models are better able to capture
the nonlinear through thickness variation of the in-plane strains and therefore show
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better accuracy than the lower fidelity models. However, for the SSC and SSCQ
methods, the element formulation leads to constant or linear 𝜀
element. Physically, 𝜎

throughout the

will be continuous at ply interfaces, resulting in a

discontinuous through thickness strain at dissimilar plies. Errors in 𝜀
errors in 𝜎
•

leads to

as a result of Poisson terms in the constitutive relationship.

For the same element type, the smeared and the sublayered ply representations (i.e.
FSDT/SMR vs FSDT/USL) predict fiber failure at similar loads; however much
larger differences are seen when comparing smeared and sublayered IFF. It is seen
that failure criteria such as Puck’s criteria, which include interaction of transverse
and shear stresses, predict failure at lower loads than the typical max stress criteria,
which does not consider interaction. The errors are seen to be on the order of 20%
for the outer skin in the critical plies, but higher errors are seen in the spar cap and
inner skin. However, if the strains from the smeared plies are post-processed into
sublayer stresses, the smeared models are seen to match the sublayered models
within 5-10%.

Based on these finding, several recommendations are made. Firstly, the effect of artificial
stiffening due to shell modeling practices is estimated to have up to 5% effect in a full-scale blade.
Further study should be performed to validate the findings in the current work hold for the range
of structural configurations and materials used in modern blades. If so, an increase in the partial
safety factor for accuracy of analyses to 1.05 for shell models may be warranted, whereas the
increase in safety factor could be avoided by using solid modeling.
Secondly, shell models and lower fidelity solid models are seen to be insufficient for IFF
in complex regions. As such, the continued use of intermediate testing for validation of complex
features is recommended. However, the use of higher fidelity solid models to reduce the scope of
testing should be considered for inclusion in the certification standards. Certification guidance
should include appropriate guidance on suitable modeling fidelity (i.e. 8-node layered solid
element with insufficient through thickness refinement are inadequate), and the corresponding
safety factors for analysis to be used given the modeling fidelity—or test based requirements to
validate a modeling approach.
Lastly, smeared modeling practices are not seen to predict significant differences in strain
as compared to the equivalent sublayered models. Therefore, continued use of the smeared ply
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representation is seen to be acceptable for use in blade design if strains are post-processed into
sublayer stresses. The use of a max stress failure criteria with laminate strength allowables,
however, is insufficient for cases of combined loading.
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Chapter 5
Fiber Orientation Trade Studies
5.1 Introduction
All of the finite element models considered in the previous chapters look at structures with
ideal fiber orientation without process induced misalignment. In this chapter, the modeling
methods and laminate configurations presented in Chapter 4 will be revisited for misaligned fibers
in the spar cap. Previous studies by VanSkike and Hale [118], investigate the sensitivity of blade
response for misaligned fibers in the blade skins and spar caps. In this work, random misalignment
as well as bounding cases of maximum asymmetry and maximum imbalance (see Figure 100) were
investigated for misalignment angles ranging from 1-10 degrees. The findings in this work show
that the overall impact of misalignment in the skins is minimal, but that misalignment in the spar
caps has a significant impact on the load factor at failure for deflection, stress, and buckling. The
most severe case identified was for maximum laminate imbalance, where spar cap plies were
misaligned uniformly such that the direction of the misalignment was symmetric about the crosssection neutral axis (Figure 100.c). Therefore, in this chapter, misalignment corresponding to
maximum imbalance in the spar caps is considered. It should be noted that although this case was
previously seen to have the most severe impact on the blade, it is also a worst-case scenario in
which all plies are misaligned uniformly, whereas a random misalignment is likely more
representative of manufacturing variation. Additionally, although the spar caps are significantly
more sensitive to misalignment than the blade skin, the spar caps are also less prone to
misalignment than the blade skins. This is because the spar caps are a constant width and often
prefabricated before being embedded in the blade. However, even though this scenario is an
extreme case that is less likely to occur as a result of manufacturing, it could also occur
intentionally. Several works discuss the use of asymmetric and imbalanced laminates to introduce
laminate coupling for the purpose of tailoring the aeroelastic response of turbine blades [119]–
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[121]. In particular, Scott presents an aeroelastic tailored blade concept in which plies in both the
skin and spar caps are oriented off-axis in order to achieve the desired tip twist, mass, and stiffness
distributions [119]. In that specific blade, 60-85% of the laminate was oriented off axis by angles
ranging from 7-9 degrees with a majority of the misaligned plies contained in the spar caps.
Therefore, even if the scenario considered here is less likely to occur as a result of poor
manufacturing, it is still of interest for further investigation.
In order to assess the variation in finite element results for the range of modeling methods
considered in this work, the midboard trade study44 from Chapter 4 is repeated for a misaligned
spar cap with a range of misalignment angles from 0.5° to 5°. Although previous works considered
bounding cases of laminate asymmetry and imbalance, the current work will focus on the most
severe case, for maximum imbalance. The specific misalignment cases considered are tabulated
below.
Table 19: Summary of Misalignment Cases
Misalignment Angle
0.5°
1.0°
2.0°
5.0°

Misalignment Type

Spar Caps Only

Maximum Imbalance
Global Symmetry
(Figure 100)
𝑡
𝑡

𝑡
𝑡

Trade Study Description
Midboard Laminate

Misaligned Components

min
1.00

max
2.00

min
7.14

44

𝑡
ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
max
14.29

min
0.21

max
0.38

The midboard trade study is selected for further study here for two reasons. Firstly, the spar thickness is generally
greater than the core thickness for a majority of the blade (with the exception primarily being inboard). Secondly, the
region in which aeroelastic tailoring is utilized in the aforementioned study is isolated to the outboard half of the blade
span [119].
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(a) - Maximum Asymmetry, Global Symmetry

(b) - Maximum Asymmetry, Global Asymmetry

(c) - Maximum Imbalance, Global Symmetry

(d) - Maximum Imbalance, Global Asymmetry

(e) – Blade Assembly and Laminate Coordinates

(f) - Legend

Figure 100: Misalignment Type Illustrations
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5.2 Fiber Orientation Study Results
Results for the misalignment trade study are presented in this section for the high-fidelity
reference model, SSQ(N)/USL, as well as four selected modeling approaches informed by the
findings in Chapter 4 to cover a range of low, mid, and high fidelity models. The selected modeling
methods for this chapter are: FSDT/USL, SSC(1)/USL, SSC(5)/USL, and SSCQ(5)/USL. The
reasons for which the CLPT/USL, SSC(3)/USL and SS(N)/USL methods as well as all smeared
methods are not included in the misalignment study are discussed in further detail here. Firstly,
the CLPT and FSDT methods were both seen to be subject to the same modeling limitations,
namely the linear through thickness variation in in-plane strain and artificial stiffening of the crosssection from the extension of internal geometry to the outer mold line (the primary difference
between the CLPT and FSDT findings was that some of these modeling errors were offset by the
lack of out-of-plane stiffness in the CLPT models). The FSDT method is selected for the
misalignment studies, as it is the most common approach used today and therefore of interest as a
point of reference for current modeling approaches. Three solid modeling approaches are
considered as well: SSC(1), SSC(5), and SSCQ(5). The SSC(1) and SSC(5) approaches are
included in the misalignment studies to bound the range of fidelity achieved with linear layered
solid elements, where the SSC(3) is omitted as it falls between the SSC(1) and SSC(5) methods.
The SSCQ(5) approach is included for the misalignment studies as it provides an improved
representation of the in-plane strain response with a relatively small increase in computational cost
compared to the SSC(5). Although the SS(N) method resulted in better agreement with the
reference model than the SSCQ(5) method, the significant increase in computational cost makes
this approach less viable for use. The SS(N) approach increases the model DOFs by an order of
magnitude compared to the SSCQ(5). If a model of this size is to be used, it is likely only viable
as a local submodel, at which point the SSQ(N) approach would be preferable. As such, the SS(N)
method is omitted. Lastly, for these four methods, only the sublayered models will be considered
here. The comparison between smeared and sublayered results in previous chapters allows for the
investigation into three main effects: the difference in stiffness of equivalent UD and homogenized
ply pack properties, the consequence of neglecting asymmetric skin laminate stack sequence, and
the difference between smeared ply strength allowables and sublayer unidirectional failure criteria.
These effects (or lack thereof) are all included in the findings of Chapter 4. For the misalignment
studies in this chapter, only the UD spar plies are misaligned, the representation of the skin plies
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is the same as the previous chapter, and therefore differences between the smeared and sublayered
models will still relate to the same three effects noted above. As such, separate results for smeared
models are not presented in this chapter.

5.2.1 Reference Model Results
Model results for the high-fidelity reference are presented below in Figures 102-105
corresponding to the skin plies and spar caps at locations A and C. Here, the results are presented
as the ratio of the misaligned 𝑓

,

and 𝑓

,

to the nominal values without misaligned spar plies

(e.g. the same results presented in Chapter 4). As before, results correspond to model stresses at
the spar/core interface location (Locations A and C as shown in Figure 101, the reason for
including both spar/core interfaces is addressed subsequently). For the skin plies, the plotted data
corresponds to the maximum stress exposure in either skin (outer or inner).

Figure 101: Identification of Chordwise Positions
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Figure 102: Effects of Fiber Misalignment (Skin Plies, Location A)

Figure 103: Effects of Fiber Misalignment (Skin Plies, Location C)
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Figure 104: Effects of Fiber Misalignment (Spar Cap, Location A)

Figure 105: Effects of Fiber Misalignment (Spar Cap, Location C)

For fiber failure in the skin, fiber misalignment is seen to have a combination of two effects.
First, as the spar plies are misaligned, the overall stiffness of the laminate decreases because of ply
orientation as well as secondary effects from the increase in coupling terms. Lower stiffness results
in higher longitudinal strains under the same load, which would result in an increase in stress
exposure for fiber failure. The second effect is the coupling response itself. The misalignment in
the spar plies contributes to axial-shear and transverse-shear, 𝐴
as flexure-twist coupling terms, 𝐷

and 𝐷

(see Equation 35).
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and 𝐴 , coupling terms as well
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Although the primary loading on the structure results in axial stress at the upper and lower
plates, at the interface with the internal stiffeners, local shear loads are present. As such, the
coupling terms affect the response in this region. Depending on the signs of the axial and shear
stresses as well as the sign of the coupling term, the effects can be favorable or unfavorable. An
example of the in-plane shear stress for the lower plate was shown previously in Figure 84 (Section
4.3, page 145) where the axial stress is the tension, and the sign of shear is negative at the first
internal stiffener over the spar cap (model coordinate 𝑦=3) and positive at the second stiffener over
the spar cap (model coordinate 𝑦=7). Within the laminate, at either side of the spar cap, the
coupling terms are the same sign. As such, for one side of the spar cap the coupling effect will be
favorable, counteracting the increase in longitudinal strain from the reduction in overall stiffness.
On the opposing side of the spar cap, the coupling effect will be unfavorable and therefore
cumulative with the effect of reduced stiffness. Comparing Figure 102 and Figure 103 for the skin
plies, it can be seen that the coupling terms are favorable at location A and unfavorable at location
C. The same is true in the spar cap material as well; however, there is the additional effect that the
spar fiber orientation is rotated away from the longitudinal direction according to the misalignment
angle. The same effects are present for IFF; however, in this case, the combination of the sign of
axial stress, shear stress, and coupling terms is such that the coupling response is unfavorable at
location C and favorable at location A. Additionally, 𝑓
misalignment than 𝑓

,

,

is seen to be more sensitive to

, with the highest sensitivity to misalignment occurring in the spar cap

material at low relative spar thicknesses. Lastly, it is seen that there is a kink in the trend for IFF
in the skin plies at location C, upon further review, it is seen that this is a transition point from
critical plies in the outer skin to the inner skin.

5.2.2 Modeling Method Comparison
Results for the fiber misalignment study from the FSDT/USL, SSC(1)/USL, SSC(5)/USL,
and SSCQ(5)/USL modeling approaches are presented in this section. In Chapter 4, it was seen
that each of these three solid models predict fiber failure well but showed up to 10% error in
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predicting IFF. The FSDT shell model showed significantly higher errors, primarily from the
artificial stiffness associated with extending the webs to the outer mold line. Because the same
modeling approaches are being used here on the same geometry, these effects will also be present
in the misalignment trade study results. The outcome of this chapter is to investigate whether the
lower fidelity methods predict the same effects of fiber misalignment as the high-fidelity models.
Results for 𝑓

,

and 𝑓

,

from the trade studies are normalized by the results from the nominal

fiber orientation model of the same method from Chapter 4. This is done to isolate the effect of
fiber orientation from the modeling discrepancies observed in Chapter 4. In this way, the relative
effect of misalignment for each modeling method can be compared against the results discussed
in section 5.2.1. Results were presented at both spar/core interface locations in the previous
section. For the sake of brevity, the results presented in this section correspond to the location with
the highest stress exposure (resulting from the unfavorable coupling response), as the stress
increase will make this location of most interest for predicting failure.
Results for the skin and spar plies for fiber failure and inter-fiber failure are presented in
Figures 106-109. Looking first at the skin ply fiber failure, all models predict the same stress
exposure within 0.05%. As in Chapter 4, fiber failure in the skin occurs in the outermost zerodegree skin sublayer. The primary effect of fiber misalignment in the skins is an increase in
longitudinal strain due to overall stiffness reduction and coupling effects. Because all models
predict the same relative increase in 𝑓

,

in the skin plies, the effect of fiber misalignment on

longitudinal strain is well-predicted for all modeling fidelities considered. However, for the spar
plies, the fiber direction strain also includes the influence of in-plane shear as shown in Equation
36. Although the effect of misalignment on 𝜀
of 𝜀

and 𝛾

is predicted consistently for all models, the effect

has an increased effect on stress exposure for higher misalignment angles. The

lower fidelity modeling methods, FSDT/USL and SSC(1)/USL, which were seen to be insufficient
to predict the transverse and shear stresses, also do not predict the same effect of misalignment on
spar ply fiber failure due to differences in the transverse and shear response. The higher fidelity
modeling methods, SSC(5)/USL and SSCQ(5)/USL, predict approximately the same relative
effect of misalignment as the high-fidelity reference model.
𝜀

= cos 𝜃 𝜖

+ sin 𝜃 𝜀

+ 2 sin 𝜃 cos 𝜃 𝛾
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Figure 106: Fiber Misalignment Study Results – Skin Fiber Failure
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Figure 107: Fiber Misalignment Results – Spar Ply Fiber Failure
Moving to inter-fiber failure, differences are observed between the reference model and
the two lower fidelity approaches considered, FSDT/USL and SSC(1)/USL. Because the shear
stress plays a dominant role in inter-fiber failure at the spar/core interface, these two methods are
expected to give different results (due to the inability to represent the nonlinear through thickness
variation in in-plane shear). In the case of the FSDT model, the same general trends as the reference
model are seen for the skin plies; however, the magnitude of the stress increase is higher than
predicted in the reference model. In the spar plies, both the magnitude and trend differ from the
reference model — the FSDT model shows an increase in stress exposure with respect to relative
spar thickness whereas the reference model shows a decrease. For the SSC(1) model, the additional
modeling limitation 𝜀

= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 through the entire element affects the results. In particular,
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this causes errors in the skin plies which have dissimilar sublayer orientation and are therefore
discontinuous 𝜀

at ply boundaries, resulting in errors in the sublayer 𝜎 . As such, the effect of

fiber misalignment on the skin plies for the SSC(1)/USL method shows different trends than the
reference model. This includes an overall increase in relative 𝑓

,

as compared to the reference

model as well as a transition in criticality from the first spar core interface (y=3) to the second
(y=7), which is not seen in the reference model. On the other hand, the SSC(1) method predicts
infer-fiber failure in the spar cap relatively well. The two higher fidelity solid modeling
approaches, SSC(5) and SSCQ(5) show the same relative impact to 𝑓

,

as the reference model,

indicating the same coupling response.

Figure 108: Fiber Misalignment Results – Skin Ply Inter-Fiber Failure
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Figure 109: Fiber Misalignment Results – Spar Ply Inter-Fiber Failure

5.3 Summary
In this Chapter, the high-fidelity reference method as well as four lower fidelity modeling
approaches were used to study the effect of fiber misalignment on fiber failure and inter-fiber
failure at the spar/core interface. In previous work by VanSkike and Hale considering random
misalignment and bounding cases of asymmetry and imbalance for each constituent material in a
turbine blade, the case of maximum imbalance with global symmetry in the spar cap was seen to
have the most significant effect on the load factor at failure [118]. This previous study focused on
ply misalignment due to manufacturing, the same fiber orientation could be used intentionally for
aeroelastic tailoring. In this chapter, the midboard trade study from Chapter 4 is repeated with 0.5°,
1°, 2°, and 5° of misalignment in the spar cap to produce maximum imbalance with global
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symmetry. The misalignment studies were performed on the FSDT/USL, SSC(1)/USL,
SSC(5)/USL, and SSCQ(5)/USL approaches as well as the high-fidelity reference model,
SSQ(N)/USL.
Results from the reference model show relatively small impacts of misalignment on fiber
failure, with the increase in 𝑓

,

within 5% at the largest misalignment angle considered.

However, a more significant impact was noted for inter-fiber failure. Within the spar cap plies,
𝑓

,

was seen to vary by up to 50% at 5° misalignment. For fiber failure and inter-fiber failure,

it was seen that the effects of misalignment resulted in either an increase or decrease in stress
exposure depending on the sign of the axial stress, shear stress, and coupling terms.
By comparing the misaligned trade study models against the nominal model for each data
point in the trade study, the relative effect of misalignment is quantified and presented here.
Comparing the relative effect of misalignment against the results of the reference model, it is seen
that two higher fidelity solid models (SSC(5)/USL and SSCQ(5)/USL) both predict a nearly
identical response as the reference model. The lower fidelity models (FSDT/USL and
SSC(1)/USL) predict similar results for fiber failure in the skin plies as compared to the reference
model but showed discrepancies for IFF in the skin plies and both FF/IFF in the spar plies. These
discrepancies are attributed to the limitations of the modeling approaches identified in previous
chapters. An outcome of Chapter 4 was that for detailed stress analysis at complex interfaces such
as the spar core interface, the lower fidelity approaches are generally not recommended due to high
modeling errors. With fiber misalignment the modeling errors are seen to be further increased due
to nonzero laminate coupling terms resulting from laminate imbalance (A16, A26, D16, and D26).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.1 Introduction
This dissertation encompasses a comprehensive comparison of eighteen finite element
modeling techniques for consideration in the analysis of wind turbine blades. The selected
approaches cover a range of modeling fidelities from the typical 2D shell modeling used in industry
today to more complex high-fidelity solid modeling approaches. Comparisons between the
selected modeling approaches are used to investigate the impacts of element type (2D vs 3D),
element formulation (shape function and integration-scheme), ply representation, throughthickness discretization, and solution type (linear vs nonlinear). Conclusions on the accuracy and
limitations of each approach are reached through a detailed comparison of through-thickness
distribution of stress and strain tensors for a fixed geometry/laminate configuration (see Chapter
3) as well as comparisons of fiber-failure and inter-fiber failure criteria for a range of
laminate/geometry configurations (see Chapter 4). The resulting comparisons are focused on the
interface regions between the spar/core materials adjacent to the interface with the internal webs.
Additional studies on post-processing methods for out-of-plane shear stress recovery (Section 3.4),
the effects of misaligned spar plies (Chapter 5), and material testing and property tuning for
equivalent unidirectional properties (Appendices A and B) are also included in this work.

6.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from the work performed in this dissertation:
Shell Elements Modeling
When using shell elements, three key limitations are identified: artificial increase in
stiffness from the extension of the webs, linear through-thickness variation in 𝜀

and 𝛾 , and the

transmission of surface loads to all plies uniformly (rather than at the inner/outer surface). First,
artificial stiffness from the web extension is seen to be the most significant problem associated
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with the use of shell elements. The increased cross-sectional stiffness results in lower predicted
strains in the critical plies. In the worst case considered this corresponds to a 35% increase in the
predicted loads for fiber failure and inter-fiber failure as compared to the high-fidelity reference
model. Because the web extension adds stiffness to the model, the predicted strains are consistently
underpredicted, resulting in a nonconservative failure prediction. However, when the results are
adjusted to account for the number of webs and the laminate-to-airfoil thickness ratio for a typical
blade, the expected errors in longitudinal strain are within 5% of the reference. As such, the
modeling errors observed for shell elements exceed the typical partial safety factor for accuracy of
analysis of 1.0 prescribed for fiber failure in certification standards [52]. Increasing the partial
safety factor for accuracy of analyses to 1.05 for shell elements would encompass the modeling
errors for fiber failure observed here. Further discussion of the validation needed to justify an
increase in partial safety factors is included in the recommendations section of this chapter.
The high-fidelity solid model shows a highly nonlinear through-thickness variation in the
in-plane transverse and shear strains which cannot be captured with either the CLPT or FSDT
laminate shell theory resulting in inaccurate prediction of inter-fiber failure. The inaccuracies in
𝛾

are seen to have a greater influence on failure than inaccuracies in 𝜀 . Although 𝛾

is seen

to match relatively well with the reference model at the outer surface, large deviations occur
throughout the spar cap and into the inner skin near the internal stiffeners. The combined effect of
inaccurate shear stresses and the artificial stiffening of the webs results in the stress exposure for
inter-fiber failure being underpredicted by as much as 60% near the internal stiffeners, which far
exceeds the typical partial safety factor for accuracy of analysis of 1.15 prescribed for inter-fiber
failure [52].
Lastly, for the prediction of out-of-plane shear stresses, shell elements do not adequately
represent the load path from mating geometry. The FSDT shell model with shell-shear correction
improves the out-of-plane shear prediction with a stiffness correction and parabolic shear stress
distribution. However, the FEA implementation does not consider surface tractions in the solution
of a continuous through thickness shear stress distribution and instead assumes zero-shear at both
surfaces of the shell elements. At the interface with the internal structure, high shear loads exist,
which are not captured by the shell elements.
Due to the ease of modeling and computational efficiency, shell elements remain a useful
modeling approach for the global analysis of blades; however, due to the limitations identified
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above, global blade analysis with shell elements should be supplemented with higher fidelity
modeling or subcomponent testing at substructure interfaces or geometrically complex regions
where the above limitations will be most prominent. Consideration of an increase in the partial
safety factor for accuracy of analyses with shell elements should also be considered (see
subsequent conclusion for partial safety factors).
Solid Element Modeling Methods
The use of solid modeling provides several advantages over shell elements. Firstly, by
modeling the actual thickness dimension of the laminate, the need for abstracting internal stiffeners
for mesh compatibility is eliminated. As such, all solid models give a nearly identical
representation of the laminate stiffness providing accurate representation of the longitudinal strains
and predicting the load at first fiber failure within 0.5% indicating the current partial safety factors
in certification standards for fiber failure are suitable for solid element modeling.
In contrast, the prediction of the transverse and shear response is not as accurate for all
solid modeling methods. As noted previously, 𝜀

and 𝛾

vary nonlinearly through the laminate

thickness. The lowest fidelity solid model, with a single linear solid layered composite element
through the laminate thickness provides similar accuracy as shell element models due to the linear
through thickness variation of in-plane strains. Increasing the number of layered solid elements in
the thickness direction provides a piecewise linear representation of the actual nonlinear response.
Three elements (one per ply pack) show a minor improvement in stress/strain prediction as
compared to the single element model but still show undesirable deviations from the reference,
whereas the 5-element through thickness gives reasonably close strain distributions with respect
to the reference model. The corresponding impact to the predicted load at inter-fiber failure are
within 10%, 7%, and 5% of the reference solution for the one-, three-, and five-element linear
layered solid element sublayered models for the range of laminates considered in the trade studies
(smeared vs. sublayered conclusions are addressed separately). On the other hand, the use of
quadratic layered solid composite elements gives a substantial improvement over linear elements,
in which the use of five layered quadratic elements predicts nearly identical in-plane strain
distributions as the reference model and matches the reference model in-plane strains as well as
the models with one linear solid element per ply (up to 29 elements through thickness). The
predicted load at overall governing inter-fiber failure mode are seen to be within 5% of the
reference model for the five-element quadratic layered solid element approach and within 3% for
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one linear solid element per ply for the laminates considered in the trade studies. Although the
stacked quadratic layered solid elements are seen to accurately represent the in-plane strains, 𝜀
is not accurately predicted for layered elements as a result of the element formulation (true for the
linear and quadratic layered composite elements). The impact of 𝜀

on the 𝜎

from the Poisson

terms contributes to the discrepancies compared to the reference model. The highest fidelity
approaches with one linear/quadratic solid element per ply avoid this because each element
represents a single material and ply orientation.
For all solid modeling cases, failure in the critical ply is predicted within 10% of the highfidelity reference model. Therefore, all solid models predict the critical failure within acceptable
accuracy for the partial safety factor for accuracy of analyses of 1.15 for inter-fiber failure. The
overall governing inter-fiber failure occurs in the outer skin for all cases; however, under other
load cases, this may not always be the critical ply location. Inter-fiber failure in the inner skin and
spar cap are also considered for the range of laminates in the trade studies. The failure mode for
the inner skin and spar cap plies is more significantly influenced by the increase in in-plane shear
near the internal stiffener. Error in the model-predicted load at inter-fiber failure increase slightly
for the solid models with 5 or more elements through thickness but remain within 10% for the
models, whereas the lower fidelity solid models show deviations as large as 40% from the
reference model. This low accuracy in the lower fidelity solid models is due to insufficient through
thickness discretization to represent the in-plane shear nonlinearities. Therefore, solid modeling
with fewer than five elements through thickness is not recommended for evaluation of inter-fiber
failure in the vicinity of substructure interfaces. However, when at least five elements through
thickness are used, results for all structural components are observed to be within 10% of the
reference model, suggesting a possible reduction in the partial safety factor for accuracy of analysis
from 1.15 to 1.10 for inter-fiber failure.
Lastly, it was noted that none of the modeling approaches considered, including the highfidelity reference model, were capable of accurately evaluating out-of-plane shear stresses.
Although the high-fidelity reference approach was shown to give excellent out-of-plane shear
prediction for the flat plate validation case, non-physical discontinuities in 𝜏

and 𝜏

were

observed in the subcomponent results due to high shear loads at the interfaces with the internal
substructure and large gradients in the out-of-plane shear of individual sublayers. Post-processing
the in-plane response to evaluate out-of-plane stresses which satisfy equilibrium equations was
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seen to be successful away from the internal stiffener, but diverged near the internal stiffeners due
to the inability to evaluate accurate stress gradients in the vicinity of mating structure and
dissimilar materials (see recommendations for further discussion).
Smeared vs Sublayered
Three key findings are identified in the comparison of smeared and sublayered model
results: the effects of coupling, stiffness representation, and failure criteria. Firstly, the cumulative
effects of coupling and stiffness representation are not seen to have a significant impact on the
model results. The inner and outer skin laminates in the sublayered models are nonsymmetric about
the core and face-sheets resulting in a non-zero laminate 𝐵 matrix that couples the in-plane and
out-of-plane response and results in a decrease in in-plane stiffness terms. Secondly, although the
material stiffness tuning (see Appendix B) seeks to obtain equivalent unidirectional properties to
match the multiaxial stiffness of the triaxial plies, the homogenized ply stiffnesses and equivalent
unidirectional properties vary by 3% for in-plane stiffnesses and 10% for in-plane Poisson’s ratio.
However, the impact on strain distributions is seen to be minor (see details in Chapter 3) and the
impact of load at fiber failure is less than 0.5%. The major difference between the smeared and
sublayered ply representations is in the evaluation of inter-fiber failure. Evaluating the smeared
ply stresses against laminate strength allowables corresponding to the onset of matrix failure under
uniaxial loading give large discrepancies compared to the sublayered ply representation in which
inter-fiber failure is evaluated using Puck’s failure criteria. This is seen to be a limitation of the
max stress criteria, which does not account for interaction of failure modes, whereas Puck’s failure
criteria included failure mode interaction. However, if the strains from the smeared models are
post-processed to evaluate sublayer stresses, predicted loads at failure are consistent with the
sublayered models.
Nonlinear FEA Solutions
Shell elements were seen to exhibit differences in cross-sectional deformation and
transverse strains 𝜀

at the spar core interface, attributed to abrupt change in the neutral axis along

the geometric transition from the core to spar region.
The high-fidelity reference model using stacking quadratic solid elements was seen to
suffer from locking phenomenon in the nonlinear solution which is not observed in the linear
solution. This is attributed to the susceptibility of curved quadratic solid elements to locking
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phenomena. Because the solid elements are initially straight sided, this behavior is not present in
the linear solution or first load step in the nonlinear solution.
The remaining modeling approaches in this work did not show distinct differences between
the linear and nonlinear solution; however, this does not imply that nonlinear modeling should not
be used for blade analysis. Numerous previous studies illustrate the importance of nonlinear
modeling and the Brazier effect on blade failure, which is not seen in this dissertation due to the
simplified geometry used in this study.
Fiber Orientation and Ply Misalignment
Orienting fibers in the spar cap off axis resulted in a 5% increase in the stress exposure for
fiber failure, corresponding to the maximum misalignment angle considered: 5°. More significant
impact of ply misalignment was observed for inter-fiber failure, in which 5° of misalignment was
shown to have as much as a 50% effect on stress exposure for inter-fiber failure. Higher fidelity
methods with multiple solid elements through the laminate thickness were seen to predict similar
relative effects of misalignment; however, the lower fidelity shell models and solid models with
one element through thickness did not capture the same relative effects due to the same element
limitations discussed in the shell and solid element modeling sections above.

6.3 Recommendations
Recommendations and topics for further study based on the findings in this dissertation are
listed below:
1. Although shell element modeling suffers from several key limitations, the results of this
dissertation do not indicate shell element models are inadequate for use in global blade
analyses. Shell elements offer the benefit of ease-of-use and computational efficiency.
However, the partial safety factor for accuracy of analysis of 1.0 currently specified
certification standards should be reconsidered, as errors of up to 5% may exist with shell
element modeling simplifications. The findings in this dissertation indicate the effects of
artificial stiffening from web extension could be as high as 5%, indicating certification
bodies could increase this safety factor to 1.05 for fiber failure. Further study is
recommended to investigate if these trends hold for glass and carbon blades with up to 3
webs by comparing strains and deflection for a conventional shell model and full-solid
model blade analysis. Results of a full blade comparison can inform a suitable safety factor
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that captures the upper bound of variation between the shell and solid models which can in
turn be implemented in the certification standards. It is also recommended that certification
guidelines implement an optional approach to reduce the partial safety factor for accuracy
of analyses by validating shell model strains against solid element strains. In this study, the
critical IFF failure mode was also predominately influenced by the longitudinal response;
however, comparison of solid and shell models for a full blade should also consider the
necessity of a separate accuracy of analysis safety factor for IFF.
2. Shell element models are not recommended for analysis of regions with geometric
complexity, material discontinuities, or mating structure. These features should be
validated by subcomponent testing or solid submodeling.
3. The use of smeared ply representation is recommended for continued use because the
multiaxial lamina properties from testing will give a more accurate stiffness representation
than the equivalent unidirectional properties. However, smeared strains must be postprocessed to evaluate unidirectional sublayer stresses for use with a failure criterion that
considers stress interaction for failure modes.
4. High-fidelity solid elements models are recommended for detailed features in which shell
elements are insufficient. As identified in this work, these features include
geometric/material transitions (i.e. spar cap/core interface) and near mating structure
(shell/web intersection). The current certification guidelines include provisions for
intermediate level testing, but it is recommended that additional provisions be included on
the use of high-fidelity submodeling to supplement and reduce the scope of testing.
However, the results of this work illustrate that not all solid modeling approaches are
adequate for detailed analyses of these complex and critical regions. As such, if highfidelity models are used in lieu of testing, certification guidelines should also include
guidance on minimum requirements for high-fidelity modeling as well as safety factors
depending on the level of fidelity. For example, if the SSCQ method is used for analysis
of a critical feature, a factor of safety of at least 1.10 would be necessary based on the
findings herein; however, if a method such as the SSQ approach is used, this safety factor
could be removed. Furthermore, the certification guidelines should also include provisions
for using reduced safety factors when the high-fidelity models are validated against test
data.
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5. Further study is recommended on the accurate evaluation of out-of-plane stresses. None of
the methods selected for this current work provided adequate results for 𝜏

and 𝜏 , and

therefore a detailed study of the influence of out-of-plane shear on overall failure could not
be performed. In this work, modeling the entire simplified geometry for a short span with
substantially higher fidelity models was computationally prohibitive (i.e. increased through
thickness discretization and 1:1 aspect ratio). Further study is recommended in which rather
than modeling the full cross-section and span, only the local feature is modeled so that the
modeling fidelity can be further refined. In this subsequent study, care must be taken to
ensure artificial stresses are not induced due to the method in which the submodel is
constrained and loaded.
6. The use of quadratic layered solid composite elements shows significant promise due to
the balance of accurate in-plane results at much lower computational cost than the highfidelity reference method. However, the transverse shear recovery methods evaluated in
Chapter 3 were not successful in evaluating out-of-plane shear stresses due to the inability
to evaluate accurate stress/strain gradients. Inclusion of strain gradients in commercial
software which are evaluated directly from the element shape functions or development of
algorithms for strain gradient recovery would add significant value in commercial FEA
tools.
7. In the current work, higher order solid elements were shown to significantly increase the
accuracy of results. However, the investigation of higher order solid elements was limited
to quadratic elements due to lack of development of p-version elements in commercial FEA
tools. Additional implementation of p-version solid elements for layered solids and
nonlinear solutions would also add significant value. In particular, the development and
implementation of hexahedron in which the in-plane polynomial degree can be varied
independent of the thickness direction shape function would be of particular interest for the
type of structure considered here.
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Appendix A
Material Test Specimens Measurements and Results
This appendix details the material characterization performed as part of this research.
Ultimately, the motivation of this section is to obtain baseline material properties for typical
materials used in the wind industry to support the material property tuning in Appendix B. In order
to obtain equivalent in-plane unidirectional properties, a multiaxial laminate would need to be
tested in several reference cases, namely longitudinal/transverse tension and compression as well
as in-plane shear. The results of those test cases would provide sufficient test data to then determine
equivalent in-plane unidirectional strengths and elastic constants. Additional testing of
unidirectional materials is not strictly necessary but provides additional information that is helpful
in this process. Firstly, the results of the unidirectional testing are used as a starting point for
property tuning—that is, tested unidirectional properties are used to predict laminate failure and
then adjusted until agreement with the actual laminate failure is obtained. Secondly, the tested
unidirectional properties serve as a verification check for reasonable magnitudes of tuned
properties. If the tuned material properties substantially deviate from the tested unidirectional
properties without a physical explanation for the difference, this draws question into the validity
of the tuning process. Therefore, the testing documented in this appendix includes both
unidirectional and multidirectional materials.

A.1 Summary of Test matrix
Blade skins are conventionally constructed with stitched triaxial E-glass plies, and
therefore a triaxial material typical of what is used in the wind industry was obtained for testing.
Common triaxial fabrics used in the wind industry range from 1200-1800 gsm. In this case, a
Saertex triaxial fabric (Table 20) composed of approximately 50% 0° fibers and 50% ±45° fibers
with an overall areal weight of 1173 gsm was selected for material testing.
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Table 20: Saertex U32EY480-01170-T2565-459000 Triaxial Glass Fabric [122]
Layer

Orientation

3 (upper)
2 (middle
1 (lower)
Stitching
Total

0°
45°
-45°
Tricot-warp
~

Areal Weight
(gsm ± tolerance)
567 ±3%
300 ±3%
300 ±3%
6 ±5%
1173 ±3%

Material
E-Glass
E-Glass
E-Glass
PES
~

Ideally, the unidirectional materials tested would be identical fibers as those used in the
triaxial fabric; however, a stitched unidirectional E-glass fabric from VectorPly was readily
available and was therefore used in this work. While there may be some variation between material
suppliers, both are the same category and type of material (stitched E-glass fibers) and are expected
to have similar fiber properties.
Table 21: VectorPly E-LR-1708 Unidirectional Glass Fabric [123]
Layer

Orientation

1 (upper)
0°
Veil (lower)
~
Total
~
*
Areal weight tolerances not specified

Areal Weight*
(gsm)
608
31
638

Material
E-Glass
Polyester
~

Most wind turbine blade manufacturers that use dry fabrics for blade construction typically
use a VARTM process to infiltrate the matrix material into the ply. The aerospace composites lab
at the University of Kansas where this work was performed primarily uses pre-preg materials and
does not have the infrastructure or experience with VARTM processes. Instead, individual plies
were wet-out by hand and stacked according to the laminate schedule. The epoxy system selected
here was a Hexion Epon 862 (formerly Shell DPL 862) resin and Evonik Imicure EMI-24 hardener.
To obtain in-plane strength and stiffness terms, material samples of both materials in the
longitudinal and transverse are prepared for tension testing according to ASTM D3039 [81]. In the
case of the unidirectional property testing, the stacking sequence is straightforward: all 0° plies or
all 90° plies for longitudinal and transverse tests respectively, with necessary ply counts to obtain
appropriate test thicknesses. For the triaxial material, there is more complexity in choosing the
stacking sequence. As shown in Table 20, the stack sequence of an individual ply is [-45, 45, 0].
If multiple plies are stacked in this orientation the overall laminate would be balanced, but
generally asymmetric. If a ply is flipped (Figure 110), the ply stack sequence would become [0 A-2

45 45]. Ensuring plies are flipped on opposite sides of the laminate neutral axis during layup gives
a balanced and antisymmetric laminate. A symmetric and balanced laminate cannot be
manufactured from the triaxial material. The two cases described here are illustrated below in
Figure 111. The generally asymmetric case yields a fully populated [B] matrix coupling in-plane
and out-of-plane responses, whereas the asymmetric case only contains B16 and B26 coupling terms
(axial-flexure coupling). These two layups are bounding cases of laminate stacking sequence for
triaxial fabric and therefore both are considered in testing.

flip

90°
45°
-45°

0°

Figure 110: Stacking Sequence of Flipped Triaxial Plies

0°

0°

0° (flip)

45°
-45°
0°

0°

0°

0°
0°

0°

45°
-45°
0°

0°

0°
45°
-45°

0° (flip)

45°
-45°

0°

45°
-45°

45°
-45°
0°

0°

45°
-45°

45°
-45°

Layup A

Layup B

generally unsymmetrical laminate
[B] ≠ 0, D16 ≠ 0, D26 ≠ 0

anti-symmetric laminate
B16 ≠ 0, B26 ≠ 0, D16 = 0, D26 = 0

Figure 111: Laminate Variants for Four-Ply Triaxial Laminates (Bounding Cases)
In addition to in-plane tension, in-plane shear testing is also performed. While V-notch and
rail shear test methods are preferred for characterization of in-plane shear properties, fixtures for
this type of test are not available in the testing facility used in this work. An alternate test method
in which a ±45° laminate is tested in tension can be used (see ASTM D3518 [82]). As detailed in
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CMH-17-1G [89], the ±45° laminate tension test has been shown to provide good modulus
agreement, however, because the material is not in a state of pure shear, a true material strength
cannot be determined, and instead a strength prediction based on 0.2% offset stresses and the stress
at a 5% strain are typically reported. Additionally, the test is limited to laminates with a ±45°
family, therefore multidirectional laminates such as the triaxial material used here would need to
be tested for shear properties using methods such at the V-notch rail shear test covered in ASTM
D7078 [124].
CMH-17-1G [89] recommends performing a test matrix of 3 batches of material, 2 panels
per batch, and 3 samples per panel. In this work, only one batch of each material was available for
testing, however, it was decided that an extra panel would be fabricated to better characterize any
panel-to-panel layup process variation. Therefore, the finalized test matrix was as follows:
Table 22: Final Test Matrix
Material

Test

Properties

Samples*

ASTM Test

Fiber:
0° Tension
3x3
D3039
𝐸 ,𝜈 ,𝑋
Stitched unidirectional E-glass
with polyester veil
VectorPly E-LR 1708
Matrix:
90° Tension
𝐸 ,𝑌 ,𝑌. %
3x3
D3039
Epoxy, DPL 862 Resin,
EMI-24 curing agent
Process:
In-Plane Shear
𝐺 ,𝑆 ,𝑆 . %
3x3
D3518
Wet-layup, Vacuum cure,
elevated temperature
Fiber:
Stitched triaxial E-glass
3x3 – A
50% 0°, 25% +45°, 25% -45°
D3039
0° Tension
𝐸 ,𝜈 ,𝑋
3x3 – B
Saertex Style No.
U32EY480-01170-T2565-459000
Matrix:
Epoxy, DPL 862 Resin,
EMI-24 curing agent
3x3 – A
D3039
90° Tension
𝐸 , 𝑌 ,𝑌 . %
Process:
3x3 – B
Wet-layup, Vacuum cure,
elevated temperature
*
MxN indicates M panels with N samples per panel. Triaxial panels are tested in an A and B configuration
corresponding to the generally asymmetric and anti-symmetric layups described. Total test samples: 63.

The above tests will provide the necessary material properties required as inputs to the
material property tuning exercise in Appendix B. Further testing for compressive properties of the
unidirectional and triaxial materials could be performed as supplemental work; however, due to
the brittle fracture of the matrix material at low stress and poor fiber-matrix interface bond
(discussed in detail in section A.3) further testing is not recommended until a new matrix material
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or layup process is selected and validated, as these failures are not representative of resin systems
used in the wind industry. Instead, the tested unidirectional and triaxial materials are used as a
proof-of-concept for the material property tuning portion of this work, but the property tuning is
then repeated using reference unidirectional and triaxial properties from literature.

A.2 Test Sample Fabrication, Preparation, and Test Methods
A total of 12 panels were fabricated to be subsequently sectioned into individual test
coupons. The panels fall into three categories: unidirectional D3039 panels (1-3), unidirectional
D3518 samples (4-6), triaxial D3039 samples (7-12). Due to an initial overestimate of cured ply
thickness, panel 1 (unidirectional) and panel 7 (triaxial) were seen to be a thinner than desired and
therefore additional plies were added to for the remaining panels in their respective categories.
Details of panel materials, layup, and description are presented below:
•

Panel 1
o Material: VectorPly E-LR-1708 and Epon 862/EMI-24
o Layup: [0 0 0] in region for transverse tension coupons and [0 0] for
remainder of panel
o Description: panel to be sectioned into 5x ASTM D3039 longitudinal
tension and transverse tension

•

Panel 2-3 (same as panel 1, except layup)
o Layup: [0 0 0 0 0] in region for transverse tension coupons and [0 0 0] for
remainder of panel

•

Panel 4-6
o Material: VectorPly E-LR-1708 and Epon 862/EMI-24
o Layup: [45 -45 45 -45]s
o Description: panel sized to be sectioned into 5x ASTM D3518 shear test
coupons.

•

Panel 7
o Material: Saertex U32EY480-01170-T2565-459000 and Epon 862/EMI-24
o Layup: [-45 45 0 -45 45 0]
o Description: panel to be sectioned into 5x ASTM D3039 longitudinal
tension and transverse tension samples.
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•

Panel 8-9 (same as panels 7 except layup)
o Layup: [-45 45 0 -45 45 0 -45 45 0 -45 45 0]

•

Panel 10-12 (same as panels 7-9 except layup)
o Layup: [-45 45 0 -45 45 0 0 -45 45 0 -45 45]

Panels were fabricated using a hand-layup process in which all-plies were pre-kitted to size
and individually wet-out before transferring to a flat aluminum tool pretreated with a Frekote 700NC liquid mold release agent. The plies were infiltrated with resin by placing the ply on a sheet of
plastic film, pouring epoxy (Epon-862/EMI-24 mixed at 100/4.4 by weight) evenly across the
surface of the ply, covering the ply with another sheet of plastic film, and working the epoxy into
the ply using a flexible plastic spreader until no dry spots remained on the front or back surface of
the ply. This process has worked effectively in the composites laboratory for previous
manufacturing projects using typical weight aerospace glass cloths around 300 gsm (8.8 oz/yd2)
but proved more challenging and time consuming to adequately wet-out the heavier fabric used in
this work. After plies were wet-out, they were transferred to the tool by peeling the plastic film
from one side of the ply, placing the ply on the tool in the proper orientation, and removing the
plastic film from the second side of the ply before continuing to the next ply.
A sheet of perforated release film was placed on the panels, followed by bleeder cloth, and
the part was sealed in a vacuum bag. After pulling vacuum on the part, it was placed in the oven
for the cure cycle shown below:

Figure 112: Epon-862/EMI-24 Cure Cycle
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Cured panels were sectioned into subpanels and 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) thick Garolite G10/FR4 tabs were bonded to the subpanel with Solvay (formerly Cytec) MTA-241 film adhesive
before sectioning to final test specimen geometry. Tabs were bonded under vacuum pressure at
278 °F for 125 minutes, which also served as a post-cure for the specimens. After tabs were added
to the sample, sectioning to final geometry was performed on a table saw with an abrasive blade
suitable for wet/dry cutting of composite materials. Triaxial samples were cut without lubrication
and did not exhibit signs of overheating or burning; however, any cuts of unidirectional panels
made perpendicular to the fiber orientation were prone to overheating and burning and were
therefore cut using water as a lubricant which adequately mitigated this issue. Since parts were
trimmed to final dimensions after the tabs were adhered, the gage section would be unsupported
during the trimming process, with the blade subjecting the sample to flexural loads likely to induce
damage (in particular to low strength transverse tension coupons). This was mitigated with
sacrificial FR4 shims placed on the top on bottom of the part for the full span of the gage section
(see Figure 113)

Blade Rotation

Blade Rotation

Unsupported and free to flex or vibrate

Shimmed to prevent damage induced
from flexure or vibration

Figure 113: Illustration of Trimming Shim Support
Final specimen geometry is shown below in Figure 114 through Figure 117 for the
unidirectional and triaxial tension samples and unidirectional shear samples. After final trimming,
individual samples were measured in three places as per ASTM D3039 [81] to determine sample
thickness, width, area, and relevant lengths. These measurements are included in Table 23 and
Table 24.
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Figure 114: Unidirectional Longitudinal Tension Nominal Dimensions (inches)

Figure 115: Unidirectional Transverse Tension Nominal Dimensions (inches)
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Figure 116: Unidirectional In-Plane Shear Nominal Dimensions (inches)

Figure 117: Triax Longitudinal/Transverse Tension Nominal Dimensions (inches)
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Table 23: Unidirectional Tension and Shear Sample Measurements
Width
Coupon ID

UNI-P1-XT-1
UNI-P1-XT-2
UNI-P1-XT-3
UNI-P1-YT-1
UNI-P1-YT-2
UNI-P1-YT-3
UNI-P2-XT-1
UNI-P2-XT-2
UNI-P2-XT-3
UNI-P2-YT-1
UNI-P2-YT-2
UNI-P2-YT-3
UNI-P3-XT-1
UNI-P3-XT-2
UNI-P3-XT-3
UNI-P3-YT-1
UNI-P3-YT-2
UNI-P3-YT-3
UNI-P4-SL-1
UNI-P4-SL-2
UNI-P4-SL-3
UNI-P5-SL-1
UNI-P5-SL-2
UNI-P5-SL-3
UNI-P6-SL-1
UNI-P6-SL-2
UNI-P6-SL-3

Lg

1

(inches)
5.30
5.30
5.30
4.47
4.44
4.42
5.30
5.38
5.40
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.30
5.30
5.30
4.50
4.50
4.50
3.16
3.15
3.18
3.14
3.12
3.15
3.14
3.14
3.16

0.710
0.716
0.712
1.009
1.010
1.016
0.715
0.719
0.712
0.977
0.983
0.976
0.749
0.749
0.744
0.999
0.996
0.999
0.982
0.977
0.976
0.973
0.980
0.973
0.973
0.970
0.970

2

Thickness
3

(inches)
0.709 0.709
0.719 0.715
0.715 0.716
1.010 1.014
1.014 1.010
1.014 1.001
0.718 0.716
0.717 0.711
0.706 0.701
0.999 0.997
0.994 0.996
0.991 0.994
0.747 0.744
0.740 0.739
0.738 0.730
0.993 0.984
0.997 0.996
0.998 0.993
0.976 0.977
0.970 0.969
0.971 0.977
0.970 0.972
0.977 0.978
0.970 0.969
0.969 0.973
0.970 0.975
0.960 0.973

mean

1

0.709
0.717
0.714
1.011
1.011
1.010
0.716
0.716
0.706
0.991
0.991
0.987
0.747
0.743
0.737
0.992
0.996
0.997
0.978
0.972
0.975
0.971
0.978
0.970
0.972
0.971
0.967

0.043
0.043
0.046
0.062
0.064
0.064
0.042
0.041
0.044
0.098
0.099
0.095
0.042
0.042
0.041
0.093
0.097
0.095
0.162
0.159
0.163
0.157
0.158
0.154
0.152
0.152
0.153
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2

3

(inches)
0.044 0.042
0.042 0.041
0.044 0.043
0.062 0.064
0.065 0.062
0.062 0.064
0.041 0.045
0.043 0.042
0.043 0.042
0.095 0.097
0.097 0.098
0.096 0.099
0.041 0.040
0.041 0.040
0.040 0.042
0.092 0.097
0.094 0.096
0.095 0.098
0.161 0.161
0.159 0.157
0.157 0.155
0.153 0.153
0.155 0.153
0.153 0.153
0.151 0.152
0.150 0.155
0.150 0.153

Vf
mean

CPT

0.043
0.042
0.044
0.063
0.064
0.063
0.043
0.042
0.043
0.096
0.098
0.097
0.041
0.041
0.041
0.094
0.096
0.096
0.161
0.158
0.158
0.154
0.155
0.153
0.152
0.152
0.152

(inches)
0.0213
0.0208
0.0219
0.0208
0.0212
0.0211
0.0213
0.0208
0.0213
0.0193
0.0195
0.0193
0.0203
0.0204
0.0205
0.0188
0.0191
0.0192
0.0201
0.0198
0.0198
0.0193
0.0194
0.0192
0.0189
0.0190
0.0190

~
41.4%
42.6%
40.3%
42.4%
41.7%
42.0%
41.4%
42.4%
41.6%
45.9%
45.3%
45.7%
43.5%
43.3%
43.1%
47.1%
46.3%
46.1%
43.9%
44.7%
44.7%
45.8%
45.6%
46.1%
46.7%
46.5%
46.6%

Table 24: Triaxial Tension Sample Measurements
Coupon ID
(inches)
G3AX-P7-XT-1
G3AX-P7-XT-2
G3AX-P7-XT-3
G3AX-P7-YT-1
G3AX-P7-YT-2
G3AX-P7-YT-3
G3AX-P8-XT-1
G3AX-P8-XT-2
G3AX-P8-XT-3
G3AX-P8-YT-1
G3AX-P8-YT-2
G3AX-P8-YT-3
G3AX-P9-XT-1
G3AX-P9-XT-2
G3AX-P9-XT-3
G3AX-P9-YT-1
G3AX-P9-YT-2
G3AX-P9-YT-3
G3AX-P10-XT-1
G3AX-P10-XT-2
G3AX-P10-XT-3
G3AX-P10-YT-1
G3AX-P10-YT-2
G3AX-P10-YT-3
G3AX-P11-XT-1
G3AX-P11-XT-2
G3AX-P11-XT-3
G3AX-P11-XT-4
G3AX-P11-YT-1
G3AX-P11-YT-2
G3AX-P11-YT-3
G3AX-P12-XT-1
G3AX-P12-XT-2
G3AX-P12-XT-3
G3AX-P12-XT-5
G3AX-P12-YT-1
G3AX-P12-YT-2
G3AX-P12-YT-3

Width
Lg
5.18
5.16
5.15
5.08
5.19
5.23
5.20
5.18
5.19
5.20
5.12
5.17
5.15
5.18
5.20
5.20
5.19
5.21
5.19
5.22
5.18
5.18
5.12
5.18
5.20
5.18
5.18
5.18
5.20
5.20
5.22
5.16
5.20
5.20
5.10
5.18
5.19
5.16

1
0.956
0.973
0.986
0.979
0.978
0.981
0.987
0.975
0.988
0.983
0.984
0.980
0.978
0.971
0.978
0.975
0.969
0.982
0.987
0.999
0.996
0.952
0.978
0.961
1.003
0.984
0.965
0.993
0.967
0.981
0.972
0.987
0.973
0.987
1.004
0.986
0.986
0.982

2

3
(inches)
0.957 0.964
0.963 0.973
0.987 0.992
0.977 0.987
0.976 0.978
0.983 0.986
0.985 0.986
0.973 0.977
0.985 0.988
0.984 0.986
0.980 0.979
0.977 0.975
0.986 0.990
0.972 0.977
0.979 0.983
0.976 0.977
0.970 0.973
0.979 0.982
0.991 0.989
0.996 0.997
0.992 0.992
0.957 0.956
0.978 0.981
0.965 0.965
1.004 1.003
0.977 0.989
0.963 0.972
0.990 0.990
0.973 0.976
0.975 0.973
0.967 0.969
0.985 0.986
0.978 0.981
0.980 0.985
0.999 1.001
0.985 0.991
0.980 0.984
0.981 0.980

mean

1

0.959
0.969
0.988
0.981
0.977
0.983
0.986
0.975
0.987
0.984
0.981
0.977
0.985
0.973
0.980
0.976
0.971
0.981
0.989
0.997
0.993
0.955
0.979
0.964
1.003
0.983
0.966
0.991
0.972
0.976
0.969
0.986
0.977
0.984
1.001
0.987
0.983
0.981

0.070
0.070
0.069
0.068
0.070
0.070
0.133
0.138
0.135
0.132
0.132
0.132
0.129
0.129
0.130
0.130
0.128
0.130
0.135
0.126
0.131
0.135
0.138
0.135
0.129
0.132
0.130
0.130
0.123
0.124
0.132
0.127
0.128
0.129
0.133
0.131
0.133
0.131

Thickness
2
3
(inches)
0.070 0.070
0.067 0.064
0.071 0.068
0.066 0.070
0.071 0.073
0.069 0.074
0.133 0.133
0.138 0.138
0.133 0.136
0.136 0.135
0.139 0.129
0.136 0.134
0.128 0.126
0.126 0.127
0.126 0.127
0.128 0.127
0.125 0.129
0.129 0.128
0.131 0.129
0.130 0.133
0.136 0.130
0.131 0.127
0.126 0.128
0.131 0.129
0.131 0.129
0.133 0.147
0.127 0.127
0.129 0.126
0.125 0.124
0.135 0.123
0.127 0.120
0.123 0.131
0.122 0.126
0.127 0.127
0.131 0.134
0.124 0.129
0.129 0.127
0.128 0.127

CPT

Vf

(inches)
0.0348
0.0334
0.0347
0.0339
0.0355
0.0353
0.0331
0.0345
0.0335
0.0335
0.0333
0.0334
0.0318
0.0318
0.0318
0.0320
0.0318
0.0322
0.0329
0.0324
0.0330
0.0327
0.0326
0.0328
0.0324
0.0343
0.0319
0.0321
0.0310
0.0318
0.0316
0.0318
0.0313
0.0319
0.0332
0.0319
0.0324
0.0322

~
44.5%
46.3%
44.7%
45.7%
43.6%
43.8%
46.7%
44.9%
46.2%
46.2%
46.6%
46.3%
48.6%
48.7%
48.6%
48.4%
48.6%
48.1%
47.0%
47.8%
46.9%
47.4%
47.5%
47.2%
47.9%
45.2%
48.5%
48.3%
50.0%
48.6%
49.0%
48.8%
49.5%
48.5%
46.7%
48.5%
47.8%
48.1%

mean
0.070
0.067
0.069
0.068
0.071
0.071
0.133
0.138
0.134
0.134
0.133
0.134
0.127
0.127
0.127
0.128
0.127
0.129
0.132
0.130
0.132
0.131
0.131
0.131
0.129
0.137
0.128
0.128
0.124
0.127
0.126
0.127
0.125
0.128
0.133
0.128
0.130
0.129

After trimming to final dimensions, the test samples were instrumented with strain gauges.
Examples of test specimens trimmed to final dimension with gauges installed are shown below in
Figure 118. The longitudinal and shear unidirectional samples were instrumented with tee-rosette
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gauges on one face of the specimen to record longitudinal and transverse strain necessary to
evaluate elastic/shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Additionally, a linear pattern gauge was placed
on the back face of the specimens to detect any specimen bending. The longitudinal triaxial
samples were configured in the same manner, however, since the triaxial cloth had a larger tow
size, the tee-rosette was replaced with two separate linear pattern gauges mounted in the
longitudinal and transverse direction due to the larger active grid area of these gauges. To ensure
the two gauges were mounted perpendicular to each other, gauges were arranged on a glass sheet
with a layout template below the glass before transferring with strain gauge tape to the specimen.
The transverse unidirectional and triaxial samples were not used to evaluate Poisson’s ratio and
therefore were instrumented with a linear pattern gauge on both sides of the specimen. Specific
strain gauge types used are listed in Table 25. Surface preparation for gauge installation was
performed in accordance with Micro Measurements Bulletin B-129 [125] and gauges were
installed in accordance with Bulletin B-137 [126] using M-bond AE10 adhesive cured for 6 hours
at room temperature under vacuum bag pressure. All gauges were wired with three-wire quarterbridge configuration.
Table 25: Strain Gauge Installation
Specimen Type Front Surface Gauge Front Surface Gauge Back Surface Gauge
(Transverse)
(Longitudinal)
Unidirectional
CEA-06-062UT-350 tee-rosette
CEA-06-062UW-350
Longitudinal
Unidirectional
CEA-06-240UZ-120
None
CEA-06-240UZ-120
Transverse
Unidirectional
CEA-06-062UT-350 tee-rosette
CEA-06-240UZ-120
Shear
Triaxial
CEA-06-240UZ-120 CEA-06-240UZ-120 CEA-06-240UZ-120
Longitudinal
Triaxial
CEA-06-240UZ-120 CEA-06-240UZ-120 CEA-06-240UZ-120
Transverse
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Figure 118: Example Instrumented Test Specimens
(top to bottom: unidirectional longitudinal tension, unidirectional transverse tension,
unidirectional shear, triaxial longitudinal tension, triaxial transverse tension)
For all tests, samples were gripped in standard tensile wedge grips with a universal joint
on the crosshead to allow for self-alignment of the system. Load was applied with a constant
crosshead displacement speed on an Instron model 1125 (20 kip/100 kN) modernized with MTS
Renew upgrades. Crosshead speeds were selected in accordance with ASTM D3039 [81] to result
in sample failure in approximately 2-3 minutes (see Table 26). Strain gauge bridge completion and
signal processing was done using a Vishay Micro Measurements P3 4-channel strain indicator,
with strain signals output to a laptop where they were recorded with a National Instruments
LabView VI. The MTS J6 and J7 monitors are setup as analog outputs for crosshead deflection
and load respectively which were monitored and recorded in the same LabVIEW VI as the strain
signal using an NI USB 6009 data acquisition system. As a secondary source of strain
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measurement, an EIR Model LE-05 laser extensometer was used during testing as well. Photos of
the test setup are shown below in Figure 119.

Figure 119: Test Setup Photographs
The general test process followed the following procedure. The load cell was zeroed before
inserting and tightening the specimen into the upper grip. The strain gauges were connected to the
P3 strain indicator and the MTS analog outputs were connected to the NI USB 6009. Before
tightening the lower grip and applying any preload, the LabVIEW VI was initialized, setting the
gage factors to the appropriate values, balancing the Wheatstone bridge, starting data acquisition,
and performing a shunt calibration with the internal shunt resistors in the P3 strain indicator. The
lower wedge grip was then tightened, and the MTS test program was started, applying load at a
constant crosshead rate until failure (indicated by a 90% reduction in load).
Table 26: Selected Test Rates
Crosshead Rate*

Sample Type

Material
Test
(in/min)
(mm/min)
Unidirectional
Longitudinal Tension
0.10
2.54
Unidirectional
Transverse Tension
0.01
0.25
Unidirectional
Shear
0.12
3.05
Triaxial
Longitudinal Tension
.15
3.81
Triaxial
Transverse Tension
.10
2.54
*
Initial samples were tested at slower speed in the process of determining the appropriate test
rates. Values above represent the final test rate used for the majority of samples, but all
samples failed within 1 to 10 minutes of testing as specified in ASTM D3039 [81]
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Data was recorded in the LabVIEW VI at a sampling rate of 2 Hz (a hardware requirement
from the P3 strain indicator), within the recommended range of 2-3 Hz in ASTM D3039 [81]. A
MATLAB data processing script was then used to import raw data and calculate relevant result
quantities. For both the longitudinal-unidirectional and longitudinal-triaxial tests, elastic modulus
was determined using the chord modulus strain range specified in ASTM D3039, but for the
transverse and shear tests an alternate range (see Table 27) was used as is commonly done for
materials with a bilinear stress strain curve or that fail at lower strain values. In cases where
Poisson’s ratio was calculated, the same strain range was utilized.
Table 27: Chord Modulus Limits
Bending
Sample Type
Chord Modulus Range (𝝁𝜺)
Checkpoint (𝝁𝜺)
Material
Test
Start
End
Unidirectional
Longitudinal Tension
1000
3000
2000
Unidirectional
Transverse Tension
400
800
600
*
Unidirectional
Shear
1000
3000
2000
Triaxial
Longitudinal Tension
1000
3000
2000
Triaxial
Transverse Tension
500
2000
1250
*
ASTM D3518 [82] recommends shear strain range of 2000-6000 𝜇𝜀 as this corresponds to the
normal strain range recommended in ASTM D3039 [81]; however bilinear response was noted
well and the shear strain range of 1000 to 3000 was selected
Although ASTM D3039 [81] does not specify evaluation of 0.2% offset strength, it is of
interest in the current work and is evaluated by translating the chord modulus line and finding the
intersection with the stress strain curve. Results for longitudinal tension are normalized by fiber
volume. While the preferred method of determining fiber volume utilizes matrix digestion or burn
off methods, resources to do so were not locally available and instead was calculated using batch
areal weights and cured ply thicknesses as described in CMH-17-1G [89] using an E-glass density
of 2.55 g/m3 and fiber areal weights as listed in Table 20 and Table 21.
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ×

𝑉,

∙ 𝐶𝑃𝑇
𝐹𝐴𝑊

∙𝜌

37

A.3 Results
Average test results normalized to a 50% fiber volume are presented for the unidirectional
materials in Table 28 along with a range of expected material properties based on published test
data for E-glass/epoxy laminates (also normalized to 50% fiber volume). The longitudinal
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properties are close to expected values with modulus on the high end of the expected range and
strength on the low end of the expected range. An example of a failed longitudinal sample is seen
in Figure 122, in which longitudinal/fiber splitting dominated the failure of the sample. This failure
mode was common to all samples and is indicative of weak matrix strength and a poor fiber matrix
bond and likely resulted in premature failure of longitudinal specimens and is consistent with the
fact that the recorded strengths are on the low end of the expected range.
Table 28: Unidirectional Test Result Summary (Vf,norm = 50%)
Property

Transverse

𝐸
𝑋
𝜈
𝐸
𝑌
𝐺

Shear

Unidirectional

Longitudinal

Test

𝑆
𝑆

. %

Mean
Value
5.59 msi
38.6 GPa
129 ksi
892 MPa
0.261
1.22 msi
8.44 GPa
2.06 ksi
14.2 MPa
0.462 msi
3.18 GPa
5.52 ksi
38.1 MPa
3.28 ksi
22.6 MPa

Standard
Deviation
0.07 msi
0.5 GPa
7 ksi
49 MPa
0.032
0.15 msi
1.08 GPa
1.00 ksi
6.9 GPa
0.043
0.30 GPa
0.87 ksi
6.0 MPa
0.39 ksi
2.7 MPa

CV

N

1.2%
5.5%

9

12.2%
12.8%
9
48.9%
9.3%
15.8%
11.9%

9

Reference Properties
[114], [127]
5.17-5.51 msi
35.6-38.0 GPa
129-155 ksi
892-1067 MPa
0.246-0.260
1.40-2.35 msi
9.65-16.2 GPa
5.50-5.80 ksi
37.9-40.0 MPa
0.846-0.899 msi
5.83-6.20 GPa
10.4-10.6 ksi
71.7-73.0 MPa
~

Transverse and shear test results demonstrate the matrix dominated laminate problems
more significantly. Average modulus and strength results for transverse tensile and shear
specimens are on the order of half the expected value—as these are matrix dominated properties,
this further points to poor matrix strength and fiber matrix bond. It is also noted that the coefficient
of variation for matrix dominated strength is observed to be very high, particularly for transverse
specimens. Test results by panel are shown in Figure 120 and Figure 121, which shown that panel
one (transverse) and panel four (shear) had significantly higher strengths than the remaining
panels. Panel one and four were manufactured on the same day and cured in the same oven cycle
(although on different tools and in different vacuum bags), whereas the other transverse and shear
panels were manufactured on different days, although no aspects of the wet-out, layup, or cure
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cycle were changed beside the use of perforated release instead of a porous release film. Although
no abnormalities were noted in the cure profile or vacuum pressure, panels one and four are visibly
different in color and sample microscopy shows lower porosity in panels one and four. Material
compatibility may also contribute to the poor fiber matrix bond, as sizing/fiber treatment has been
shown to improve transverse strengths as much as 40% and increase strain allowables by a factor
of 2 [128]. The low strengths observed are likely a combination of both material compatibility and
process-induced factors which would require further testing and investigation to identify and
resolve.
7

Longitudinal Elastic Modulus, V f,norm = 50%

Longitudinal Tensile Strength, V f,norm = 50%
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8
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6
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Individual Test Result
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3
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Figure 120: Unidirectional Fiber/Matrix Direction Results by Panel
(Reference Properties from [114])
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3

0

Figure 121: Unidirectional In-Plane Shear Results by Panel
Reference Properties from [114]

←Failure

top to bottom: longitudinal tension, transverse tension, shear
Figure 122: Unidirectional Failed Specimen Examples
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Average test results for the triaxial materials are presented in Table 29 alongside typical
values for materials used in the wind industry. In general, the observations from the unidirectional
testing hold true for the triaxial testing—the longitudinal and transverse elastic modulus values
from testing are close to the expected properties, whereas the measured strengths are seen to be
lower than predicted, although to a lesser extent than the UD results. In this case, the results from
the generally asymmetric panels (layup A, panel 7-9) and the antisymmetric panels (layup B, panel
10-12) do not show a significant difference in the strength and stiffness of the sample, except for
variation in Poisson’s ratio with an average result of 0.60 for layup A and 0.52 for layup B.
Table 29: Triaxial Test Result Summary (Vf,norm = 50%)

Longitudinal

Property
𝐸
𝑋
𝜈
𝐸
Transverse

Triaxial

Test

𝑌
𝑌.

%

Mean
Value
3.53 msi
24.3 GPa
68.8 ksi
474 MPa
0.552
1.80 msi
12.4 GPa
16.2 ksi
112 MPa
8.60 ksi
59.3 MPa

Standard
Deviation
0.12 msi
0.9 GPa
3.6 ksi
25 MPa
0.044
0.09 ksi
0.6 MPa
1.3 ksi
9 MPa
0.47 ksi
3.2 MPa

CV

N

3.5%
5.2%

20

8.0%
5.0%
7.9%

18

5.5%

Reference
Properties
3.5 msi
24.1 GPa
80 msi
557 MPa
0.48
1.8 msi
12.4 GPa
20 ksi
140 MPa
~

The triaxial samples did not exhibit as severe reduction in strength as the unidirectional
samples, but this is reasonable given the laminate has reinforcement in multiple directions. The
examples of failed specimens shown in Figure 124 through Figure 127 demonstrate explosive
failures. There are signs of longitudinal splitting (most notable on the 0° side of the generally
asymmetric longitudinal tension example) as well interlaminar failures between layers, all of
which is consistent with the previous assessment of poor matrix properties. It is also noted that
while both the unidirectional and triaxial materials are both E-glass fibers, they are from different
material suppliers and may have different fiber treatment and therefore may have different fiber
matrix interface strengths when used with the resin system selected here.
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Figure 123: Triaxial Fiber Matrix Results by Panel
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Tensile Strength - (Y T) - [ksi]

Tensile Strength - (Y T) - [MPa]
Tensile Strength - (Y T0.2% ) - [MPa]

Elastic Modulus - (E T2 ) - [GPa]

Elastic Modulus - (E T2 ) - [msi]

Tensile Strength - (Y T0.2% ) - [ksi]

Poisson's Ratio - ( 12 ) - [~]

Tensile Strength - (X T) - [MPa]

Tensile Strength - (X T) - [ksi]

Elastic Modulus - (E T1 ) - [GPa]

Elastic Modulus - (E T1 ) - [msi]

Figure 124: Longitudinal Triaxial Failed Specimen Example (Generally Asymmetric)

Figure 125: Transverse Triaxial Failed Specimen Example (Generally Asymmetric)
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Figure 126: Longitudinal Triaxial Failed Specimen Example (Antisymmetric)

Figure 127: Transverse Triaxial Failed Specimen Example (Antisymmetric)
Generally, the material stiffness and strength parameters listed in Table 28 and Table 29
would be the main outcomes of the material characterization performed; however, for the purpose
of the material property tuning exercise, it was desired to obtain best-fit stress strain curves (Figure
128 through Figure 132) in order to compare the tuned analytical model against the actual test data.
For completeness this was done for all five test categories, although only the triaxial best-fit lines
will be needed for the property tuning in Appendix B.
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Stress - ( ) - [MPa]

Stress - ( ) - [ksi]

𝜎 (𝑘𝑠𝑖) = 5423𝜀 + 0.9416

Stress - ( ) - [ksi]

Stress - ( ) - [MPa]

Figure 128: Best-Fit Stress Strain, Unidirectional Fiber Tension

𝜎 (𝑘𝑠𝑖) = 1386𝜀 − 0.0148

Figure 129: Best Fit Stress Strain, Unidirectional Matrix Tension
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Stress - ( ) - [MPa]

Stress - ( ) - [ksi]

𝜎 (𝑘𝑠𝑖) = −1.482𝐸7𝜀 + 1.156𝐸6𝜀 − 3.599𝐸4𝜀 + 581.8𝜀 + .04276
23.55𝜀 + 3.779

𝜀 < 0.025
𝜀 ≥ 0.025

Stress - ( ) - [ksi]

Stress - ( ) - [MPa]

Figure 130: Best Fit Stress Strain, Unidirectional In-Plane Shear

𝜎 (𝑘𝑠𝑖) = −2.095𝐸4𝜀 + 3399𝜀 + 0.5681

Figure 131: Best Fit Stress Strain, Triaxial Longitudinal Tension
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Best Fit Stress-Strain Data - Triaxial Transverse Tension
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6
4

𝜎 (𝑘𝑠𝑖) = −3.708𝐸8𝜀 + 1.599𝐸7𝜀 − 2.574𝐸5𝜀 + 2421𝜀 − 0.09618 𝜀 < 0.015
486.5𝜀 + 6.202
𝜀 ≥ 0.015

2
0

0

0.005

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.025

0.03

0.035

Strain - ( ) - [in/in]

Figure 132: Best Fit Stress Strain, Triaxial Transverse Tension
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Appendix B
Material Property Tuning
This appendix details the material property tuning performed as part of this research that
follows from the results of material testing detailed in Appendix A. Ultimately, the motivation of
this section is to obtain consistent material allowables (laminate strength and equivalent strengths
of unidirectional sublayers) so that appropriate comparisons can be made between analysis
methods using smeared laminate and discrete sublayer representations. By tuning to obtain
equivalent sublayer properties, comparative analyses can be used to investigate the presence of
secondary stresses due to the existence of laminate asymmetry and quantify any detrimental
effects. Additionally, the material property tuning results will also be used to investigate the
difference between using simple max stress ply-pack allowables (equivalent laminate strength
allowables) as opposed to phenomenological fiber direction and matrix direction failure criteria of
sublayer. Assessing asymmetry effects and failure criteria will both involve a comparison of
different ply representations, so it is essential that the material properties and strength allowables
are consistent in both approaches.

B.1 Stiffness Property Tuning
In order to compare smeared and sublayered models, it is essential that both approaches
predict equivalent laminate stiffness terms. A set of material properties typical of triaxial materials
used in the wind industry was chosen for the skin plies for all smeared modeling methods (shown
previously in Table 7 and Table 8). For the sublayered modeling approach, using the unidirectional
properties from the spar cap as the properties of the unidirectional layers in the skin does not
necessarily give equivalent in-plane stiffness. Instead, equivalent unidirectional properties that
predict the same stiffness terms as the typical triaxial material must be evaluated. To do this, a
MATLAB script was written to evaluate the laminate stiffness terms for a [(±45 0)n]s laminate
composed of unidirectional material in which the proportion of longitudinal and angle plies is
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representative of the triaxial materials. By adjusting the unidirectional input properties until the
predicted laminate properties match the triaxial material used in the smeared modeling approach,
equivalent unidirectional properties are obtained.
The triaxial in-plane elastic constants are predicted using Equations 38 through 41 , where
the matrices A, B, and D are determined from CLPT (see section 2.2.1) as shown in Equation 3
for a [(±45 0)2]s laminate. Prediction of the out-of-plane properties follows the methods presented
in [91].
𝐸 =

1
𝑡 𝑎

38

𝐸 =

1
𝑡 𝑎

39

𝐺
𝜈
where

𝑎
𝑏

1
𝑡 𝑎
−𝑎
=
𝑎

=

𝐴
𝑏
=
𝐵
𝑑

40
41
𝐵
𝐷

B.1.1 Material Property Test Results
In order to demonstrate the method, the material tuning process is first performed to tune
equivalent unidirectional properties to predict the same stiffness properties as were obtained from
the triaxial material property testing documented in Appendix A. Because the triaxial property
testing was limited to the in-plane tensile moduli and Poisson’s ratio, the exercise is then repeated
for the full set of 9 elastic constants using typical triaxial stiffness terms expected in wind turbine
blades.
Referring to Table 29 in Appendix A, the in-plane triaxial elastic constants determined
from material testing are: 𝐸

= 3.53 msi, 𝐸

= 1.80 msi, and 𝜈

= 0.552. As shown in Table 30,

using the unidirectional in-plane material properties from material tests (Table 28, Appendix A)
directly (prior to tuning), the predicted triaxial properties do not agree with the material test results.
This can be attributed to a combination of multiple factors. While both fabrics are E-glass, they
were procured from different suppliers, likely with different fiber composition, different stitching
effects, and different sizing and thus fiber matrix bond properties. Secondly, unidirectional
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materials are generally more sensitive to coupon manufacturing and test factors lead to more scatter
in the test data.
Table 30: Predicted Test Triaxial Properties from Unidirectional Ply Test Results

𝑬𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝟐𝟐
𝑮𝟏𝟐
𝝂𝟏𝟐

UD Input
Property
5.59 msi
38.6 GPa
1.22 msi
8.44 GPa
0.462 msi
3.18 GPa
0.261

Predicted Triax
Property
3.62 msi
25.0 GPa
1.59 msi
11.0 GPa

Triax Target

Percent Error

3.53 msi
24.3 GPa
1.80 msi
12.4 GPa

+2.55%
-12%

Not tested
0.480

0.552

-13%

In order to tune the unidirectional input properties, sensitivity plots (Figure 133 through
Figure 136) were generated for each of the triaxial stiffness outputs as a function of the four
unidirectional inputs (shown below as percent of nominal material test results). Following the
sensitivities, each of the three unidirectional inputs were adjusted until the predicted properties
matched the triaxial material targets within acceptable error. Note that because the in-plane shear

xy

Ey - [GPa]

Ey - [msi]

Ex - [GPa]

Ex - [msi]

stiffness was not assessed in the material testing, it is omitted here.

Figure 133: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD E11
(Material Testing)
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Ex - [GPa]
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Ex - [msi]

Figure 134: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD E22
(Material Testing)

xy

Ey - [GPa]

Ey - [msi]

Ex - [GPa]

Ex - [msi]

Figure 135: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD G12
(Material Testing)

Figure 136: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD ν12
(Material Testing)
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The predicted triaxial properties shown in Table 31 are seen to agree much closer to the
test results after adjusting the unidirectional inputs. Although the overall error in predicted
properties is small, note that the in-plane Poisson’s ratio has a slightly higher error than the elastic
moduli. In the process of tuning the unidirectional input properties, it was generally possible to
predict one property exactly, at the cost of predicting another property, but not necessarily possible
to predict all properties exactly using the CLPT ply representation. As such, it was decided to
prioritize the elastic moduli over the Poisson’s ratio term. Secondly, as a sanity check, it is noted
that the tuned unidirectional properties are relatively small changes from the test results and still
fall within the range of typical unidirectional E-glass properties. The exception is Poisson’s ratio,
which is tuned slightly higher than usual (although physical limits on Poisson’s ratio are not
violated).
Table 31: Predicted Test Triaxial Properties from Tuned Unidirectional Ply Inputs

𝑬𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝟐𝟐
𝑮𝟏𝟐
𝝂𝟏𝟐

UD Input
Property
5.45 msi
37.6 GPa
1.45 msi
10.0 GPa
0.450 msi
3.10 GPa
0.340

Predicted Triax
Property
3.59 msi
24.75 GPa
1.76 msi
12.1 GPa
1.00 msi
6.89 GPa
0.510

Triax Target

Percent Error

3.53 msi
24.3 GPa
1.80 msi
12.4 GPa

+1.7%
-2.2%

Not tested
0.552

-7.6%

B.1.2 Typical Wind Triaxial Properties
The previous section demonstrates the validity of the stiffness tuning process using
material testing results, but because the test data was limited to in-plane tensile properties, the
process is repeated here for the full set of triaxial stiffnesses used for the comparative studies
discussed in Chapter 4 through Chapter 6. Following the same process as before, the spar cap
material from Table 7 and Table 8 (a typical unidirectional E-glass used in wind) is used as the
input to predict the triaxial material from the same tables. For the unidirectional input properties,
transverse isotropy is assumed (𝐸

=𝐸 ,𝐺

=𝐺 ,𝜈

= 𝜈 , and 𝐺

=

(

), therefore

)

there are 5 unidirectional inputs: 𝐸 , 𝐸 , 𝐺 , 𝜈 , 𝜈 . As before, the raw results prior to tuning
do not predict the elastic properties well, as can be seen below in Table 32. The largest
discrepancies are in the predicted properties for 𝐺 , 𝐺 , and 𝜈 . The discrepancies in 𝐺
𝜈

and

are related. As seen subsequently, the predicted in-plane Poisson’s ratio has a high sensitivity
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to the in-plane shear modulus of the fiber (due to the influence of the ± 45° layers). The
discrepancies in 𝐺

lead to the differences in 𝜈 . Differences in 𝐺

are most likely attributed to

two factors. First, because of the nonlinear shear stress/strain relationship, the definition of shear
can vary (i.e. initial modulus before onset of nonlinear or secant modulus at some strain level).
Most of the multiaxial wind turbine material properties publicly cited in literature are general
properties that are assumed for a given analyses, but details on the material testing (i.e. how shear
modulus is evaluated) are not usually provided. Secondly, the assumed unidirectional properties
are based on in-plane properties from [114], in which the longitudinal modulus has been adjusted
for a lower fiber volume fraction. Although fiber volume normalization is common for longitudinal
properties, standard practices for fiber volume normalization of shear properties is not standard
[89]. The assumed unidirectional shear modulus of 𝐺

is seen to be on the high-end of the range

of typical E-Glass UD properties in literature (slightly lower properties are reported in other
publications: 0.73 msi (5.24 GPa) in [91] and 0.84 msi (5.83 GPa) in [127]). Since the
unidirectional in-plane shear modulus is somewhat high, it is not surprising that the predicted
triaxial shear modulus is also high. Due to the transverse isotropy assumption, the same effects of
relatively high shear stiffness 𝐺

are also present in 𝐺 , however, the effects are greater since the

angle plies play a smaller role in the out-of-plane stiffness.
Table 32: Predicted Analysis Triaxial Properties from Unidirectional Spar Cap Materials

𝑬𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝟐𝟐
𝑬𝟑𝟑
𝑮𝟏𝟐
𝑮𝟏𝟑
𝑮𝟐𝟑
𝝂𝟏𝟐
𝝂𝟑𝟏
𝝂𝟐𝟑

UD Input
Property
5.50 msi
37.9 GPa
1.40 msi
9.65 GPa
1.40 msi
9.65 GPa
0.899 msi
6.20 GPa
0.899 msi
6.20 GPa
0.469 msi
3.29 GPa
0.260
0.059
0.499

Predicted Triax
Property
4.02 msi
27.7 GPa
2.00 msi
13.8 GPa
1.56 msi
10.8 GPa
1.23 msi
8.48 GPa
0.734 msi
5.45 GPa
0.531 msi
3.96 GPa
0.330
0.103
0.423
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Triax Target
3.70 msi
25.5 GPa
1.80 msi
12.4 GPa
1.54 msi
10.6 GPa
1.03 msi
7.10 GPa
0.567 msi
3.70 GPa
0.500 msi
3.70 GPa
0.480
0.092
0.406

Percent Error
+8.5%
+11.3%
+1.3%
+19.2%
+29.5%
+6.3%
-31.2%
+13%
+4.24%

The sensitivity plots in Figure 137 through Figure 141 are again utilized to guide the tuning
process until the predicted properties agree acceptably with the actual triaxial properties.
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Figure 137: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD E11
(Typical Industry Properties)
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Figure 138: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD E22
(Typical Industry Properties)
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Figure 139: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD G12
(Typical Industry Properties)
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Figure 140: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD ν12
(Typical Industry Properties)
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Figure 141: Predicted Triaxial Property Sensitivity to UD ν23
(Typical Industry Properties)
After tuning the unidirectional inputs, significant improvement in the predicted triaxial
properties is observed. The in-plane stiffness terms are very closely predicted, with axial
stiffnesses within 0.5% and shear stiffness within 3%. The in-plane Poisson’s ratio shows more
error, which highlights a tuning challenge not seen previously due to the absence of a 𝐺

target

from the material test results. The predicted triaxial Poisson’s ratio shows the most sensitivity to
𝐺 ; however, while decreasing 𝐺
a high sensitivity to the 𝐺

would bring the predicted 𝜈

up to the target, 𝐺

input. Because the stiffness terms are prioritized over Poisson’s ratio,

the resulting error in predicted 𝜈

(11%) is larger than seen in the previous section. In general,

the out-of-plane elastic constants are predicted very well. The reduction in 𝐺
predicted 𝐺

also shows

affects the

value due to the transverse isotropy assumption and the high inaccuracy observed

prior to tuning is also improved by the selected 𝐺
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value.

Table 33: Predicted Analysis Triaxial Properties from Tuned Unidirectional Ply Inputs

𝑬𝟏𝟏
𝑬𝟐𝟐
𝑬𝟑𝟑
𝑮𝟏𝟐
𝑮𝟏𝟑
𝑮𝟐𝟑
𝝂𝟏𝟐
𝝂𝟑𝟏
𝝂𝟐𝟑

UD Input
Property
5.40 msi
37.2 GPa
1.40 msi
9.65 GPa
1.40 msi
9.65 GPa
0.600 msi
4.14 GPa
0.600 msi
4.14 GPa
0.467 msi
3.22 GPa
0.260
.067
.499

Predicted Triax
Property
3.68 msi
25.4 GPa
1.79 msi
12.3 GPa
1.55 msi
10.7 GPa
1.06 msi
7.31 GPa
0.562 msi
3.91 GPa
0.496 msi
3.38 GPa
0.425
0.0918
0.4057

Triax Target
3.70 msi
25.5 GPa
1.80 msi
12.4 GPa
1.54 msi
10.6 GPa
1.03 msi
7.10 GPa
0.567 msi
3.91 GPa
0.500 msi
3.45 GPa
0.480
0.0920
0.406

Percent Error
-0.5%
-0.7%
0.6%
+3.2%
-1.0%
-0.9%
-11.4%
-0.21%
-0.08%

B.2 Material Strength Tuning
With stiffness properties obtained, the next objective is to obtain equivalent strength
allowables such that the stress exposure for the smeared models with simple max stress failure
criteria can be compared against the predicted failure index for the unidirectional models with
advanced inter-fiber failure criteria.
Similar to the stiffness tuning, this is done by analyzing laminate failure for a [(±45 0)n]s
laminate composed of unidirectional material in which the proportion of longitudinal and angle
plies is representative of the triaxial materials. Laminate failure is predicted using a gradual
progressive failure approach as shown below in which matrix properties (𝐸 , 𝐺 , and 𝜈 ) are
degraded 5% whenever matrix failure is detected. Load is applied by continuously incrementing
displacement such that the primary strain in the direction of testing is incremented by 5𝜇𝜀 each
iteration. Triaxial laminate stress is evaluated as the total laminate load divided by the total
laminate area. Plotting the predicted laminate stress-strain curves, the results can be post-processed
for ultimate failure stress, offset failure stress, and failure strains.
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Figure 142: Gradual Progressive Failure Process
In assessing failure, a simple max stress or max strain fiber failure criterion is sufficient for
meeting certification requirements, in this case a maximum strain criterion is used to evaluate the
stress exposure45 𝑓 for fiber failure, as shown below:
𝜀

≥0

𝜀

<0

𝜀
𝜀
𝜀
𝑓 =
𝜀
𝑓 =

42
43

For inter-fiber failure, a simple max stress or strain criteria is not suitable to meet
certification requirements and an advanced theory considering combined states of stress, such as
Puck’s failure criteria or LaRC03, is necessary. In this work, Puck’s failure has been selected,

See discussion of stress exposure vs. failure indices in Chapter 4.
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which is documented in detail in [55]–[57], [90]. For a 3D state of stress, the inter-fiber failure
stress exposure is a function of the fracture plane angle and the critical fracture plane angle must
be determined with a numerical search. However; for a plane-stress problem, an exact solution can
be evaluated for one of three failure modes as illustrated in Figure 143 based on the failure modes
in [55]–[57], [90].

Figure 143: Puck’s Failure Modes
For transverse tensile stress, 𝜎 ≥ 0, the failure plane angle is 0° (perpendicular to the
laminate) and the corresponding stress exposure, identified by Puck as Mode A, is given by:
Mode A

𝑓 =

1 𝑝 ∥
−
𝜎
𝑌
𝑆

+

𝜏
𝑆

+

𝑝 ∥
𝜎
𝑆

44

For transverse compressive stress, 𝜎 < 0, two failure modes exist. In the case where the
transverse compressive stress is small with respect to the compression strength, the failure plane
angle will also be 0° and the failure will be a pure shear failure (i.e. the stress exposure equation
does not include the transverse compressive strength), identified as Mode B by Puck. The shear
failure in this mode is impeded by the compressive stress (i.e. the presence of compressive stress
permits higher shear stresses before failure), but with sufficiently high transverse compressive
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stress, the failure plane will transition to some angle 𝜃

(typically between 40°-55°) up to a

maximum angle of 𝛼 corresponding to pure transverse compressive failure [129].[129]. Puck
identifies Mode C as the range of failures for which 𝜃
occurs when 𝜎 = −𝑅

> 0. The transition to Mode C failure

, which signifies the resistance to fracture of the failure plane due to

transverse shear stresses in the plane. This parameter is discussed in detail in reference [90], but
for the current work is evaluated as follows:
𝑅

=

𝑌
2(1 + 𝑝

45

)

In order to solve for the fracture condition for Mode C, Puck simplifies the mathematics
by coupling the inclination parameters as shown below
𝑝
𝑅
Substituting Eq. 46 into Eq. 45 𝑅
𝑅

𝑝 ∥
→𝑝
𝑆

=

=

𝑝 ∥
𝑅
𝑆

46

can be evaluated with the resulting expression:

=

𝑆
2𝑝

2𝑝

∥

∥

The corresponding shear stress when 𝜎 = 𝑅
𝜏

=𝑆

,

𝑌
𝑆

+1−1

47

is given by 𝜏

,

as shown below:

1 + 2𝑝

48

Finally, the criterion to determine whether the failure is a Mode B or C failure is written in terms
of these two critical points.
Mode B:

𝑓 =

𝑓 =

Mode C:

𝜏
𝑆
𝜏
2(1 + 𝑝

+

)𝑆

𝑝 ∥
𝜎
𝑆
+

+

𝑝 ∥
𝜎
𝑆

𝜎
𝑌

𝑌
𝜎

𝜎
𝜏

,

,

𝑅
𝜏

≤
𝜎
𝜏

>

49

,

𝑅
𝜏

,

50

Although Puck’s failure method includes four inclination parameters in total
(𝑝 ∥ , 𝑝 ∥ , 𝑝

,𝑝

), it is noted that only the two 𝑝

criteria, therefore, the 𝑝

and 𝑝

∥

are used as input to the plane-stress failure

parameters are not viable for material strength tuning.

In the gradual degradation process, when a ply exceeds the Puck IFF failure criteria, a
damage factor is applied to the matrix related properties: 𝐸 , 𝐺 , and 𝜈

in the manner described

in reference [130] and shown in Eq.[130] and shown in Eq. 51 to allow for gradual unloading of
the failed ply. Here, a reduction factor of 𝛼 = 0.95 is selected in combination with an increment
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in displacement corresponding to a 5 µε increase in longitudinal strain. The combination of a high
𝛼 and small step size allows the ply stiffness to degrade until the stiffness reduces to the point
where the ply no longer fails. No stiffness degradation is applied for fiber failure, and instead, fiber
failure is selected as an indicator of overall laminate failure.
𝐸

= 𝛼𝐸

𝐺

= 𝛼𝐺

𝜈

= 𝛼𝜈

51

B.2.1 Material Property Test Results
By the same rationale discussed for the stiffness tuning, the results of the material testing
are used in order to demonstrate the validity of the material tuning concept for the in-plane strength
values determined in testing. The equivalent stiffnesses determined in section B.1.1 are used for
the layer materials prior to damage and starting points for equivalent unidirectional strengths are
taken as the unidirectional test results (summarized in Table 28). Unidirectional material strengths
for 𝑌 and 𝑆

. %

from testing are used for the initial assessment. Reliable strain limits were not

obtained from testing (due to gauge failure prior to specimen failure), thus a starting point for strain
limits is assumed from 𝜀 = 𝑋 /𝐸 . Compressive properties were not evaluated in testing, so
typical values in literature for E-glass materials are used as a reference. In the case of transverse
compressive properties, a typical value of 145 MPa is multiplied by a knockdown factor of 0.35,
which is consistent with the ratio of tested transverse tensile strength (14.2 MPa) to typical E-glass
transverse tensile strength (40 MPa). Although both compressive properties are included in the
progressive failure model, triaxial tensile properties are being predicted, and compressive strengths
do not play a significant role.
The longitudinal-transverse Puck inclination factors recommended in the DNVGL
standard for 𝑝

∥

= 0.3 and 𝑝

∥

= 0.25 are selected here (these are consistent with the

recommendations given by Puck and Knops for E-glass [57], [90]), and the transverse-transverse
inclination factors 𝑝

and 𝑝

directly for plane stress and 𝑝

do not factor into the degradation model as 𝑝

can be calculated

only affects the failure index for a 3D state of stress.

The stress-strain curves evaluated using the gradual failure process with the unidirectional
material properties directly determined from testing are plotted alongside the best-fit stress-strain
from the triaxial longitudinal and transverse test data in Figure 144. The locations of failure as well
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as 0.2% offset stress for the transverse case are marked for comparison. The initial results show
relatively good agreement with the longitudinal tensile test data without any strength property
tuning, whereas larger discrepancies were observed in the transverse tension test for both the offset
and ultimate failure. When the ultimate failure mode is fiber dominated, as is the case for the
longitudinal triaxial tension test coupons, the current method is seen to work well. The gradual
failure process captures initial matrix failures, stiffness degradation, and laminate failure when the
fibers oriented in the direction of the primary load eventually fail. On the other hand, for the
transverse tension test coupons there is no reinforcement oriented in the test load direction (i.e.
there are no 90° fibers). As a result, the ultimate failure of the laminate is a matrix dominated
failure mode, which is not well predicted with the current approach. Using the stiffness degradation
approach implemented here, fiber strength is independent of matrix damage. This means that the
ability to transfer load into the angle ply fibers is not diminished, even if significant degradation
of the matrix has occurred in all plies of laminate. As a result, the predicted failure strength and
strain far exceeds the actual values observed during testing. A more advanced micromechanics
model that models the fiber and matrix materials separately and can capture the effects of matrix
damage on fiber integrity would be more suited to modeling the ultimate failure. Although ultimate
failure is not predicted well, prior to final failure, the gradual failure model predicts a bilinear
response similar to the actual test data with similar slopes, although the predicted stress and strain
at the transition point are much lower. This is attributed to the fact that the transverse tensile
strength of the unidirectional plies determined from testing and used as input properties was
significantly lower than typical values for UD materials. Knowing this, the transverse strength can
be adjusted up as part of the tuning process to better predict the triaxial laminate behavior.
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Figure 144: Material Test Data—Stress-Strain Data without Tuning
(left: longitudinal tension, right: transverse tension)
In order to tune the unidirectional input properties for the progressive failure method, the
first step taken is to adjust the matrix dominated strength parameters. The initial input properties
are based on the unidirectional test results; however, these properties are significantly lower than
typical values for E-glass/epoxy materials. This is attributed to a combination of manufacturing
induced effects as well as poor fiber matrix bond related to material compatibility of sizing material
and resin system or age of the fiber sizing—for a complete discussion of this, refer to Appendix
A. By scaling the transverse/compressive 46 tensile strength up by a factor of 2.46 and shear
strength by a factor of 1.4, significant improvements are noted in the prediction of the transverse
tensile specimen test results. Furthermore, after scaling up the transverse and shear strength, the
tuned unidirectional properties are much closer to typical unidirectional E-glass, indicating that if
the process related issues causing low matrix strength were resolved, relatively good agreement
may be achieved prior to tuning. However; the model still suffers from the same limitations in
predicting the ultimate failure—with stress and strain at final failure overpredicted by 44% and
66% respectively. As such, a secondary condition for laminate failure is added to the model to
check for overall levels of matrix damage. It is seen that once all plies have degraded such that the
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For the current case, coupons are not loaded in compression, so compressive strength does not play a large role.
However, assumed compressive properties were knocked down based on tensile test results, so for consistency they
are scaled up by the same factor.
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remaining transverse stiffness is below 25% of the original transverse stiffness terms, there is
sufficient damage that the matrix can no longer transmit load to the fibers and the laminate fails.
By adding total matrix damage as an exit criterion in the progressive failure model, the prediction
of ultimate strength is improved greatly.
As a consequence of adjusting the transverse strength parameters, the predicted
longitudinal strength at failure is increased, and therefore the tensile strain limit is adjusted
downward slightly to give a better balance for the longitudinal stress and strain predicted at failure.
The stress strain curves for the tuned input properties are shown below in Figure 145 with the input
parameters and predicted result quantities listed in Table 34. It is noted that the Puck inclination
parameters are left unchanged. While some consideration was given to using these parameters to
tune the results, the predicted triaxial strengths showed a low sensitivity to the inclination
parameters and would require adjusting the parameters far outside of the recommended physical
range given by Puck in the derivation of his failure criteria. As such, the inclination parameters are

Figure 145: Material Test Data—Tuned Stress-Strain Data
(left: longitudinal tension, right: transverse tension)
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left at the recommended value called out in the wind turbine certification standards.

Table 34: Material Test Data—Tuned Inputs and Predicted Strengths
UD Property Input
Parameter
𝜺𝑻𝟏
𝜺𝑪𝟏
𝒀𝑻
𝒀𝑪
𝑺𝑳
𝒑𝒕𝟏𝟐
𝒑𝒄𝟏𝟐

Before tuning
23100 𝜇𝜀
17540 𝜇𝜀
2.06 ksi
14.7 MPa
7.47 ksi
51.5 MPa
3.28 ksi
22.6 MPa
0.30
0.25

Tuned Inputs
22900
17540
5.07 ksi
34.9 MPa
18.3 ksi
126 MPa
4.59 ksi
31.7 MPa
0.30
0.25

Triaxial Property Output
Parameter
𝑿𝑻
𝜺𝑻𝟏
𝒀𝑻
𝒀𝑻𝟎.𝟐%

Before Tuning
70.15 ksi
484MPa
23100
20.88 ksi
144MPa
4.83 ksi
33.3 MPa

Tuned Result
70.53 ksi
486MPa
22900
16.12 ksi
111 MPa
8.80 ksi
60.7 MPa

Test Target
68.8 ksi
474 MPa
23500
16.2 ksi
112 MPa
8.60 ksi
59.3 MPa

B.2.2 Typical Wind Triaxial Properties
As was noted for the stiffness results, the material strengths determined during testing are
below typical values found in industry. Instead, material strength properties more representative
of actual materials used in turbine blades will be used to assess failure throughout this work.
Specific laminate strength allowables corresponding to the triaxial stiffnesses presented in section
B.1.2 are not available; however, a range of properties is reported in literature [36], [131],
[132].[36], [131], [132]. Rather than tuning UD inputs to a specific triaxial strength, typical
unidirectional strength allowables are used predict the laminate in-plane strength. The results are
compared against the range of typical values, and then used directly as laminate strengths
throughout this work so that the unidirectional materials used in the sublayered models and
laminate triaxial properties in the smeared models are equivalent. The predicted stress strain curves
B-18

using the gradual progressive failure methods for longitudinal/transverse tension and compression
as well as shear are shown below in Figure 146 with the unidirectional inputs and predicted
laminate strength allowables tabulated Table 35 and Table 36 respectively.
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Figure 146: Typical Wind Triaxial Materials—Predicted Stress-Strain Data
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Table 36: Predicted Typical Triaxial
Strength Properties
Parameter
Predicted Output
78.2 ksi
𝑋
(539 MPa)
25.63 ksi
𝑋
(176.70 MPa)
24900
𝜀
19.1 ksi
𝑌
(132 MPa)
10.2 ksi
𝑌. %
(70.33 MPa)
65.5 ksi
𝑋
(451 MPa)
37.14 ksi
𝑋
(256.10 MPa)
20200
𝜀
39.8 ksi
𝑌
(274 MPa)
27.3 ksi
𝑌. %
(189 MPa)
30.3 ksi
𝑆
(209 MPa)
16.3 ksi
𝑆. %
(112 MPa)

Table 35: Typical Wind Unidirectional
Input Properties
Parameter
Input Value
137 ksi
𝑋
(945 MPa)
24900 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
5.5 ksi
𝑌
37.9 MPa
111 ksi
𝑋
(768 MPa)
20200 𝜇𝜀
𝜀
26.8 ksi
𝑌
185 MPa
6.94 ksi
𝑆
47.86 MPa
𝑝 ∥
0.30
𝑝 ∥
0.25
𝑝
𝑝

As was noted in the previous section, the use of the material property degradation method
implemented here works relatively well except for evaluating ultimate failure for the matrix
dominated failure modes. While the threshold of 25% residual stiffness matched up relatively well
with the test data, it is not necessarily valid to assume this holds for all materials. However, for
evaluation of transverse strengths used in the assessment of inter-fiber failure, the wind
certification standards call for the use of the stress and strain at the first ply failure, or an offset
stress. As such, the predicted ultimate laminate strengths will not be used in this work. Therefore,
for the smeared modeling approaches, failure assessment will compare model stresses against
allowables corresponding to first ply failure. The smeared approach failure indices can then be
compared against the first ply failure predicted with Puck’s IFF criteria applied to the
unidirectional sublayered models.
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Appendix C
Supplemental Results
C.1 Additional Results for Chapter 4: Blade Configuration Trade Studies
The results presented in Chapter 4 primarily present the variation in stress exposure against
relative spar cap to skin laminate thickness. For additional comparison, the same data has been
plotted side-by-side for relative spar cap to core thickness and spar cap to skin thickness. In these
plots of trade study results, the two right-most columns of data are identical to the results shown
earlier in this dissertation, where the two left-most columns of data show the same model results
plotted against a different axis. These results are presented subsequently in Section C.1.1.
The trade study results presented in Chapter 4 focus on the spar core interface, Location A
as shown in Figure 147. However, supplemental results are also generated away from the internal
stiffeners at the center of the spar cap for comparison, Location B. Trade study results for fiber
failure are presented in this section. In general, the fiber failure trends at this location are consistent
with the observations in Chapter 4, except in the inner skin, as noted previously in the main body
of this work. For IFF, the inner and outer skin at location B show similar results to the outer skin
at location A (where the effect of in-plane shear is less significant). Note, IFF results for the spar
cap at location B are omitted because the magnitudes of 𝑓

,

in this region are an order of

magnitude smaller than the critical failure. These results are presented subsequently in Section
C.1.2.
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Figure 147: Identification of Chordwise Positions
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C.1.1 Side-by-Side Comparison of 𝒕𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒓 /𝒕𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 and 𝒕𝒔𝒑𝒂𝒓 /𝒕𝒔𝒌𝒊𝒏

Figure 148: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
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Figure 149: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
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Figure 150: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Spar Cap Plies
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Figure 151: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Spar Cap Plies
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Figure 152: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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Figure 153: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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Figure 154: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
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Figure 155: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Outer Skin Plies
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Figure 156: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Spar Cap Plies
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Figure 157: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Spar Cap Plies
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Figure 158: Smeared Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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Figure 159: Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results—Inter-Fiber Failure in Inner Skin Plies
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C.1.2 Trade Study Results at Middle of Spar Cap

Figure 160: Fiber Failure, Smeared Ply Trade Study Results, Outer Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 161: Fiber Failure, Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results, Outer Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 162: Fiber Failure, Smeared Ply Trade Study Results, Spar
(Location B)
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Figure 163: Fiber Failure, Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results, Spar
(Location B)
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Figure 164: Fiber Failure, Smeared Ply Trade Study Results, Inner Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 165: Fiber Failure, Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results, Inner Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 166: Fiber Failure, Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results
(Location B)
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Figure 167: Inter-Fiber Failure, Smeared Ply Trade Study Results, Outer Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 168: Inter-Fiber Failure, Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results, Outer Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 169: Inter-Fiber Failure, Smeared Ply Trade Study Results, Inner Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 170: Inter-Fiber Failure, Sublayered Ply Trade Study Results, Inner Skin
(Location B)
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Figure 171: Inter-Fiber Failure, Relative Laminate Thickness Trade Study Results
(Location B)
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